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CAPSULE

JOCOSERIOUS

Modi announces Rs 2,000-cr
flood package for NE

Rs 250 cr for immediate flood relief in Assam

ABMSU president shot dead
CORRESPONDENT

KOKRAJHAR, Aug 1: Uni-

dentified miscreants this after-

noon shot dead Lafikul Islam

Ahmed, president of the All

BTC Minority Students Union

(ABMSU) at Titaguri Bazar,

around 6 km from here.

The incident took place at

about 4:30 pm when the ABM-

SU president was purchasing

tiles at a shop in the market.

He was 36 years old.

A worker of the shop, Sub-

hankar Chakraborty also re-

ceived bullet injuries when the

miscreants opened indiscrimi-

nate fire and he was admitted

to the RNB Civil Hospital,

Kokrajhar. Senior police and

civil officials rushed to the spot

and investigation is going on.

Meanwhile, tension prevails

in and around Kokrajhar follow-

ing the incident and security

measures have been tightened

in the entire Kokrajhar district.

People in the incident site

shouted slogans against the po-

lice and administration.

The ABMSU has threat-

ened an indefinite BTC bandh

if the culprits are not arrested.

Several leaders have con-

demned the killing incident.

The ABSU also demanded an

inquiry into the incident.

Condemning the incident,

former MP UG Brahma alleged

that it might be an attempt to

create ethnic disturbance. He

also appealed to all sections of

people to maintain peace.

Staff Reporter adds from

Guwahati: Following the

Kokrajhar incident, Chief

Minister Sarbananda Sonow-

al held a high-level meeting

with civil and police adminis-

tration officials at Janata Bha-

wan this evening and asked

Lafikul Islam Ahmed

STAFF REPORTER

GUWAHATI, Aug 1:
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi today announced a
package of Rs 2,000 crore
for immediate flood relief,
rehabilitation and recon-
struction activities of the
damaged infrastructure in
the northeastern region.

This excludes Rs 250 crore

announced for immediate

flood relief operations in As-

sam, which comes in addition

to a package of Rs 345 crore

released in June this year.

During the five-hour-long

high-level meeting held here

today, Modi reviewed the flood

scenario and the scale of dam-

age caused by floods and ero-

sion in the northeastern states,

and vouched for creation of a

corpus fund of Rs 100 crore

for a study to be conducted by

a high-power committee of

experts which will suggest

measures for permanent so-

lution of the flood problem.

The high-power commit-

tee will study the course of

the Brahmaputra river along

with its multi-state and multi-

nation ramifications.

During the meeting, the

Prime Minister reviewed the

flood situation and relief meas-

ures in Assam, Arunachal

Pradesh, Manipur and Naga-

land and had separate discus-

sions with the respective chief

ministers and senior officials.

A memorandum from Mi-

zoram Chief Minister was also

received by the Prime Minis-

ter as the former could not

make it to the meeting.

Although the Prime Minis-

ter did not interact with the

media persons, he, however,

posted a series of tweets lat-

er in the evening.

“A package of Rs. 2000

crore for flood relief, rehabil-

itation, reconstruction mea-

sures for affected states of the

Northeast was announced,”

tweeted the Prime Minister.

“The package will have a

significant component devot-

ed to infrastructure & im-

proving water holding capaci-

ty of the Brahmaputra,” he

further tweeted.

“We are exploring all pos-

sible means to enable proper

management of the water re-

sources of the Northeast.

This will help us immense-

ly,” Modi said.

State Finance Minister

Expert body
to study

Brahmaputra
course for
permanent
solution of

flood problem

Refugee status not
given to illegal

Hindu Bangladeshis
SPL CORRESPONDENT

NEW DELHI, Aug 1: The

Ministry of Home Affairs

(MHA) has denied reports that

it has issued direction to the

Government of Assam for grant-

ing refugee status to illegal Hin-

du Bangladeshi immigrants.

In reply to a Lok Sabha ques-

tion by AIUDF MP Sirajuddin

Ajmal, Minister of State for

Home Affairs Kiren Rijiju said

the Centre has not issued any

direction to the Government

of Assam for granting refugee

status to illegal Hindu Bangla-

deshi immigrants.

However, the Citizenship

(Amendment) Bill, 2016 pro-

vides an enabling legal provi-

sion for grant of Indian citizen-

ship to persons belonging to

minority communities, name-

ly, Hindus, Sikhs, Buddhists,

Jains, Parsis and Christians of

Pakistan, Bangladesh and Af-

ghanistan, who had entered

India on or before December

31, 2014 due to religious per-

secution or fear of religious

persecution. The Bill is under

consideration of a Joint Parlia-

mentary Committee.

In a separate reply, Rijiju said

that there is no proposal un-

der consideration to provide

financial compensation to Hin-

du refugee families who have

migrated from Bangladesh on

the lines of compensation be-

ing provided to refugees from

the Pak-occupied Kashmir.

Meanwhile, in a separate

reply, the minister said that

illegal immigrants are those

who enter into the country

without valid travel docu-

ments in clandestine and sur-

reptitious manner. As such,

there is no accurate data with

(See page 4)

(See page 4) (See page 4)

LeT ultras shot
SRINAGAR, Aug 1: Top

Lashkar-e-Toiba (LeT)
commander Abu Dujana,
a Pakistani national
wanted in connection
with many attacks on
security forces, and his
aide were today killed in
an encounter in Pulwama
district of Kashmir, the
Army said. – PTI

Pak PM
ISLAMABAD, Aug 1:

Shahid Khaqan Abbasi was
today elected Prime
Minister by Pakistan’s
National Assembly,
becoming the interim
leader of the country after
Nawaz Sharif was
disqualified by the Supreme
Court over the Panama
Papers scandal. – PTI

(Details on Page 14)

Panagariya
NEW DELHI, Aug 1:

NITI Aayog vice chairman
Arvind Panagariya today
said he will leave the
government think tank on
August 31 and return to
Columbia University. The
Indian-American joined as
the first vice chairman of
NITI Aayog in January
2015. – PTI

(Details on Page 11)

Mallya case
LONDON, Aug 1: The

Indian government has
submitted the requisite
“opening note” and
paperwork related to Vijay
Mallya’s extradition case
to the liquor baron’s legal
team within the UK court
deadline, according to
official sources. – PTI

Prime Minister Narendra Modi being welcomed at the meeting venue by Governor Banwarilal

Purohit, Chief Minister Sarbananda Sonowal and others, in Guwahati on Tuesday. – AT photo

Utilisation certificates

take away the fun from

relief funds!
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Urgent requirement for retired

Bankers to lead a team of

Financial Advisors at Guwahati.

Please contact on : 87240-70642.

SV/P/A3091/1

Direct joining - Receptionist,

Telecaller, Dataentry, Callcentre,

Showroom, Packaging,

Security, Assistant.

8812812221.

SV/P/A3102/1

Backoffice, Bank Executive

Accountant, Showrooman,

Mecanical, Supervisor, S (10 -

30000), 8402058734 (M),

Jonali, Bishnupath, H.No-2.

SV/P/A3103/1

Direct Posting, Callcentre,

Dataentry, Showroom,

Receptionist, Security, Delivery,

Roomservice, Packaging.

7086254153.

SV/P/A3104/1

Manufacturing Company

urgently required Diploma

Instrumentation Engineer. Exp:

having minimum 1-3 yrs. Slry:

Negotiable. 7896040122.

SV/P/A3109/1

Urgently required A/C, T.V.

Washing Machine Technician

for reputed service centre. Slry:

7-9K. 8876250890.

SV/P/A3111/1

Incharge required for Guwahati

based Multinational C&F. Work

experience with Computer

knowledge & two wheeler

desired. Remunaration no bar for

suitable candidate. Mail your

resume with photo & mobile

number at eeshanyaventures@

gmail.com.

SV/P/PA312/1

Excellent opportunity for

Retired persons & ladies,

Earnings - 30,000/- PF &

Medical Extra. 9864012461.

SV/P/A3101/3

Required female teacher English

background for reputed school.

Phone: 9859500467,

7002436051.

SV/P/15433/1

WALK IN INTERVIEW FOR

THE POSITION OF FRONT

DESK IN A RENOWNED

REAL ESTATE COMPANY.

FRESHERS INVITED FROM

11 TO 5.30. 7002342636.

SV/P/15434/1

Urgently required smart

candidate for Guwahati

Qualification H.S.L.C. to

Graduates. Salary 7000K to

15,000K. Contact: 9678381355,

7670094443.

SV/P/15435/1

URGENTLY REQUIRED

G R A D U A T E / P O S T

GRADUATE TEACHERS

WITH B.ED. FOR HINDI &

ENGLISH FOR A CBSE

SCHOOL NEAR

K A L A K S H E T R A ,

GUWAHATI. CANDIDATES

WITH EXPERIENCE WILL

BE GIVEN PREFERENCE.

CONTACT 7035210733

(BETWEEN 9 AM TO 2 PM).

SV/P/15436/1

Homebased job Handwriting &

Datatyping Earn 15000/-

Minimum Registration

(Refundable). 9706541101,

9706572292.

SV/P/15439/10

Direct joining - Callcenter,

Showroom, Receptionist,

Collection, Security, Dataentry,

Delivery, Hotel, Backoffice.

7896469681.

SV/P/15430/1

Direct posting - Dataentry,

Delivery, Hotel, Collection,

Receptionist, Showroom,

Callcenter, Security, Backoffice.

7636009747.

SV/P/15431/1

WALK-IN-INTERVIEW

FROM 02.08.2017 TO

06.08.2017, KCM ACADEMY

(WITH 450+ STUDENTS, 260+

BOARDERS IN 9 HOSTELS

& 40+ TEACHERS),

D U R G A M A N D I R ,

GOALPARA, ESTD.: 2010,

LECTURER: PHYSICS (MIN.

SALARY 20,000/- FOR

RIGHT CANDIDATE) M.SC.

& POLITICAL SCIENCE,

ENGLISH (MIN. SALARY

5000/-) M.A. SELECTED

OUTSIDE CANDIDATES

WILL BE PROVIDED FOOD

AND LODGING

ACCOMMODATION. PH.

NO. 9435643373,

9435974353, 8486530399.

PRINCIPAL, KCM

ACADEMY. EMAIL:

abdulkhaleque33ahmed@gmail.

com

SV/P/A3095/1

Required Retd. Bankers/Govt.

Officials for a Post of Team

Leader. Contact: 9577452885.

SV/P/A3097/1

Urgent requirement of a retired

bankers, retired, house wife for

a financial organisation. Contact

; 9864073042, 9854016795.

SV/P/15415/3

ONLY FEW SEATS VACANT

FOR THE FREE OF COST

IAS/APSC/UPSC/IBPS/SSC

(FOUNDATION PROGRAM)

CONTACT; 07577042257.

hrd.iibit@gmail.com.

SV/P/A3100/1

Join as a Medical representative

(MR) 100% job guaranteed. Visit

: (IPC), Silpukhuri. Ph. :

9854278983.

SV/P/15412/3

(Official/ sitting jobs) at reputed

companies. Qualifications- HS/

Graduate (Male/ Female). Salary-

Rs. 7,000/-– Rs. 12,000/-.

contact before 05.08.2017. At

Pratishruti, H/No. 26, Jonali

path, Jonali Bus Stop, R.G.B

Road, Guwahati- 24. Ph. :

9864325987, 9706512734.

SV/P/15413/1

Required for a 3 Star Hotel 1)

Front Office Assistant, 2) House

Keeping Supervisor, 3) Room

Boy 4) Indian Chef 5) South

Indian Chef 6) Hostess 7) Store

Keeper 8) Cashier 9) Technician

(Air Conditioner) 10) Data Entry

Operator (Tally) Contact at

9706056233/66 or mail at

atp.hrh@gmail.com

SV/1981/1

TEZPUR  LAW  COLLEGE

A Walk-in Interview will be held

at Tezpur Law College on 8th

August, 2017 from 11.00 A.M.

onwards for the post of teaching

positions for Law, English, History,

Pol.  Science and Sociology.

Eligibility:

For Law – as per Bar Council of

India norms and for English,

History, Pol. Science and

Sociology – Post Graduation from

a recognized University/Institution

with min. 55  percent marks in

relevant disciplines.

Application and Selection

Process: Bio data with details of

academic qualifications, research

& teaching experience etc. should

be sent by e-mail to

tezpurlawcollege@gmail.com by

5th of August, 2017. Selection

process will be conducted by the

Selection Committee whose

decision will be final and subject

to approval of Governing Body.

Only short listed candidates will

be invited for interview and it will

be communicated through to their

E-mail ID.

Salary is negotiable. Invited

candidates must bring all the

original testimonials at the time of

interview.

Sd/- Secretary,

Governing Body,

Tezpur Law College,

Tezpur, Sonitpur, Assam.

PIN: 784001.

Ph. No. 9435380257 / 03712-

225912 (0)

E-mail ID:

tezpurlawcollege@gmail.com

CD/SV/1961/1

Wanted one female Sales Staff

by a company for its reputed

Jewellery Showroom at

Ganeshguri, Guwahati. Suitable

graduates may call during office

hours: 9706060621.

SV/P/15419/1

Urgently required supervisor and

sales representative. Interested

candidate may apply at:

smbenterpriseguwahati@gmail.com

SV/P/15420/1

Applications are invited from

Indian citizens for filling up the

following posts in Deshabandhu

Bidyapith H.S. School, Hojai.

Pay scale Rs. 22,000/- to 87,000/

-. Qualification- Post Graduate

in concerned subject with BT/

B.Ed and TET qualified. The

candidate will prefer M.I.L.

Bengali in HSLC Examination.

Age : 43 years as per

Government rules. Last date of

submission of application :

09.08.2017. Date of interview :

11.08.2017 at 11.00 am. The

candidates will have to submit

their application to following

Address. No call letter will be

sent. No TA/DA will be paid for

attending the interview. Name of

post : Bengali, Number of

vacancy : 01, Category of post :

unreserved. Name of post :

Geography, Number of vacancy

: 01, Category of post :

unreserved. Name of post :

Assamese, Number of vacancy :

01, Category of post :

unreserved. Name of post :

English, Number of vacancy :

01, Category of post : OBC,

Name of post : Zoology, Number

of vacancy : 01, Category of Post

: OBC. Sd/- Dipak Das, Member

Secretary, Deshabandhu

Bidyapith H.S. School, Hojai.

SV/P/PA308/1

Guwahati city job! Famous

company required 42 boys & 36

girls for various post,

qualification HSLC-Graduate

(below 26). 7500/- –25,000/-.

Contact Ganeshguri, Nayanpur

Road, Kalyanpur, Byelane- 2,

H.O. No.  01. M : 84869-44162/

99578-71908.

SV/P/15425/1

Direct joining Receptionist

Backoffice Computer operator

CallCenter Showroom

deliveryboy officeboy

securityguard. 9101172219.

SV/P/A3099/1

50% discount (Govt. Reg).

Montessori Training 1 month

Beautician/ DTP/ Tally/ PGDCA

etc. Guwahati. #99542-04556.

Edu/P/A3098/1

CD/SV/1986/2

CD/SV/1990/1

CD/SV/1989/1

CD/Edu/1781/15

(National Defence Academy)

80+ Hours of

Exam on 10th Sept

Preparation For

NDA
Batches From:
5th & 8th Aug

in the last NDA exam

 Ph. 88110 - 93506

Opp. Rabindra Bhawan

EUREKA

GNB Road, Ambari,Ghy-1

Deepjoy Dey

Dwifang Narzary

Ankush Gogoi

Kumar Sagar

C
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  Bishal Kumar

Shirshendu Chakraborty

Some of our selections

  held on 23rd April

CD/Edu/1983/1

CD/Edu/1831/8

CD/Edu/P/A3073/3

CD/Edu/15424/2

Special discounted coaching for

Spoken English @ 2400/-, Bank/

SSC @ 3500/-, Computer Basic

@ 3000/-, Inspirationers –

7035343844, 9954343486.

Edu/P/15367/3

Admission open HSLC/ HS

(Govt. Regd) BA, B.com, B.Sc,

MA, M.Sc, NEEI, Ghy.

8749877581, 8811034717.

Edu/P/15440/10

PG Course (M.Sc) in Chemistry

under Bodoland University has

been introduced in Kokrajhar

Govt. College with effect from

the academic Session, 2017-18.

Hence, applications are invited

from the eligible Graduate

candidates in Science preferably

with Major in Chemistry for

admission to M.Sc (in

Chemistry) first Semester.

Application forms are available

in the college office on payment

of Rs. 200/- only. Last date for

submission of application form

: 06.08.2017. Publication of

selection list : 07.08.2017.

Admission : 08.08.2017. Total

admission fee per semester : Rs.

23,000/- only. Sd/- Principal,

Kokrajhar Govt. College,

Kokrajhar, B.T.C, Assam.

Edu/1985/1

CD/Edu/A3112/8

CD/Edu/1773/19

Admission going on 2 years

B.Ed course- UGC. NCTE

Reconaised limited seat contact

Northeast Academy Narengi.

9864024592, Zoo Road-

8011062982.

Edu/P/15429/4

Teacher wanted for a Coaching

Centre in all subjects. Contact :

7002748473, 9706319332.

Tutor/P/A3105/3

Subham Tutorial, Provides

experienced Male/Female Home

Tutors for all subejcts. (I-XII).

Mo. 8135830113.

Tuition/P/14284/19

Experienced Home Tutor for

(XI-XII), Physics, Chemistry,

Mathematics. P.C.M. Point.

9678990167.

Tuition/P/A2500/30

Physics, Home Tuition Exp.

faculty NEET, JEE, Board

(XI & XII). Contact:

8011099117.

Tuition/P/A2910/8

Physics, Chemistry, Maths (XI,

XII) & B. Sc. Physics Major.

Small group tuition. Also Home

Tuition Adabari/Gorchuk.

8753983155.

Tuition/P/14135/12

Academia Tutorial. Classes

(VIII-XII) all subjects

(CBSE/SEBA) Beltola,

Guwahati. Ph: 7896047685,

9864178596.

Tuition/P/A2351/15

Home Tuition @ Guwahati:

www.scientiaedu.com. Medical

& Engineering Entrance

Coaching: www.scientiaedu.org.

Career & Educational Portal:

www.scientiaeducare.com.

# 9864014444.

Tuition/P/A2837/9

Private/ home tutor (Ghy)

Physics with experienced (Ph.D)

faculty. Ph. 8729842110.

Tuition/P/15432/1

For better knowledge &

understanding Call Home &

Group Tutor, Accountancy &

Sanskrit. 99578-79730, 97075-

63360.

Tuition/P/A3106/10

Tuition for XI/XII Science

(CBSE/Council) Physics,

Chemistry, Mathematics,

Biology, Statistics by

experienced teachers. Contact:

Axom Academy. 8876689452,

9435143481.

Tuition/P/15421/3

LEARN SPOKEN ENGLISH

& PERSONALITY

DEVELOPMENT (2)

COMPUTER EDUCATION

(3) MONTESSORI

TEACHERS TRAINING (4)

FASHION DESIGNING (5)

BEAUTICIAN (6)

JOURNALISM & MASS

C O M M U N I C A T I O N .

*MORPH*. PH: 9864016078

(H.O. GANESHGURI).

PH: 9954212210 (ZOO

ROAD).

SE/P/A2904/1

100% Guaranteed improvement!

Spoken English coaching by

LCE, GS Road. Call 8403992432.

SE/P/A2920/8

LEARN AUTOCAD, 3D MAX/

ANIMATION/DTP/TALLY/

DCP/PGDCA/C, C++/JAVA/

PHOTOSHOP/HARDWARE

& NETWORKING, MORPH.

PH: 9864016078

(GANESHGURI) &

9954212210 (ZOO ROAD).

Comp/A2903/8

Crack IBPS PO/ SSC with latest

shortcuts. Free study materials/

mock test. Contact :

9706151905, 9132082276.

Coaching/P/A3108/1

City Cozy home boys hostel

Rajgarh Anil Nagar Bye lane-3.

Cont. 91-99572-72512, 91-

98645-07425.

Hostel/P/15262/5

Comfortable affordable

approachable. N.B. Boys Hostel

at Zoo Road Tiniali with all

modern facility and homely

atmosphere with homely food.

Contact: 9864752777,

8638968110.

Hostel/P/15423/1

Web-Designing, Web-Hosting,

Bulk SMS, Software Solutions

provider. assamlook.com

#9864300295.

Website/P/14817/8

CD/Shraddhanjali/...../1

CD/Shraddhanjali/P/15441/1

Tolet service/ Commercial

Space/ Independent House/

Furnish Flat/ Flat 2 BHK/ 3 BHK/

4 BHK/ Housing Apartment for

Guwahati Metro. 95774-74733/

88764-78337.

TL/P/PA310/1

One and two bedrooms flat on

Zoo road Tiniali shall be given

on rent immediately. Phone No

: 8486822641.

TL/P/PA307/1

RCC 3 storied building

consisting total 20 rooms for

office and Girls Hostel only.

Juripar, near Kalakshetra, Ghy-

22. Phone : 07636936104.

TL/P/15411/1

2 nos., newly constructed 3 BHK

flat, 1st & 2nd floor near Hockey

Stadium. Ph. : 9435709230.

TL/P/15417/1

Rent out your office, flat,

commercial space through

Realestate Agent. Plz contact:

8486469906.

TL/P/A3093/10

Prime Tolet single & double

room. Independent house, flat,

Office, Institute, Godown.

9577467574.

TL/P/A3094/2

Girls’ PG Opp. Doordarshan

Prasanta Path, RGB Road,

Guwahati. 7002726081.

PG/P/15390/2

Mahagouri Girls PG facilities

available, near Bata Showroom,

Guwahati Club. 98643-57317,

98646-57317.

PG/P/15400/6

Girls PG near J.B. Law

Commerce, Icon, Chandmari

#82538-71804, 86382-88320.

PG/P/15402/2

Executive accommodation: Girls

(Sixmile) & Boys (Ganeshguri).

Single room/attached Bath/AC-

A q u a - I n v e r t e r / p a r k i n g .

9954029888.

PG/P/A2743/28

Boys PG Rehabari, Bengali food,

running water, aqua inverter,

secured. # 8638027810.

PG/P/3078/8

Maa P.G. for boys Zoo Road,

Jonali Bus Stop. 9864034142,

7035713899.

PG/P/PA290/2

PG for Boys with quality food at

Dispur Lastgate. 24 hours

Inverter. Ph: 8486692583.

PG/P/A2851/1

Homely paying guest for girls,

two seats only. Gandhibasti.

Contact : 9864073042.

PG/P/15416/1

Kaushik Boy’s PG at Khanapara

opposit Taz Vivanta, Janapath

Bye lane 1. Contact : 98649-

24395.

PG/P/A3107/8

Paying Guest for working ladies

and girls. Pragita Girls PG, Anil

Bhawan, Byelane No. 4,

Nayanpur, Ganeshguri, Ghy-

06. Contact : 8876621311,

8472045032.

PG/P/A3110/1

Girls’ PG Sixmile Flyover, Boys’

PG Paltanbazar, B. Baruah

College. 80117-20235, 98591-

18930, 86384-88828.

PG/P/A2499/14

Booking open at Royal

Residency near Guwahati

Airport 1/2/3 BHK 130 number

Super Delux flats with

Swimming Pool, Club House,

Cafeteria etc. For booking please

contact: Baruah Construction:

97060-02971, 94351-47443.

H&F/P/15299/7

2 BHK/3BHK Delux Flats

available for sale at Maligaon,

Joymotinagar, Khanamukh &

Azara . Please contact Baruah

Construction: 97060-02971,

97060-56971.

H&F/P/15298/7

Booking 3BHK flat at Panjabari,

Bagharbari Tiniali, near Sankardev

Kalakshetra, 2nd & 3rd floor

available @ 3300 per sq.ft. with

parking. Ph: 9864097777.

H&F/P/14522/30

For designer modular kitchen &

sofaset @ Reasonable rate #

Mrinali Barbara (Interior &

Landscape Designer). #

8822169634, 7663055217.

H&F/P/A2925/15

For Designing & Renovating

your Home, Office, Showroom,

School, Garden etc. @

Reasonable rate # Mrinali Barbara.

8822169634, 7663055217.

H&F/P/A2926/15

3 BHK ground floor, 1500 sq.

ft, 60% completed @ Rs. 3200/-

at Bhetapara, Ghoramara

Chariali. # 9435330709.

H&F/P/A2959/8

Only 2 numbers of 3 bedroom

premium flat available for

booking at Rajgarh, Guwahati.

Contact : BNS Realtors, 87239-

77197.

H&F/P/14228/15

2BHK semi furnished flat for sale

at Games Village. Call : 88765-

00000.

H&F/P/15426/1

Distributor & Sub-Distributor

wanted District wise for swipe

machine (Mini-ATM) & DMR

on all over Northeast.

Investment: Rs. 30,000/-.

Interested parties call

@ 9508056145 & 8822166665.

Busi/P/PA234/1

More than 20 years experienced

Consultancy firm required

Accounting, taxation financial

work from Business &

Individual. Ph. 7896878496.

Busi/P/A3077/3

Commercial Office, Showroom

space available, rent starting

from Rs. 19, Beltola Tiniali/Main

Road, Guwahati 781028.

Contact: 8486353235.

OS/P/15389/6

700 sq. ft first floor frontal for

Office rent @ Rs. 30,000/-, Zoo

Tiniali. 7002803269,

9101251866, 9435147027.

OS/P/15055/8

G.S. ROAD, GROUND FLOOR,

COMMERCIAL SPACE FOR

RENT WITH AMPLE

PARKING FOR SHOW-

ROOM, RESTAURANT,

OFFICE ETC. MEASURING

1800 & 2500 SQ.FT. 94351-

52253.

CS/P/15396/3

1500 sq.ft. 2nd floor at zoo Road

front side for Office/ Institute at

Rs. 28,000/- rent. Call : 73990-

04883.

CS/P/15427/1

Adhunik Packers & Movers, An

ISO:9001:2008, Household

goods, Cars. All India,

Guwahati. 0361-2510232,

9401785901, 9864195237.

Mumbai: 09324261020.

Email: ramesh.agarwal2010@

yahoo.com

P&M/234/180

P&C Packers & Movers

Household Goods Packers &

Transporters.Service all over

India, Maheshgroup. Ph:

9435145246, 9127452759.

P&M/AG007/30

Rhino Packers, Sixmile, M:

9864469464, Local shifting M:

9401822253 (All India).

Packing & Transportation.

Household goods.

P&M/P/PA050/30

Contact for household goods

shifting. Local & outside. #

9864109852, 9864153586.

Popular Packers & Movers.

P&M/P/AG008/30

Angshumita Deka has been

selected for the Erasmus Mundus

Joint Master’s Degree (EMJMD)

Programme Scholarship, Granted

by the European Union. The

EMJMD is a prestigious

international study programme,

jointly conducted by an

International Consortium

of Higher Education Institutions.

She is the only student from India

selected for the Master’s Degree

Course in Digital Communication

Leadership for 2017-2019,

starting at the Paris-Lodron

University of Salzburg, Austria,

followed by the Aalborg

University, Copenhagen,

Denmark. She has recently

graduated with First Class

Distinction in M.Sc. Computer

Science from Christ University,

Bangalore.

Angshumita is the daughter of

Suchibrata Deka and Ashim

Kumar Deka of Barapujia

Rajagaon, Nagaon, Assam.

CD/Achieve/P/15442/1

Ms. Shaheen Shah has been awarded the
degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in
Biotechnology by Dibrugarh University for
her thesis entitled “ A Study on Infestation
in Selected Clones of Tea (Camellia
Sinensis (L.) Kuntze) by Tea Mosquito Bug
(Helopeltis Theivora ; Waterhouse) in
relation to Agroclimatic conditions using
Biochemical Parameters.” She carried out
her research work under the joint
supervision of Prof. R.N.S. Yadav and Prof.
P.K. Borua, Department of Life Science,
Dibrugarh University.
Ms. Shah is the youngest daughter of Md.
Nouman Shah and Mrs. Dolly Shah of
Naliapool (Gabharupathar Tinali),
Dibrugarh. and wife of Mr. Iftiquer Moiz,
Superintending Engineer, Drilling,
Duliajan.

CD/Achieve/......./1

Mrs. Reeta Sarma, Assistant

Professor, RGM College,

Lengtisinga (Bongaigaon) has

been awarded the Degree of

Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.d) in

Assamese by Dibrugarh

University for her thesis entitled

“Abibhakta Goalpara Jilaar

Loka-Sanskritit Shiva : Koch

Rajbongshixokolor Bixexh

Ullekhere”. She carried her

research work under the

supervision of Dr. Satyakam

Borthakur, Professor, Deptt. of

Assamese (DU). Mrs. Sarma is

the daughter of Late Kuladev

Sarma and Late Binita Devi and

wife of Mr. Debajit Goswami of

Abhayapuri, Dist. Bongaigaon.

Achieve/1987/1

Home service and repairing

Inverter, Battery, UPS,

Stabilizer, Testing & installation.

Ph. : Nandan 8486725990.

Inverter/P/A2907/8

World famous Baba Khan.

Education, Business, Family

dispute, Love matter 100%

guarantee solution. Ganeshguri,

Guwahati. 7086546464.

Astro/P/15438/1

World famous Baba Noorkhan.

Business, Education, Family

dispute, Love will solve 100%

guarantee. Paltanbazar,

Guwahati. 9706262775.

Astro/P/15437/1

Call us for Tiffin service veg &

non-veg both. 7002754548,

8723970616.

Tiffin/P/A2934/8

Still your tiffin food? Depending

on vendor. Choose your tiffin

food as per your choice on daily

basis menu. Fresh and hygenic

home made food at your door.

Delivery free for G.S. Road, AT

Road & Lalganesh. Contact :

9864458479, 9854381577.

Tiffin/P/PA311/1

2500 to 98000 sq. ft Industrial

shed/Warehouse Godown at

Khanapara, Beltola, Lokhra,

Amingaon, Changsari, Mirza.

9435403986.

Godown/P/A2949/30
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Haj pilgrims offering prayer before leaving for Madina in Saudi Arabia at  Saribazar Bhaderwah, in Jammu and Kashmir

on Tuesday. – UNI

NEW DELHI, Aug 1: The

Supreme Court today said that

there has to be “over-arching”

guidelines to protect an indi-

vidual’s private information in

public domain to ensure that it

was used only for an intended

purpose.

A nine-judge Constitution

bench, dealing with the con-

tentious issue whether right

to privacy was a fundamental

right, rejected plea of a Gu-

jarat government lawyer that

misuse of personal information

could be dealt with on a “case-

to-case basis” and said an all-

embracing guideline was need-

Over-arching guidelines needed to guard personal info: SC
ed keeping in mind the size of

the population.

The bench, headed by Chief

Justice JS Khehar, also referred

to the fact that India was a sig-

natory of a 1948 international

convention which recognised

privacy as a human right.

Referring to arguments put

forward by the Maharashtra

government on the issue, the

court said, “Even if we accept it

that the Constituent Assembly

dealt with it (privacy issue) and

decided against including it as a

fundamental right, then how you

will deal with the fact that India

is a signatory to the Universal

Declaration on Human Rights

which recognises it.”

The bench, which also com-

prised justices J Chelameswar,

SA Bobde, RK Agrawal, RF

Nariman, AM Sapre, DY Chan-

drachud, Sanjay Kishan Kaul

and S Abdul Nazeer, said that

there has to be an “over-arch-

ing” or all-embracing guideline

to ensure that the private in-

formation of individuals, put in

public domain, was used only

for an intended purpose.

“If I give personal informa-

tion like names, parents’ name

and telephone numbers for a

particular purpose, then a rea-

sonable expectation will be that

it is used only for that particu-

lar purpose... (Otherwise)

how we will deal with the vio-

lations?” it asked.

On the issue that a large

number of people have put

their personal information in

public domain, the bench said,

“When you have so many us-

ers, then you cannot decide on

facts of each case. You have to

have over-arching principles or

guidelines to regulate.”

At the outset, senior advo-

cate CA Sundaram, represent-

ing the Maharashtra govern-

ment, said the apex court has

been entrusted with the pow-

er of interpretation of the Con-

stitution and the law and it can-

not introduce right to privacy

as a fundamental right under

the Constitution.

“Parliament and only Parlia-

ment can do it,” he said.

“This is not a case of inter-

pretation of the Constitution

or the law. This is the case of

introduction of a right as a fun-

damental right. This can be

done only by Parliament,”

Sundaram said.

He then referred to the

terms, interpretation, intro-

duction and interruption and

said that the courts could in-

terpret, but not introduce pri-

vacy as a fundamental right.

In the Constituent Assem-

bly debates, the forefathers of

the Constitution had consid-

ered the issue of privacy and

decided against including it as

a fundamental right and if, now

it was being felt that it should

be considered as a fundamen-

tal right, then only Parliament

could do it, he said.

The bench, however, said

that it could not be stated that

the Constituent Assembly de-

bated every aspects of priva-

cy. – PTI

NEW DELHI, Aug 1: BJP

president Amit Shah has taken

a serious view of party mem-

bers not attending the Rajya

Sabha despite a whip and will

seek a written explanation from

the absentee MPs, party lead-

ers said today.

Shah made his displeasure

clear at the BJP parliamentary

party meeting today, a day af-

ter the government faced an

embarrassing situation in the

Upper House with a united

Opposition pushing some

changes to the Constitution

amendment Bill on backward

classes.

Shah has asked party MPs to

be present in both Houses dur-

ing the session and told them

Shah takes serious view of
MPs’ absence from RS

“not to repeat” (such conduct),

Parliamentary Affairs Minister

Ananth Kumar said.

“When the party issues a

whip, members must be

present in the House. The par-

ty president has taken a seri-

ous view of the absence of

members. He said it should not

have happened and must not be

repeated,” Kumar said.

“The absentee MPs will be

asked to give their explanation

in writing,” added a senior par-

ty leader on the condition of

anonymity. He said their ab-

sence despite a party whip ask-

ing them to ensure their

presence was a se-

rious matter.

The Opposi-

tion-sponsored amendments

were passed by 74 to 52

votes. The BJP’s strength in

the house is 56, while the

ruling block enjoys the sup-

port of 88 members, includ-

ing 10 JD(U) MPs.

A BJP MP present in the

meeting said Shah wondered if

the absentee MPs should be

named as the party, including

Prime Minister Narendra

Modi, has repeatedly stressed

on the need for their presence

in Parliament.

He also referred to some

votes that turned out to be

invalid during the presidential

poll and asked them to ensure

that they cast their votes prop-

erly during the vice presiden-

tial election.

Modi did not attend

the meeting as

he is in Assam to

review the flood

crisis. – PTI

NEW DELHI, Aug 1: The

Supreme Court today agreed

to hear a plea seeking cancella-

tion of Bihar Chief Minister Ni-

tish Kumar’s membership of

the State Legislative Council

for allegedly concealing a pend-

ing criminal case against him.

A bench of Justices Justice

Dipak Misra, Amitava Roy and

AM Khanwilkar said it will look

into the matter after petitioner

advocate ML Sharma sought an

urgent hearing of his plea. The

bench said it would see when

the matter could be listed for

hearing.

The plea, which was filed

yesterday, alleged that there

was a criminal case against the

JD(U) leader wherein he was

accused of killing a local Con-

gress leader Sitaram Singh, and

injuring four others ahead of

Lok Sabha by-election to the

Barh constituency in 1991.

The petitioner has also

sought a direction to the CBI

to register an FIR against Ku-

mar in the case.

“Respondent number 2

(Election Commission), de-

spite knowing facts about his

(Kumar’s) criminal case, did not

cancel his membership of the

House and respondent (Ku-

mar) still enjoys constitutional

office till date,” he said.

The lawyer has sought can-

cellation of Kumar’s member-

ship as per the Election Com-

mission’s 2002 order stating it

is mandatory for candidates to

disclose criminal cases against

them in their affidavits annexed

to nomination papers.

He claimed the Bihar Chief

Minister did not disclose the

criminal case that was pending

against him in affidavits since

2004, except for 2012. – PTI

SC agrees to hear plea to
cancel Nitish’s Legislative

Council membership

NEW DELHI, Aug 1:

Union minister Ravi Shankar

Prasad today asked law

enforcement officials to be

“very harsh” in dealing with

cases of abuse and offence

against women on social

media.

The IT and Law Minister

also said that the government

would ask firmly all social

media platform to follow

Indian laws, especially in

issues related to women.

Addressing a conference of

Superintendents of Police and

Commandants of Central

Be harsh in cases of crime against women: Prasad
armed police forces here, the

minister said, “I have to

make one request to all of

you. In case of offence against

women, abuse in social

media, become very harsh.

We are doing our best. Large

number of sites have been

blocked.”

“I have taken a meeting

very recently. We are going

to sensitise all social media

platforms. Indian laws are

required to be followed. This

is a very firm message we

are going to convey at least

as far as women related

issues are concerned,”

Prasad said.

He said that the govern-

ment has come up with a

system of panic button on

cell phones for protecting

women.

Prasad said that to block

child pornography his

ministry has already taken

measures in coordination

with Interpol.

The minister also urged

IPS officers to use social

media to communicate right

information to public and

dispel immediately

rumours intended to

disturb peace. He also

asked them to adopt digital

technologies for efficient

governance.

Prasad said that the

government is working to

link driving licences with

Aadhaar to check duplicate

licences. He asked officers to

train their subordinates to

accept driving licences saved

in digital form in mobile

phones.

“Today a motor vehicle

driver can keep licence in

digital form. Digital form

means in his mobile phone.

As an SP, you have to

educate your inspectors if

they stop someone midway

and ask for a licence, they

should accept digital licence,”

Prasad said.

The minister said that he

received a complaint from a

motor vehicle owner that he

was fined by policemen even

after showing licence in

digital format.

He, however, cautioned

police officers from using

finger print and iris scans for

ordinary policing. – PTI

NEW DELHI, Aug 1: The

Delhi High Court today ques-

tioned the Delhi Police over

the delay in finding reasons

behind the death of Congress

MP Shashi Tharoor’s wife Su-

nanda Pushkar.

A bench of Justices GS Sis-

tani and Chander Shekhar said

the police had collected evi-

dence in the matter in Febru-

ary 2015, but was yet get the

final result of the electronic

evidence they seized in the

case, including that of the

close friends of Tharoor and

Pushkar.

“This (collection of evi-

dence) is something that hap-

pened in February 2015. Why

has the police not been able

to get the final result even af-

ter two years,” the bench

asked.

HC questions police over delay
in probe into Pushkar’s death

The court said it has to look

into the aspect of a delay. “We

are also concerned as to who

is the real culprit,” it said.

“Here is somebody who

passed away back in 2014 and

you (police) initially said it was

a case of suicide, but later it

turned out to be one of homi-

cide,” the bench said.

The court’s observations

came during hearing of plea by

BJP leader Subramanian

Swamy who has sought a

court-monitored CBI-led spe-

cial investigation (SIT) probe

into Pushkar’s death.

Tharoor’s stepson Shiv

Menon has sought his im-

pleadment as a party in the

matter after Swamy moved

the court seeking a probe.

Senior advocate Vikas

Pahwa, appearing for Menon,

has also questioned Swamy’s

locus in seeking such a probe

alleging that he was doing it

only for publicity.

Objecting to the locus issue

of the petitioner raised by

Menon’s counsel, Swamy said,

“There is no lack when it

comes to publicity and I am a

national-level politician.”

He said he was only trying

to stop the police from cover-

ing up the investigation in the

case.

Swamy alleged that Push-

kar’s son is not at all interest-

ed in knowing the reason be-

hind the death of his mother

and is only interested in her

property in Canada.

“He (Menon) was in jail in

Dubai in connection with a nar-

cotics case. Tharoor got him

out,” Swamy claimed. – PTI

Opp attacks
govt on move to

do away with
LPG subsidy

NEW DELHI, Aug 1: Op-

position parties today attacked

the government over its deci-

sion to gradually do away with

the LPG subsidy, calling it

“cruel” and demanding that

the proposal be withdrawn.

KC Venugopal (Cong) raised

the issue during the Zero Hour,

saying it will adversely affect

the common man and there was

no justification of it when the

crude oil prices had gone down.

“It should be immediately with-

drawn,” he said.

Sudip Bandopadhyay (TMC)

said the steady increase in the

LPG cylinder price by the gov-

ernment had been highest in

the last six years.

Describing the move as

“anti-welfare”, he wondered

what will be the “fate” of over

2.5 crore women given the

connection for free.

While Sreemathy Teacher

(CPI-M) said the decision was

cruel, NK Premachandran

(RSP) accused the government

of avoiding transparency on the

matter as he said the decision

was taken in March this year

and was not shared publicly.

Opposition parties later

staged a walkout from the

House as they sought a response

from the government. – PTI

No coercive step
against NDTV on

Rs-428 cr I-T
demand: HC

NEW DELHI, Aug 1: The

Delhi High Court today direct-

ed the Income Tax Depart-

ment not to take any coercive

step against media house

NDTV in connection with a Rs

428-crore demand raised by

the authority.

A bench of justices S Mural-

idhar and Pratibha M Singh

said it was “satisfied” that

there was a prima facie case in

favour of New Delhi Television

(NDTV).

The court also issued notice

to the IT Department and

sought its reply on the televi-

sion channel’s plea challenging

the demand order of July 26

and a show cause notice of the

same day. The notice was is-

sued for failure to pay the

amount in time.

Senior advocate Harish

Salve, appearing for NDTV,

contended that the July 26 or-

der was “without jurisdiction”

and based on “piecemeal as-

sessment”.

Pulling up the tax authority

for issuing the demand order

and the notice, the bench not-

ed that the time given for de-

posit of the amount was ‘im-

mediately now’ which ap-

peared to be an “over enthu-

siastic step” and “on the face

of it illegal”. – PTI

No info about ISI’s
‘new method’ to fund
spies in India: govt
NEW DELHI, Aug 1: The

government has no specific or

credible information about a

“new method” allegedly de-

vised by Pakistan’s spy agency

ISI to fund spies who gather

secret and strategic informa-

tion in the country, the Lok

Sabha was informed today.

Minister of State for Home

Affairs Hansraj Gangaram Ahir

said as per information re-

ceived from the Government

of Rajasthan, 11 persons were

arrested in Barmer, Jaisalmer

and Sri Ganganagar districts of

Rajasthan adjoining the Indo-

Pak border for indulging in es-

pionage activities from 2015

till July 28, 2017.

“There is no specific cred-

ible information in this re-

gard,” he said in response to

a question by Devji M Patel.

– PTI

Court orders
framing of

charges against
Bhatkal

NEW DELHI, Aug 1: A Del-

hi court today ordered fram-

ing of charges against Indian

Mujahideen (IM) operative

Yasin Bhatkal and 10 others in

the 2010 Jama Masjid blast

case.

Additional Sessions Judge

Sidharth Sharma, however,

discharged three alleged

members of the outfit, saying

there was not enough evi-

dence against them.

The court discharged Syed

Ismail Affaque, Abdus Saboor

and Riyaz Ahmad Sayeedi,

who were named in the charge

sheet by the police.

The case pertains to an ex-

plosion near the historic Jama

Masjid here on September 19,

2010 soon after two suspected

IM operatives had fired at a bus

from which foreign tourists

were descending near a gate of

the mosque. Today’s order

came on the blast incident.

The police had charge-

sheeted these suspected IM

members, including its co-

founder Yasin Bhatkal, in con-

nection with the blast case and

said these operatives had car-

ried out the strike to dissuade

foreign nations from participat-

ing in the 2010 Delhi Com-

monwealth Games.

The police had also said IM

operatives had planned that

foreign tourists found near

Jama Masjid would be random-

ly shot and a bomb blast would

be executed there for maxi-

mum casualty.

It had claimed that Bhatkal

had prepared a pressure cook-

er IED, which was planted in

the car parked outside Jama

Masjid, and an explosion had

taken place. – PTI
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Required conditional land

in Guwahati by Sunrise

Construction & Developers.

Ph: 9864081117, 76379-

54166.

L&P/P/15326/8

Residential plot available at

Beltola. Call : 7399004883.

L&P/P/15428/1

LOAN AGAINST

PROPERTY/ HOME LOAN/

BUSINESS LOAN/ TAKE

OVER & TOPUP. SHREE

VINAYAK & ASSOCIATES.

94350-82555.

Loan/P/A3096/8

Get loan against Gold Jewellery

instantly. Interest rates starts from

12% pa minimum

documentation. Call: IIFL Fancy

Bazar Branch. 9900014273,

0361-2737921/25.

Loan/P/A3069/10

Beautician and Hair dresser.

100% placement after

training. Inspirationers (Six

Mile). 9954343486/70353-

43844.

Beautician/P/15368/3

Home service colour TV, Fridge,

AC, Geyser, Mycrowave,

Washing Machine etc. #

9864073804.

Rep/Ser/P/A2918/8

Homely Guest House with

kitchen in Zoo Road @ 1000,

800, 500 perday. 99570-

31123.

Guest House/P/15418/1

I, Jiban Boruah corrected my

son’s Sri Juman Boruah Date

of Birth 23.09.2008 to

23.09.2009 vide affidavit

before the Notary Public

Dhemaji 04.07.2017.

PN/P/15414/1

CD/LN/......../1

LEGAL NOTICE
This is to inform that our client

Sri Rajib Barooah, resident of

Haroocharai Tea Estate, Jorhat

is the owner of all that part and

parcel of land measuring 83.73

hectares, covered by Patta No.

264, 1 and 10 of village Charingia,

Borahoom Gaon and Randhanijan

of Parbotia Mouza, Jorhat Assam

known as “Puranimati Tea

Estate”, of which our client is the

sole proprietor. By a Lease Deed

executed on 12.04.2004, by and

between our client as owner/

Lessor and M/s Puranimati

Plantations Pvt. Ltd. as Lessee,

the said property was given on

lease to M/s “Puranimati

Plantations Pvt. Ltd” as there was

breach of terms and conditions

of lease, our client has terminated

the lease and instituted Title Suit

No. 76 of 2009 in the Court of

Learned Munsiff No. 1, Jorhat for

eviction of the said lessee from

the demised property,

compensation etc. which is

presently sub-judice in the said

Court.

Further, a proceeding is also

pending in the Debt Recovery

Tribunal, Guwahati, instituted by

Axis Bank Ltd. for realization of

its unpaid loan amount from the

said lessee Puranimati Plantations

Pvt. Ltd. wherein my client is also

contesting.

Thus, if any person negotiate

with M/s Puranimati Plantations

Pvt. Ltd. including its directors

regarding purchase/ transfer of

the above property of our client

without the approval of our client,

he shall do so at his own risks

and costs.

Sd/- (Sangeeta Sahewalla)

Advocate, Jorhat

CD/LN/1982/1

Expression of Interest
Expression of interest is

called from the intending

parties/suppliers/firms for

digitalizing of class rooms and

libraries as the video

conferencing at Dr. BKB

College on or before 6th

August/2017.

Room size:

a. Library with

video

conference: 74.25 sqm.

b. Class room

(2 nos.): 86.45 sqm.

c. Class room

(2 nos.): 95.90 sqm.

d. Class room

(2 nos.): 46.90 sqm.

The rates for all the required

items should be quoted

separately and clearly.

(Dr. Bhupen Saikia)

Principal, Dr. BKB College

Puranigudam,

Nagaon, 782141.

CD/TN/P/15422/1

CD/TN/1984/1

KENDRIYA  VIDYALAYA  IOC

NOONMATI,  GUWAHATI

TENDER  NOTICE

Sealed quotations are
invited from reputed
registered firms for purchase
of sports items. Tender forms
and other details can be
obtained / downloaded from
KV IOC NOONMATI or its
website www.kvioc.edu.in.

PRINCIPAL

CD/TN/1988/1

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT

No.NEC/IPR/308/ 2010

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

NORTH EASTERN COUNCIL SECRETARIAT

MINISTRY OF DEVELOPMENT OF

NORTH EASTERN REGION

NONGRIM HILLS, SHILLONG - 793003,

MEGHALAYA

Contractual Vacancy Notice

Applications are invited for the posts of 1 (One)

Consultant, 1(One) General Duty Executive (GDE) and

1 (One) Multi-Tasking Staff (MTS) for Centre for North

East Culture at Centre for Cultural Resources and

Training (CCRT) 15A, Sector-7 Dwarka, New Delhi-

110075 on contract basis initially for one year. The details

of post(s), job requirement(s), age limit, qualification(s)

and experience required for the post(s) are available at

NEC Website: http://necouncil.gov.in. Applications with

required enclosures may reach the Director, Information

and PR, North Eastern Council, Nongrim Hills, Shillong-

793003 by 31st August, 2017 at the latest. Candidates

applied in response to the earlier advertisement for these

posts may not apply again.
davp 11104/11/0016/1718

The executive Engineer,

Ambassa Division, PWD (R&B),

Ambassa, Dhalai, Tripura invites

sealed tender(s) against press

NIT No. 17/EE/PWD(R&B)/AMB/

2017-18 Dated 26.07.2017.

For Replacement of bailey bridge

by RCC bridge over Thakura

Cherra on Gandacherra-

Raihyabari Road at Ch. 3.50 km

sanctioned for implementation

under NABARD (RIDF-XX) (3rd

Call).

with Estimated Cost :

Rs. 1,88,88,609.00, Earnest

Money : Rs. 1,88,886.00

Time of completion : 18

(eighteen) months, Last Date of

dropping of tenders :

24.08.2017 upto 3.00 PM.

For details, please visit.

www.tripura.nic.in

o r

www.tripurainfo.com

Sd/- Executive Engineer

Ambassa Division, PWD (R&B)

Ambassa, Dhalai, Tripura

ICA/C-1017/17 G/11/1

ADDENDUM

In respect of our Advertisement Published in The Assam

Tribune and The Niyomia Barta dated 27.07.2017 for the Post

of Deputy Manager, Finance (contractual), ASWC, the upper

Age limit for the Post is 38 years which was not mentioned in

the Advertisement No. Janasanyog/854/17.

This is for kind information to the prospective candidates

who may apply for the Post.

Sd/- Managing Director

Assam State Warehousing Corporation

Janasanyog/875/17 Guwahati-5

NOTICE
This is to inform all concerned, who have applied for

the post of Peon in terms of this office advertisement
dated 26.06.2016, that schedule for Viva Voce has been
notified in Sivasagar Judiciary website
(www.sivasagarjudiciary.gov.in). Admit cards have
been sent in phase manner to all candidates for
appearance before Selection Board. In the event of non-
receipt of admit card, they may collect the copy of the
same from the office of the undersigned prior to the
date of viva-voce.

Sd/- District & Sessions Judge,
Janasanyog/5931/17 Sivasagar

CORRIGENDUM NOTICE
Corrigendum to notice inviting tender for sale of

K.V.R.Fishery No.l vide this office Sale Notice dt. 10.07.2017,

published in News papers “Assam Tribune” & “Axomiya

Pratidin” dated 13.07.2017, the Tender receiving date of

K.V.R.Fishery No-1 under Nagaon South Division, Hojai should

please be read as “dt. 08-08-2017” instead of Tender receiv-

ing dt. 30.07.2017 as published in he above referred news

paper on 13.07.2017.

The other terms and condition contained in the Principle

Sale Notice dt.10.07.2017 shall remain intact.

Sd/- Divisional Forest Officer,

Janasanyog/2088/17 Nagaon South Division, Hojai

ISLAMABAD, Aug 1: Pakistan is “in-

debted” to its all-weather ally, China,

for its “unflinching support” to it on the

Kashmir issue, the expansion of the Nu-

clear Suppliers Group and the Shanghai

Cooperation Organisation, Army chief

General Qamar Javed Bajwa has said.

Describing China and Pakistan as “im-

portant strategic players in the region,”

Gen Bajwa, who was the chief guest at a

reception in Rawalpindi yesterday host-

ed by the Chinese Embassy, said their

bilateral ties have jointly benefited both

the countries. “It is a relationship based

on mutual trust, respect, understanding

and cooperation. In fact, this friendship is

flourishing with every passing day, which

encompasses every aspect of our life,”

he said at a function to celebrate the 90th

anniversary of the founding of China’s

People’s Liberation Army (PLA).

Gen Bajwa said the “professional col-

laboration between PLA and Pakistan

Pak Army chief thanks China for
support on Kashmir issue

Army will continue to expand to bring

peace to the region in general and Chi-

na-Pakistan in particular.”

Calling the 2.3-million strong PLA,

the world’s largest standing army, as

“one of the finest military outfits in the

world,” he said the Pakistan Army and

the people of Pakistan take great pride

in “our deep-rooted brotherly relation-

ship” with China. He noted that both

China and Pakistan are faced with simi-

lar challenges and opportunities. Both

countries have assumed shared respon-

sibility towards stability in the region

and prosperity of their people, he said.

“This unity of purpose has led to the

consolidation and has strengthened our

resolve as determined nations, to brave

all challenges and storms together,” he

was quoted as saying in a press release

issued by the Inter Services Public Re-

lations, the media wing of the Pakistan

Army. The Pakistan Army chief also

pointed out that China and his country

have expanded their cooperation to wid-

er areas and launched strategic initia-

tives like the China-Pakistan Economic

Corridor, defence collaboration in nu-

merous joint projects and united diplo-

matic front internationally.

“Pakistan is indebted to China for its

unflinching support to our perspective

at all international forums, may it be the

expansion of the Nuclear Suppliers

Group, Kashmir issue or Pakistan’s full

membership of the Shanghai Coopera-

tion Organisation,” Gen Bajwa said.

While China is blocking India’s mem-

bership bid in the NSG as New Delhi is

not a signatory to the Nuclear Non-Pro-

liferation Treaty, Beijing is apparently

seeking equal treatment Pakistan in the

elite nuclear trading group. China, how-

ever, backed both India and Pakistan to

become full members of the Beijing-

based SCO. – PTI

3 killed in
Russia shooting
MOSCOW, Aug 1: Russian

officials said three people

have been killed and four in-

jured in a shoot-out at a court-

house in a Moscow suburb.

Russia’s Investigative

Committee, the country’s

chief investigative body, said

in a statement today the inci-

dent took place when five

handcuffed defendants tried to

escape as they were escort-

ed by two guards at the Mos-

cow Regional Court.

The body said one of the

defendants tried to strangle

one of the guards, and the de-

fendants managed to escape

and seized the guards’ weap-

ons. A shoot-out with the

court’s guards ensued, and

three of the defendants were

killed. Two guards were in-

jured.

Authorities said the inci-

dent took place before a hear-

ing in a case of a gang of nine

people who are suspected of

killing more than a dozen of

motorists.

Russian media dubbed the

accused “the Grand Theft

Auto Gang” after the violent

video game. The men on trial

are accused of terrorising

Moscow motorists for

months in 2014.

Prosecutors said the gang

members were placing spikes

on roads, forcing the motor-

ists out of their vehicles and

shooting them dead. The nine

men, all from Central Asia, are

charged with 17 murders and

two attempted murders. – AP

WASHINGTON, Aug 1: Over 21 lakh

Indian technology professionals have applied

for H-1B work visas in the last 11 years, an

official report has said.

The report of the US Citizenship and

Immigration Services (USCIS) has also re-

futed the impression that those who applied

for the visa were not highly qualified.

On an average, their salary over the last

11 years has been USD 92,317 and an over-

whelming majority of them are Masters or

Bachelor’s degree holder.

According to the report, since 2007 till

June this year, the USCIS received 3.4 mil-

lion (34 lakh) H-1B visas applications, of

which people from India accounted for 21

lakh. During the same period, the US is-

sued H-1B visas to 26 lakh people, the US-

CIS said in its report, which, however, does

not give a countrywide breakdown.

In terms of number of H-1B applications

between 2007 and 2017, India is followed by

a distant China with 296,313 H-1B applica-

tions, Philippines (85,918), South Korea

(77,359), and Canada (68,228).

The report said majority (23 lakh) of the

beneficiary of H-1B visas were in the age

group of 25-34, and 20 lakh came from the

computer-related occupation category.

Computer was followed by architecture, en-

gineering and surveying (318,670), educa-

tion (244,000), administrative specialisa-

tions (245,000), and medicine and health

(185,000).

In all these 11 years, more than 2,000

foreign nationals of more than 65 years of

age received H-1B visas. This year alone,

so far 122 H-1B visas have been allocated to

those above 65 years. The report said the

custom computer programming services in-

dustry received the maximum number of

999,901 H-1B visas in these years. It was

followed by computer systems design serv-

ices (287,000) and college universities and

professional schools (229,00).

Contrary to the general perception, the

average salary of H-1B visas has increased

significantly since 2007 when it was USD

68,159. In 2017, the average salary of H-1B

visas holder foreign guest worker is USD

92,317. The USCIS’s report was first re-

ported by Breitbart News.

“The USCIS date shows that between

2007 and 2017, the H- 1B visa, which im-

ports foreign workers to take American jobs,

the programme has grown exponentially.

The vast majority of visa holders are from

India,” Breitbart said, adding that roughly

70 to 80 per cent of the foreign workers

imported every year are from India. – PTI

Over 21 lakh Indians applied
for H-1B visas in 11 years

INTERNATIONAL

ABMSU ...
(Contd from page 1)

the authorities to launch a

manhunt to nab the culprit.

He asked DGP Mukesh Sa-

hay to rush to Kokrajhar to

review the situation and ini-

tiate measures to nab the cul-

prit within 24 hours. He also

asked the Kokrajhar deputy

commissioner to maintain vigil

on the situation. Sonowal also

asked Special DGP Kula Sai-

kia to rush to Udalguri and as-

sess the situation there.

Condemning the killing,

Sonowal called upon the peo-

ple to maintain peace and har-

mony and stay away from the

rumour mongers.

Refugee status not...
(Contd from page 1)

regard to their number in the

country, he added.

The Central government

has requested the state gov-

ernments to set up special

task force in each district for

detection, identification and

interception of illegal immi-

grants, Rijiju said. Further,

the state governments have

also been given powers un-

der Section 3(2) (c) of the

Foreigners Act to deport ille-

gal migrants.

In order to prevent further

illegal migration, the Central

government has enhanced

domination of the borders by

security forces, besides erec-

tion of fencing and installation

of surveillance equipment.

The Centre has also taken up

the issue of illegal migration

with the neighbouring coun-

tries during bilateral meet-

ings, he said.

Significantly, Bangladesh re-

cently said that India has nev-

er taken up the issue of illegal

influx with the Bangladesh

government.

In reply to another question

by AIUDF MP Radheshyam

Biswas, the minister said the

border floodlight installation

programme is being carried

out along the Indo-Pakistan

and Indo-Bangladesh borders.

The sanctioned floodlight

work along the Indo-Bangla-

desh border is targeted for

completion by December,

2018, he added.

Modi ...
(Contd from page 1)

Himanta Biswa Sarma after

coming out of the meeting said

that the break-up of the Rs

2,000-crore package an-

nounced for the region will be

detailed later.  

Later briefing media per-

sons, State Water Resources

Minister Keshav Mahanta said

the Prime Minister during the

meeting said the Centre “is

always with Assam and we

should concentrate on con-

verting the problem to pow-

er.” The Prime Minister, Ma-

hanta said, also vouched for a

coordinated effort by different

departments to achieve last-

ing solutions. 

Mahanta further said out of

the Rs 2,000-crore relief pack-

age announced for the entire

region, Rs 1,200 crore has

been earmarked for infrastruc-

ture sector for Assam alone.

The funds will be utilized for

repair, maintenance and

strengthening of roads, bridg-

es and other damaged infra-

structure.

An ex gratia assistance of Rs

2 lakh to the next of kin of the

deceased, and Rs 50,000 to

each of those seriously injured

due to the floods has been sanc-

tioned under the Prime Min-

ister’s National Relief Fund

(PMNRF).

The review meeting was

also attended by DoNER Min-

ister Jitendra Singh.
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CITY

Janasanyog/5966/17

WEATHER

GUWAHATI
LOCAL FORECAST:
Generally cloudy sky. Rain/
thundershower is very likely
to occur. Maximum
temperature is most likely to
be 34° C on Wednesday.

TEMPERATURE:

Max 35.0°C
Min 26.6°C

R DUTTA CHOUDHURY

GUWAHATI, Aug 1: The proposed

Kurua-Narengi bridge over the Riv-

er Brahmaputra will be constructed

by the National Highways Authority

of India (NHAI) and the ultimate aim

is to ensure that the vehicles travel-

ling between upper and lower Assam

can bypass Guwahati city to reduce

the traffic congestion.

Official sources told The Assam

Tribune that the project would be

funded by the Government of India.

However, the date for starting the

actual work is yet to be finalised.

Sources said that the State Public

Works Department has been entrust-

ed with conducting the feasibility

study of the bridge so that a detailed

project report can be prepared to start

construction. The PWD has entrust-

ed RITES, a Government of India en-

terprise, with the responsibility of

carrying out the survey.

Sources said NHAI would start

working on the bridge immediately

after receiving the report from the

State PWD. The project cost is also

yet to be estimated. It can be done

only after the PWD submits the re-

port. However, the NHAI can also

change the design of the bridge even

after receiving the report from the

PWD if it feels that any change is re-

quired. Funds will not be a problem

for construction of the bridge as the

Government of India has already ac-

cepted the proposal to provide mon-

ey for the same, sources added.

Chief Minister Sarbananda Sonow-

al has also shown keen interest in the

early completion of the bridge and

held several rounds of meetings with

officials concerned and directed the

PWD to expedite the process of com-

pleting the feasibility study report at

the earliest possible.

Sources revealed that the bridge

when complete, would be of great help

in reducing the traffic congestion in Gu-

wahati city as vehicles – including heavy

vehicles like trucks and buses – would

be able to bypass the city to travel be-

tween upper and lower Assam. The

present National Highway bypass is not

very effective as it has turned out to be

more of a city road, sources added.

Official sources further said that the

new bridge would be connected by

road from Baihata Chariali so that ve-

hicles can bypass Guwahati city and it

will also be connected with National

Highway 37. The bridge will also re-

duce travel time between upper and

lower Assam to a great extent.

NHAI to build Kurua-Narengi bridge over Brahmaputra

Bridge will
ease traffic
jam in
Guwahati and
reduce travel
time between
upper and
lower Assam

STAFF REPORTER

GUWAHATI, Aug 1: With

some finest stage perform-

ances on offer to theatre

connoisseurs, the 22nd edi-

tion of the Natasurjya Nat

Samaroh started today at the

Rabindra Bhawan here. The

festival is being organised by

theatre group Nata Surjya in

association with the Direc-

torate of Cultural Affairs,

Assam.

The seven-day festival

was inaugurated this evening

by Editor of The Assam Trib-

une and president of Socio-

cultural organisation Jyo-

tirupa PG Baruah.

Paying tribute to the ver-

satile actor, playwright and

director Natasurjya Phani

Sarma, Baruah, in his inau-

gural speech, lauded the ef-

forts of the organisers to

take theatre to the masses

and offer choicest of plays to

the audience.

“Phani Sarma was aptly

called Natasurjya, because,

like a sun, he illuminated

the theatre world of Assam.

The contemporary social is-

sues of Assam were reflect-

ed through his plays, which

made him so popular among

the people,” he said.

“Theatre has come a long

way and a lot of experiments

are being done through

modern technologies, light,

sound and presentation.

However, it often makes one

wonder how Phani Sarma

kept the audience spell-

bound by sheer dint of his

talent, without the help of

such technologies available

today,” he further added.

Director of Cultural Af-

fairs Deba Prasad Misra,

while speaking on the occa-

sion, highlighted the State

government’s initiatives to

honour the works of Na-

tasurjya Phani Sarma.

Commissioner and Secre-

tary of the Department of

Cultural Affairs Pritam Sai-

kia was also present on the

occasion.

Punar Janam Loi Tejimo-

lai – based on Monalisa Sai-

kia’s story was the inaugu-

ral play of the event. Direct-

ed by Anupjyoti Choudhury,

the play was staged under

the aegis of Akriti Produc-

tions. Another play Mukha-

mukhi directed by Nayan

Prasad was also staged to-

day.

The theatre enthusiasts

can enjoy William Shake-

speare’s Macbeth directed by

eminent play-

wright and thea-

tre director Ratan Thiam on

August 7, at the Pragjyoti ITA

Centre, Machhkhowa from

6.30 am onwards. All other

plays of the festival will be

staged at the Rabindra Bha-

wan till August 6.

Eminent singer Pulak

Bannerjee and lyricist Kirti

Kamal Bhuyan were also fe-

licitated on the occasion.

22nd edition of Natasurjya Nat
Samaroh begins

Parties urge PM to recognise
flood as national problem

STAFF REPORTER

GUWAHATI, Aug 1: The

Bharatiya Janata Party, Asom

Gana Parishad and Bodoland

People’s Front today urged

Prime Minister Narendra Modi

to recognise flood and erosion

in Assam as national problems.

In a joint memorandum

handed over to the Prime Min-

ister during an interaction pro-

gramme here today, the ruling

parties were unanimous in de-

manding a Central Water Com-

mission office in Guwahati,

which should be empowered to

clear all schemes without re-

ferring them to its headquar-

ters in New Delhi.

The memorandum signed

by State BJP president Ranjeet

Kumar Dass, BPF chief Hagra-

ma Mohilary and AGP presi-

dent Atul Bora also urged the

Prime Minister to constitute a

group of ministers to suggest

a multi-pronged permanent

solution to flood and erosion

problems in the State.

The joint memorandum also

demanded that the Central gov-

ernment should take an initia-

tive to bring about international

(Bhutan) and inter-State (Aru-

nachal Pradesh, Manipur, Naga-

land, Meghalaya and Mizoram)

cooperation on afforestation and

soil conservation in the upper

catchment of various rivers.

“The 5,000 km of existing

embankments may be

strengthened and converted

into road-cum-embankment,”

the memorandum stated, add-

ing, “Dredging Corporation of

India be instructed to start sci-

entific dredging in Brahmapu-

tra and its important tributar-

ies on a priority basis and to es-

tablish a unit in Assam.” They

also sought Modi’s interven-

tion in providing special assist-

ance for developing proper

drainage systems in urban are-

as, especially in Guwahati, for

mitigating artificial floods.

Demanding revamp of the

Brahmaputra Board, the mem-

orandum further said the flood

management programme of the

Ministry of Water Resources

may be continued with suffi-

cient budget provision.

CORRESPONDENT

JALUKBARI, Aug 1: The three-day

2nd Northeast Jackfruit Festival organ-

ised jointly by the Indian Institute of En-

trepreneurship (IIE), Guwahati and

Meghalaya Institute of Entrepreneur-

ship (MIE), Shillong began today on the

IIE campus here.

Ram Muivah, Secretary NEC, Shil-

long, who was the chief guest, inaugu-

rated the festival in presence of IIE Di-

rector Manoj K Das; Dr BDR Tiwari,

Secretary Community and Rural Devel-

opment, and Executive Director MIE

and a host of other dignitaries.

The primary aim of the festival is

to make the prospective farmers and

entrepreneurs aware of the entrepre-

3-day jackfruit festival begins

A participant at the festival. – UB Photos

neurial opportunities present in the

jackfruit which is found in abundance

in the North East.

The festival includes workshops,

seminars, lectures and presentations by

experts from the University of Agricul-

tural Sciences (UAS) Bengaluru and

demonstrations by leading entrepre-

neurs of Kerala and Bengaluru who will

showcase various value-added products

that can be prepared from the fruit.

The festival also includes exhibition

cum sale of raw jackfruits and proc-

essed value-added products. Compe-

titions in different areas such as big-

gest jackfruit display, lifting the big-

gest jackfruit and the best method of

peeling jackfruit, fastest peeler of

jackfruit etc., will also be held.

AGSU campaign
against ragging

STAFF REPORTER

GUWAHATI, Aug 1: The All

Guwahati Students’ Union

(AGSU) today launched its anti-

ragging campaign through

streetplays corresponding with

the beginning of the academic

session of the city colleges.

The AGSU said in a state-

ment that its members enact-

ed anti- ragging streetplays on

the campuses of Cotton Univer-

sity, Handique Girls’ College,

Gauhati Commerce College

and B Borooah College.

The faculty members of these

academic institutions, students

and their guardians extended

support to the AGSU members

in staging their plays. The stu-

dents of Cotton University and

Handique Girls’ College took

part in the plays as actors.

The student body is plan-

ning to stage plays on the

campuses of other city colleg-

es in the days to come.

It needs mention here that

students from other parts of the

State flock to the city colleges

to pursue their higher educa-

tion and ragging has been prov-

ing to be a very demoralising

factor for many of them. In the

recent past, some brilliant stu-

dents coming from remote ar-

eas, allegedly had to leave

many city colleges for their na-

tive places after facing both

physical and mental torture in

the name of ragging.

Watery grave
JALUKBARI, Aug 1: A fish-

ing trip ended in tragedy

when 55- year-old Zamatullah

Sheikh of Garigaon drowned

in the Brahmaputra today

around 5.30 am. It took nearly

two hours for the River Police

and local people to retrieve Zam-

atullah’s body. The body was

later sent for post-mortem to

the GMCH. – Correspondent

Ganja seized
at Rly Station

STAFF REPORTER

GUWAHATI, Aug 1: Gov-

ernment Railway Police today

seized 12 kg of ganja from a

woman travelling on the Dn

Brahmaputra Mail.

Chitka Mandal (40) of Mur-

shidabad was carrying the

ganja from Dimapur where

she had reportedly bought the

stuff from unidentified per-

sons for Rs 24,000. The ganja

was concealed in four packets

in two bags. Mandal was

caught during a regular check,

GRP OC Pankaj Kalita said.

Media institute
inaugurated

GUWAHATI, Aug 1: Turn-

ing Point – Institute of Media

and Creative Skills, was for-

mally inaugurated today in Gu-

wahati, stated a press release.

A venture of Vision North

East Foundation, Turning

Point, is a complete educa-

tional centre with a state-of-

the-art television studio, ed-

iting, graphics, and control

room setup.

Vice-Chancellor of Gauhati

University, Dr Mridul Hazari-

ka, was the chief guest at the

inaugural function.

DDK phone-in
prog today
STAFF REPORTER

GUWAHATI, Aug 1:

Doordarshan Kendra Guwa-

hati will telecast a live phone-

in programme in Assamese on

present agricultural practices

in context with fields affected

by the recent flood, tomorrow

from 5.30 pm to 6 pm in its

Krishi Darshan programme.

Dr Kishore Kumar Sharma

of the Department of Plant

Breeding and Genetics of As-

sam Agricultural University

and Mowsam Hazarika, Assist-

ant Director of Agriculture,

will take part in the discussion

and interact with farmers.

Farewell
STAFF REPORTER

GUWAHATI, Aug 1: Rab-

indra Kumar Doley, who re-

tired as Joint Director of Agri-

culture on July 31, was accord-

ed a farewell at a meeting held

today at the Directorate of Ag-

riculture, Khanapara.

OBITUARY

Purnima Phukan
GUWAHATI, Aug 1: Purni-

ma Phukan, wife of Late

Jnanendra Nath Phukan, ex-

pired yesterday evening at

her residence at Supermar-

ket. She was 75 and was ail-

ing for some time.

She was an active member

of Jonaki Sangha and was also

associated with numerous so-

cial and voluntary associations

of Rukmini Nagar area.

A CORRESPONDENT

GUWAHATI, Aug 1: Daily

commuters are facing a hard

time this summer with the tem-

perature in the city surging to

a record high this July as the

mercury touched the 36 degree

Celsius mark.

Most people, especially

women, prefer city buses for

their every day commute. Even

in this heat and pollution, many

women are seen struggling for

seats and space. Frustrated

with their everyday ‘bus battle’,

most of them are now opting for

air conditioned cab services

over the regular city buses.

But many women also prefer

buses which are much more cost

effective. “I have seen my col-

leagues coming to and leaving

office in cabs. But the cab fare is

three hundred times higher than

that of the bus,” said Mitali Shar-

ma, a regular city bus user.

The city also provides AC

buses, but their number is not

adequate to meet the needs of

passengers. Sushmita Das, a

STAFF REPORTER

GUWAHATI, Aug 1:

The Dr B Borooah Cancer

Institute (BBCI) launched

the Year of Community

Oncology today in its

premises.

With the launch BBCI

will now be intensely

conducting community-

based cancer prevention

and control programmes

from till July 31 next year.

It may be mentioned

that the past one year was

observed as the Year of

Academic Excellence by

the institute.

BBCI has been conduct-

ing community-based

cancer prevention and

control activities for the

last many years.

BBCI Director Dr Amal

Woman city bus users feel
the heat in summer season

software engineer at a private

company here said, “I never

come across any buses when I

need them the most during the

extremely hot and humid

weather. I badly want to travel

to my office in comfort, but the

lack of sufficient numbers of

AC buses makes me hop into

an overcrowded bus every day.

There should be enough AC

buses at every bus stop, con-

sidering the comfort that the

passengers, especially work-

ing women like me, seek. This

is something everyone would

want in this summer season.”

Some seats in city buses are

reserved for women, different-

ly able and senior citizens. Still,

there are complaints from

women as they have to strug-

gle to secure a seat. Nusrin,

who works in an insurance com-

pany at Ulubari, said, “It is very

frustrating to see male passen-

gers occupying seats reserved

for women, without any sense

of guilt on their faces. I have

come across this situation a

number of times. Despite see-

ing their co-passengers of the

fairer sex struggling to stand

inside the bus, these unscrupu-

lous men do not even bother to

offer them the seats. The bus

conductor also rarely intervenes

in such matters, which adds to

the frustration of the hapless

women.”

Subashree Dey, an architect

by profession, talked about her

daily experience in buses in the

hot weather. She said, “My of-

fice is at Sixth Mile, so I take a

bus from the Jonali bus stop to

reach there. I reach the bus stop

around 9.30 am, but the bus is

overcrowded almost every day

and I hardly get to sit. Even dur-

ing busy office hours when

working people like us have to

reach office on time, the conduc-

tor keeps on taking in passen-

gers even when the bus is over-

crowded.” Summer in Guwahati

is not at all the best season, par-

ticularly for women who have to

commute daily in city buses. Ar-

guments with male passengers

occupying seats reserved for la-

dies too are not uncommon.

Year of Community Oncology
launched at BBCI

Chandra Kataki, while

speaking on the occasion,

said that in accordance

with worldwide trends,

cancer incidence rates will

continue to rise in India

due to the rising burden of

chronic disease risk

factors such as tobacco,

alcohol, physical inactivity,

high fatty diet and obesity.

Primary prevention of

cancer is an important

goal, as this alone can

reduce cancer incidence.

Increasing incidence of

cancer demands a planned

approach to reduce its

burden in society and this

can be done by undertak-

ing a community-based

approach for cancer

prevention, Dr Kataki

added.

The launching ceremo-

ny was attended among

others by Anuradha Sarma

Pujari, Editor, Sadin and

well-known writer;

Pranoy Bordoloi, Manag-

ing Editor, Dy365 and

Ramanuj Dutta Choud-

hury, Deputy Editor of The

Assam Tribune.

At the meeting, the

certificate of honour to

felicitate cancer survi-

vors who fought with

cancer and defeated the

disease was released by

Sarma Pujari.

Dr Srabana Misra

Bhagabaty, Associate

Professor, Department of

Preventive Oncology,

BBCI gave a presentation

on common cancer, its

prevention, early

detection, challenges, and

opportunities.

SPOs addressing a press conference at the Guwahati Press Club in Guwahati on

Tuesday. – UB Photos

Punar Janam Loi Tejimolai being staged on the opening day of

the festival. – AT photo
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MESSAGE FOR TODAY

The way to get started is to quit talking and

start doing.

– WALT DISNEY

ssam is known for its

wildlife, especially for

the one-horned rhinos,

archaeological sites and

tea plantations. But, it faces vari-

ous crucial problems like high pop-

ulation growth rate, high pressure

on land and other natural calami-

ties, unemployment, infiltration,

poverty, etc. All these problems

are directly or indirectly related

to the high rate of growth of popu-

lation in this area. Assam has adopt-

ed family planning strategies to

curb its population, but still it has

not shown fruitful results. Accord-

ing to the Census Report 2011,

Assam’s decadal growth rate

(17.07%) is slightly lower than the

national average (17.64%), but the

decadal growth rate of Muslims

(29.59%) is much higher than the

growth rate of Hindus (10.9%) in

the State. The population density

in Assam is 398 per sq km which is

higher than India (368 per sq km).

Therefore, population control is

the most challenging task before

the State Government today.

Different countries like India,

China, etc., have enacted and im-

plemented population policies to

control the population growth in

the respective countries. India was

the first developing country to

adopt the Family Planning Pro-

gramme in 1951 and efforts were

made to stabilize the population of

the country, but it did not fetch the

desired results. Different States of

India (e.g., Kerala and Rajasthan)

also enacted population policies

separately. Population policies in

Articles (within 1000-1100 words) and

Letters to the Editor for publication in

the editorial page may be sent to the

email ID: editor@assamtribune.com.

Letters
to the

EDITOR

Population policy in Assam

APSC answer key rectification process

Succour for Kaziranga
Situated as it is on the floodplains of the mega-river Brah-

maputra, as also having numerous rivers and streams run-

ning through its terrain, the world famous Kaziranga Na-

tional Park is inundated every year to a more or less extent.

There is a paradox to this phenomenon – the floods, replen-

ishing as they do the soil with freshly laid alluvia, help to

sustain the floral opulence of the Park which makes it an

optimum habitat for wildlife. If Kaziranga to a great degree

has been a success story in rhino conservation, much of it is

due to the abundance of grass species available within the

sanctuary. Floods also do a clean-up act by removing un-

wanted and invasive species of plants while replenishing

the numerous beels within the Park so necessary to pre-

serve its unique ecosystem. Yet, on the other hand, espe-

cially when there is heavy flooding as has been the case this

year, the wild animals suffer and the infrastructure takes a

hit. There are not enough highlands for the animals to take

shelter during high-flooding, while the submergence of grass

species makes it difficult for them to find food. Thus many of

them migrate to the Karbi Anglong hills where they fall vic-

tim to unscrupulous poachers. Also, with the national high-

way passing through Kaziranga, scores of animals are killed

by thoughtless high-speeding cars, buses and trucks,

thereby adding to needless casualties.

The death toll in the first wave of high-floods this year has

indeed been heavy – no less than 83 hog deer, seven rhinos

and two sambar deer have been reported killed. But these

are merely recorded deaths and there may be more unre-

corded deaths of animals. Moreover, Kaziranga is also the

habitat of lesser faunal species including reptiles, which too

must have suffered losses that cannot be recorded. It is

ironic indeed that despite experts recommending for dec-

ades the setting up of a Special Task Force to safeguard the

animals, especially during periods of natural disasters like

high-floods, it is only now that serious note of the need for

one is being taken. It is astonishing to learn that there was

no deployment of any animal protection force in Karbi

Anglong during this round of high floods and what the con-

sequences have been is anybody’s guess. Also, reportedly,

the infrastructure within the Park has been badly damaged,

with roads, forest guard patrol paths, forest camps and bridges

being affected. Park authorities have requested the State

Government to release funds for the repair – this needs to

be sanctioned immediately so that the Park can be made

ready for tourists by October. At the same time the Forest

Department needs to acknowledge that lesser wildlife habi-

tats in the State situated in the floodplains too have suffered

due to this year’s floods and require succour similar to that

of Kaziranga.

School education
In a positive development, the State Government has

decided to fill up vacant posts of headmasters and assistant

headmasters by the first week of this month. Shortage of

teachers including the heads of schools has been a peren-

nial bane affecting the functioning of a large number of edu-

cational institutions across the State. This, in fact, is a major

reason behind the poor academic environment and lack of

discipline in many schools. School education being the foun-

dation of all learning activities, it is highly imperative that

this crucial sector does not suffer on account of quantitative

and qualitative constraints. With the Right to Education

(RTE) Act now under implementation with massive Central

funding, sweeping changes are on the anvil in the sphere of

elementary education. A lot, however, will depend on the

role of the State Government, which needs to exhibit the

required proactiveness. With budgetary allocation assured

for the purpose, consistent political attention will be critical

to achieving the all-important goal of universal elementary

literacy. Civil society, too, will have a role in enhancing aware-

ness on the importance of education among the illiterate

masses for whom comprehending or appreciating the sig-

nificance of education is difficult. The biggest challenge be-

fore the authorities lies in making education accessible to

all, especially the less privileged segments of society.

With funds assured, it should be relatively easy to put in

place the required infrastructure in terms of school build-

ings, classrooms, and desks and benches but the bigger

challenge lies in addressing the qualitative concerns. In-

deed, the qualitative decline in school education – more

conspicuous in government-run education – constitutes the

biggest challenge for the State Government. A marked de-

cline in quality, especially at the elementary stage, has been

plaguing government schools for long. The inevitable fallout

in the trend of a substantial segment of society comprising

the middle class increasingly opting for education in the

private sector, therefore, hardly merits surprise. While the

launching of the Sarva Shiksha Abhijan had boosted enrol-

ment, the same cannot be said about quality – the real test of

any educational system. Periodical assessments done on

school education by independent agencies keep on reveal-

ing appalling statistics, confirming the abyss to which our

education has plummeted in recent years. Bringing in quali-

tative changes and restoring people’s confidence in gov-

ernment-run education should be the biggest engagement

with the authorities. It is something the Education Depart-

ment should pursue with single-minded devotion. Much

harm has already been caused by the corruption-riddled

teacher appointment process in the past two-and-a-half dec-

ades. The teacher’s eligibility test (TET) has been a much-

needed intervention which can go a long way in keeping the

realm of teaching out of bound for the undeserving. Our

educational institutions need teachers who are competent,

trained and committed. Making teachers accountable for

continuous poor performance by schools can also help im-

prove their performance.

our nation are voluntary in nature.

The Chinese Government adopt-

ed a policy of one child per family

in 1983. Discussions are now go-

ing on to implement a separate

population policy in Assam (a high-

ly restrictive two-child policy per

family), but the enactment of the

same in Assam is not a simple task

because of heterogeneity in the

socio-economic and demographic

features of the population

of Assam.

The Health Minister of

Assam has announced

the proposed two-child

population policy for As-

sam few months back,

where the minister put

forward some important

points of the proposed

policy targeting only the

Government employees.

But, in reality, population

explosion is not created

by the educated employ-

ees of the State; they also

know about the high cost

of bringing up a child

maintaining their stand-

ard of living. So, the illit-

erate people are the

prime cause of population explo-

sion in the State.

Various religious and ethnic

groups live in different parts of

Assam. The implementation of the

proposed policy in Assam will af-

fect these groups differently, be-

cause their size and growth rates

are different from each other. Most

of these ethnic groups (like Boro,

Mising, Karbi, Rabha, Kachari, La-

lung, Dimasa, Deori, etc.) belong

to the ST category. The ST popu-

lation has decreased from 12.83%

of the total population of Assam in

2001 to 12.45% in 2011, so the

decadal growth rate of the ST pop-

ulation in Assam was very low (ap-

proximately 13.5%) during this

period. Their literacy rate was

62.5% (male 72.3% and female

52.4%), according to the Census.

The total number of Muslims in-

creased from 30.8% of the total

population of Assam in 2001 to

34.22% in 2011. The decadal

growth rate of the Muslim popula-

tion was 29.59% in 2001-2011 and

their literacy rate was 48.43%

(male 56.04% and female 40.23%)

in 2001. In 2011, 61.47% of the to-

tal population of Assam was Hindu

and their decadal growth rate was

10.9% in 2001-2011. In 2001, six

districts of Assam were Muslim-

dominated, but it increased to nine

in 2011. From the above statistics,

it is clear that the haphazard growth

of the Muslim population is a prime

factor behind the population explo-

sion in Assam while the low litera-

cy rate among the Muslims, espe-

cially females, is a principal cause

of it. It is also mentionable that the

population growth rate of these

ethnic groups of Assam is very low,

so the Assam Government should

implement the proposed popula-

tion policy keeping in

view these ethnic groups,

because it may adverse-

ly affect their existence

itself. When the Govern-

ment of Assam imple-

ments this policy, they

should also provide spe-

cial education and family

planning policies particu-

larly focusing the Muslim

women of Assam.

The enactment of this

policy may adversely affect

the HDI (Human Devel-

opment Index) of the

State. Around 85.92% of

the total population of As-

sam lives in the rural are-

as and the rural literacy

rate is 70.44% only in 2011

and the poverty rate is also high

(36.4% in 2011) in rural Assam.

These poor people thought that if

they have many children in their fam-

ily and all of them get engaged in

various works to earn money for

their family, then it will uplift their

economic condition; but it is not true

in reality. This instead leads them to

the vicious circle of poverty.

If the proposed population policy

is implemented in Assam and those

who do not follow the two-child norm,

then they are not eligible for the ben-

efits of any government welfare pro-

gramme. This may reduce their in-

come, worsen their health conditions

and increase the illiteracy rate among

them, ultimately lowering the HDI

of the State. Therefore, mass cam-

paigning of the population policy is

essential in the rural areas of the

State and simultaneously, these

people should be made aware of

the benefits of the Family Planning

Programme before the enactment

of the policy.

This policy will limit the family

size of each and every family to two

children. But, if the first two chil-

dren of a couple are born with seri-

ous birth defects or are physically

challenged, then what will happen

to that particular family? Is this par-

ticular family go for the third chil-

dren and how, under the norms of

this population policy? If a woman

remarries, what are the provisions

of children under this policy for that

particular woman?  Such types of

issues have to be incorporated in

this policy to spread the benefits of

this policy up to the grassroots level

also, without compromising the

physical, mental and economic con-

ditions of the people. Economic in-

centives should be provided to the

two-child families of the State

through giving priority in housing,

medical care, education, etc.

From the above discussions, it

is clear that implementation of the

Population Policy in Assam is not

an easy task. It needs a detailed and

rigorous discussion before enact-

ment of the policy in the State.

Brahmaputra: need for holistic development
he publication of the

news, captioned ‘Centre

wants Ganga unfettered,

silent on Brahmaputra’

(AT, July 17) had opened up the dif-

ferential policy of the Government

of India between ‘Maa’ Ganga and

‘Baba’ Brahmaputra. No doubt, this

has been observed during the last

decade of the previous century, when

over-exploitation of the natural re-

sources of the Brahmaputra basin be-

came known through media reports.

For more than a decade, there have

been demands for restructuring of

the Brahmaputra Board into an au-

thority for holistic management of

the Brahmaputra river basin in the

principle of the watershed manage-

ment concept. In this connection, one

was little optimistic on restructur-

ing of the Brahmaputra Board, when

the proposal for the Brahmaputra

and Barak River Basin Regulatory

Authority was pursued by the Un-

ion Ministry of the Water Resourc-

es. This concept was initiated at the

intervention of late Dr APJ Abdul

Kalam, former President of India,

who had directed both the Ministry

of Water Resources and the NEC,

Shillong, based on the proposal of

this author.

It was exciting to receive a letter

from the Ministry of the Water Re-

sources dated November 24, 2014

regarding restructuring of the Brah-

maputra Board into the North East

Brahmaputra River Rejuvenation

Authority (NEBRRA) in response

to my letter dated June 12, 2014 to

Narendra Modi, Prime Minister of

India. Subsequently it was confirmed

in the Parliament on December 18,

2014. Further, Uma Bharti, Minis-

ter for Water Resource had given a

positive indication through a personal

communication, dated April 14, 2015.

However, ultimately the Bill was

not placed in the Budget Session of

2015, as proposed. Therefore, this

author had visited the offices con-

cerned in New Delhi to know the

status. One could learn that there

was a shuffling not only in the Brah-

maputra Board wing, but also im-

portant replacement was effected

in the senior bureaucratic level post

in the Ministry. On pursuing, any

how, it was learnt that one senior

technocrat from Assam might have

motivated the Prime Minister on

the possibilities of creating compli-

cacy by the authority in exploration

of energy and other resources by

the Government of India.

Thereafter, The Assam Tribune

(January 29, 2017) reported that PK

Dutta, a noted offshore oil techno-

crat submitted an ambitious plan to

Prime Minister Narendra Modi re-

garding the management of the Brah-

maputra with construction of two

highways along the both banks of the

river. This not only created greater

confusion, but also diverted the main

issue of construction of big dams with

reservoirs for generating 41,400

MW of electricity. Such attitude is a

reversal of the present government

at the Centre, compared to their

prior commitment during the last

general election.

The views of management of the

Brahmaputra in the manner of the

Huang He river is not relevant in

consideration of its geophysical and

environmental factors. However, the

experience of thwarting the Japanese

invasion by the Chinese Govern-

ment during 1934 by flooding their

valley, even by killing an estimated

90,000 people, most of them were

Chinese only, should be kept in mind.

Of course, in apprehension of a sim-

ilar situation, the 3,000 MW Etalin

hydel project at the Dibang valley in

Arunachal Pradesh under PPP mod-

el might have been kept on hold on

the pretext of environmental issues.

It should be an eye opener for the

Assam Government too.

The editorial ‘Rivers in peril’ (AT,

July 28 last) has also expressed views

in support of NEBRRA. In the mean-

time, a Joint Secretary of the Minis-

try of External Affairs was included

in its governing body in view of in-

volvement of the neighbouring coun-

tries in the river basin.

As per recent reports in The As-

sam Tribune, an eminent scientist

of the State has been advocating

holistic management of the river,

avoiding the establishment of an in-

stitution, similar to NEBRRA. Fur-

ther, an internationally-recognised

Assamese expert on designing big

dams for generation of electricity

has given assurance of designing a

structure which can withstand the

impact of earthquake above 9 Rich-

ter scale. But the question is who

will assure that such water reser-

voirs will have no adverse effect in

the valley, when the North-east is

placed in the very sensitive seis-

mic Zone V.

No one can deny the importance

of dyke, although its long-term ef-

fect has been questioned. Even

dredging is essential on specific sit-

uations. The adverse effect of the

super highways during the flood

season under the situation of a

great earthquake should not be ig-

n  Dr Tapan Dutta

Sir, – In response to the letter

published in your daily on July 27,

2017 by Animesh Bora, I would

like to put forward my views

regarding the answer key

rectification proposal given by the

APSC for the CCE Prelims that

was held on July 2 last. I hail the

initiative taken by the APSC,

because, ‘to err is human’, and

looking into a second opinion to the

probable answer is the most

appropriate step taken up by the

Commission. Though the APSC

does not recommend any specific

books but, it provides a detailed

syllabus that covers Indian polity,

geography, history, etc. As such,

any question based on polity should

be in conformity with the Indian

Constitution; likewise, questions

on defence can be searched on the

DRDO site for corroboration or

the answer to this year’s question

on population growth rate should

be authenticated from the

government census data. The

APSC is having a pool of learned

persons who have sufficient

knowledge in their respective

fields and they will definitely not

give credence to any claim of

anomaly, unless it is proved with

T
nored too.

The undernoted suggestions are

for everyone’s perusal:

(i) Initially dredging may be un-

dertaken from Bangladesh border

up to Pandu Ghat, not from Sadiya

as has been proposed. It should be

implemented with a bottom-up ap-

proach.

(ii) Since the Bhogdoi river is flow-

ing near Jorhat town above the

ground level with construction of

dykes on both the banks, it will offer

the opportunity for both dredging

and canalization.

(iii) The Tuni river stream can be

developed into a waterway in Maju-

li district, more particularly to con-

nect its western areas with Gara-

mur, the administrative town.

(iv) There are also scope to de-

velop modern waterways connect-

ing the north and south banks of the

Brahmaputra, both for economic and

environmental interests.

Since development and destruc-

tion are inseparable, therefore, im-

balance in developmental activities

leads into degradation, resulting in

devastation. There is an apprehen-

sion of reaching this stage in near

future. Therefore, it is very essen-

tial to consider the implementation

of the developmental activities with

greater caution.

This policy will limit the family

size of each and every family to

two children. But, if the first two

children of a couple are born

with serious birth defects or are

physically challenged, then

what will happen to that

particular family? Is this

particular family go for the third

children and how, under the

norms of this population policy?

A
n  Dr Abinash Bharali

sufficient evidence. Yours etc.,

SHARMISTHA CHAUDHURI,

Ulubari, Guwahati.

IITG irregularities
Sir, – The Research and

Development wing of IIT Guwahati

handles purchases and payments

worth cores of rupees every year.

The present Assistant Registrar of

R&D, who is in charge of Purchase

and Finance, joined IIT Guwahati in

March, 2001. Since his joining, he

has always been at R&D, never

transferred, except for two months

when he was posted at stores and

purchase, ignoring all GoI orders

regarding ‘regular transfer of

employees handling matters of

purchase and finance’. It is as if the

officials in charge of transfer of

employees, the Joint Registrar as

head of administration and the

Registrar, are of the belief that the

R&D would become crippled

without this particular Assistant

Registrar and none of the other

Assistant Registrars at IIT

Guwahati are capable enough to

handle the Purchase and Finance of

R&D. There have been several

complaints of financial irregularities

against this particular Assistant

Registrar, both from inside and

outside, yet no action or inquiry

were made on all those complaints,

as those letters never saw the light

of the day once they landed on the

hands of the Joint Registrar and the

Registrar.

Such attitude of the administra-

tors of a premier institute not only

of the North-east but also of the

nation is indeed shameful and also

puts a question mark to their

integrity. Yours etc.,  PALLAB P

DUTTA, Uzanbazar, Guwahati.

APSC Prelims
Sir, – The last preliminary

examination conducted by the

APSC for recruitment to the Assam

Civil Services, etc., posts held in

July 2, 2017 has revealed the

disparity that may take place in

selecting candidates for the Mains

exam due to the existing pattern of

the exam which is in clear contrast

with the UPSC preliminary exam

wherein ‘Paper A’ (General

Studies) and ‘Paper B’ (qualifying)

are common to all candidates. But

in the APSC Prelims, while the

General Studies paper is common

to all candidates, the other paper is

optional which the candidates have

to choose from the allotted subjects.

As such a technical snag does exist

which the candidates have to face as

the standard of paper in the optional

subjects may differ to a great

extent. This glaring point has been

the hot topic of discussion amongst

the candidates who opted for

Economics as they had to face a

very tough and uncommon set of

question paper whereas the

candidates opting for some other

subjects had a field day due to the

simple and easy sets of question

papers. The authority concerned

should have a definite perusal of this

factual position so that a common

uniformity is established for

candidates opting for subjects

where the standard of question

paper was far above normal. Yours

etc., ANUPAM SAIKIA, Bamuni-

maidam, Guwahati.

Student’s death
Sir, – It refers to the news item

‘Student’s death casts gloom’ (AT,

July 31). Here we want to correct

the fact that the student as per the

mark sheet obtained only 56% in

Physics Major of Semester-I exam,

and not 75% as quoted in the news

report. But the issue of suicide is

linked to some perennial problems

faced by the colleges of Assam.

Colleges with science stream in the

rural areas are compelled to enrol

almost the double the number of

students as compared to

their intake capacity of Major

course, as they cover a large

geographical area. In such a

scenario, it’s not possible to pay

attention to every learner to

improve his/her deficiency. Thus

the performance of students goes

down with each semester and even

those who got 80% in HS some-

times fail to clear all the six

semesters. Our students seem to

be less equipped to handle academic

challenges and a little failure

triggers extreme steps, which

should not happen as these students

are our future human resources.

Yours etc., LEELADHAR CHOU-

HAN, Kokrajhar.

Jobless growth
Sir, – With reference to the

article ‘The paradox of jobless

growth’ (AT, July 24) by Aditya

Gogoi, it is a naked truth that the

so-called growth of Indian

economy is a growth without

employment generation. This is

one of the worst consequence of

market economy. A huge number

of highly educated youth of Assam

are leading a pathetic unemployed

life without any adequate earning

source. Is not it a dangerous social

problem? Is not it a sign of dark

future of higher education? What is

the pragmatic utility of higher

education other than knowledge? If

these are the basic equations, then

where is the growth of Indian

economy? Yours etc., PRANAMY

BARKATAKY, Chandmari,

Guwahati.
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CORRESPONDENT

NALBARI, Aug 1: As part of the

Integrated Approach of Technolo-

gies in Education (ITE) conducted

by Gramya Vikash Mancha (GVM)

in collaboration with the Rashtriya

Madhyamik Siksha Abhijan, an ITE

summer camp was organised with

an objective to promote selected

students of Government schools as

ITE student leader in their respec-

tive alma maters.

Five camps were organised from

July 5 to 27. All the camps were of

residential nature and of 3 days

duration. A total of 135 students

from Nalbari, Kamrup and Baksa

districts participated in the camps,

thereby representing 62 Govern-

ment schools.

In the ITE summer camp,  stu-

dents were given exposure to ITE

application like scratch, turtle, logo

and photo story, among others.

Apart from different ITE applica-

tions, students worked on problem-

solving skills, cultural activities,

sports, gender equality, importance

of education, health and hygiene etc.

ITE summer camp for Govt schools
concludes at Barbari

The ITE summer camps came

to an end with a closing ceremony

held at the premises of GVM at

Barbari in Nalbari district on July

31. The concluding programme

was attended by Ashok Sarma,

MLA of Nalbari constituency, Aru-

na Rajoria, Mission Director of

Rastriya Madhyamik Siksha Abhi-

jan, Vijai Boishnob, Inspector of

Schools, Nalbari, Dr RC Chutia,

Inspector of Schools, Baksa, Ami-

na Charania, TISS Mumbai, Gitika

Dutta Sarma, District Consultant

of RMSA, Nalbari and Panchalee

Tamuli of Tata Trust.

All the participants along with

headmasters and assistant teachers

of the project schools were present

on the occasion. The students pre-

sented their works which they did

during the summer camp. In the clos-

ing ceremony, MLA Ashok Sarma

distributed cash prize to four meri-

torious students who performed

well in the last HSLC examination

from the constituency. They are

Manas Pratim Sarma, Dhritismita

Rajbangshi, Nikshit Barman and

Bhaskarjyoti Das.The MLA gave Rs

20,000, Rs 19,000 and Rs10,000 each

respectively from his salary.

The GVM also distributed

cheques worth Rs 10,000 each to

13 poor students of Nalbari, Kam-

rup (Rural) and Baksha districts.

Besides, GVM distributed ITE ac-

cessories to various schools under

their project area. Speaking on the

occasion, Ashok Sarma urged the

civil society to change their atti-

tude towards the Government

schools, which have resourceful

teachers, meritorious students and

adequate infrastructure.

In her address, Mission Direc-

tor Rajoria disclosed that in the last

Gunotsav, such schools performed

better where teachers, guardians

and the community were alerted.

The closing ceremony was also

addressed by Pithi Bhushan Deka,

Dibakar Deka and Utpal Medhi

from the GVM.

Nalbari MLA Ashok Sarma and RMSA Mission Director Aroona

Rajoria distributing cheques among meritorious students.

– Photo: Nalbari Correspondent

Unabated river bank erosion at Salmora in Majuli district, as seen on Monday. – UB Photos

STAFF REPORTER

GUWAHATI, Aug 1: Lambast-

ing the Central and the State Gov-

ernments over inept handling of the

flood situation, former Chief Min-

ister Tarun Gogoi on Monday

claimed that Prime Minister

Narendra Modi has literally been

forced to decide on his proposed

Assam visit to take stock of the sit-

uation only after exertion of tre-

mendous public pressure.

“We hope the Prime Minister’s

visit will not turn out to be a polit-

ical gimmick. Modi has been forced

to announce his Assam visit on ac-

count of the pressure exerted by

all sections of the Assamese socie-

ty,” Gogoi said.

He said that the Centre should

give topmost priority to the flood

and erosion problem of Assam.

Asked if he expects anything sub-

stantial from the Prime Minister’s

visit, Gogoi replied in the negative.

He said that the Modi-led NDA

Gogoi sore over inept
handling of flood situation

regime has taken no steps to solve

the flood and erosion problem of

Assam during the last three years

and claimed that the previous UPA

regime of Dr Manmohan Singh had

given more grants and aid to the

State in these areas when com-

pared to the present dispensation.

Gogoi said that Assam is yet to re-

ceive an amount totalling Rs 1,200

crore which was sanctioned by the

previous UPA regime for relief work.

“On the one hand, Himanta Biswa

Sarma claims that Assam is getting

more funds from the Centre since

the NDA Government came to

power, and on the other hand Sar-

bananda Sonowal is seeking release

of the aforementioned Rs 1,200

crore. Himanta is on record to have

stated that the State Government

has resources to tackle the prob-

lem. Then why did the Chief Minis-

ter visit New Delhi to seek funds.

There is contradiction within the

Government itself,” he said.

He said that the Modi dispensa-

tion is “ignoring” Assam not only

in the matter of funds for flood re-

lief and restoration work, but in

other areas also, as evidenced by

the scrapping of the Special Cate-

gory State status and the NEIIPP.

“No Central Government has

ever ignored Assam to the extent

in which the present one is doing…

Forget about dredging the Brah-

maputra. First let me dredge the

Bharalu and the Bahini rivers. They

are trying to fool the people,” a

caustic Gogoi remarked.

Gogoi termed the Sonowal Gov-

ernment as “most corrupt”. “Check-

gates have been closed down, but

prices of items are still going up.

They claim there is no corruption,

but the condition of the roads is get-

ting worse,” he said.

He also accused the BJP of trying

to foment divisiveness across the

country and said institutional discrim-

ination against Muslims and Dalits

have increased manifold under the

Modi regime.

Kaliabor BJP district president Anil Saikia laying the foundation stone of No. 13 Mikirhat Prathamik

 Vidyalaya at Bhimargaon in Nagaon, on Monday. – UB Photos

Call to start online teaching
in Assamese-medium schools

STAFF CORRESPONDENT

JORHAT, Aug 1: Tezpur Univer-

sity Vice-Chancellor Dr Madan M

Sarma, who is a noted linguist, ap-

pealed to the civil society of Assam

here on Monday to launch online

teaching system in Assamese-me-

dium schools in order to supple-

ment the education-imparting sys-

tem in the State.

Sarma was speaking as the chief

guest at a function organised at the

District Library auditorium here in

which he released the bilingual

Byabaharik Jatiya Abhidhan (Ap-

plied Dictionary in both Assamese

and English), published by Asam

Jatiya Prakash.

Asam Jatiya Prakash, it may be

mentioned,  is an organisation which

a few years back had published the

biggest-ever comprehensive dic-

tionary in Assamese (Asomiya Jati-

ya Abhidhan) running into four

volumes with 5,700 pages and in-

corporating over two lakh words.

Sarma is the president of the As-

omiya Jatiya Abhidhan Samiti, the

committee that conceptualised and

carried out research work for

bringing out the lexicons.

Sarma said that several States in

the country have introduced online

learning system by preparing study

material in many subjects by using

the respective languages spoken in

those States to assist their educa-

tion system from school to the uni-

versity level.

The Vice-Chancellor said that in

Assam, online education was com-

ing up with teaching material avail-

able in English and there was a

strong need to extend the initia-

tive by preparing online teaching

material in Assamese language to

reach out to the schools across the

State, many of which were in re-

mote and far-flung areas and have

very less teacher strength.

Sarma, while appealing to the civil

society and also the Government to

undertake such an initiative, said

initially a pilot project should be tak-

en up by any educational organisa-

tion or by a group of educationists

and subsequently obtain Govern-

ment support to execute the same.

He said a few schools should be

selected where the project should be

launched on an experimental basis.

Sarma suggested that in the pro-

posed pilot project, study material

should be prepared for Class-IX

and X students in the following four

subjects: Science, Mathematics,

Assamese and English. He said the

project could be started from

Jorhat district, which is an educa-

tional hub with so many leading

educational institutes located here.

 The Vice-Chancellor while laud-

ing the Asomiya Jatiya Abhidhan

team for the painstaking efforts

undertaken by them in bringing out

the lexicon volumes and also the

Asomiya Jatiya Abhidhan Bigyan

Prajukti Khanda (A Dictionary of

Scientific Technological Terms in

Assamese), lamented that so far

dictionaries published in Assam had

no IPA (International Phonetic Al-

phabet) symbols available.

Sarma said scholars should come

forward to carry out research work

on phonetics of Assamese language

and come out with IPA symbols to

define the correct pronunciation.

Chief Editor of the Asomiya Jatiya

Abhidhan project and Editor of the

Byabaharik  Jatiya Abhidhan, Dr

Devabrata Sharma said the Byaba-

harik  Jatiya Abhidhan has one lakh

words and runs into 1,057 pages.

Among others, Toyin Falola, His-

torian and Professor of African

Studies at the Texas University

(USA) was among the guests

present at the function.

CORRESPONDENT

SILCHAR, Aug 1: The Silchar-

Kalain road, repaired nearly a year

ago by expending Rs 60 crore, is pres-

ently in an abysmal state.

The road, under the PWD (North

Eastern Council) is dotted with cra-

ter-sized potholes causing serious

inconvenience to the people travel-

ling to and from Guwahati to Barak

Valley. The commuters invariably

experience bone-jarring journeys

on the road stretch, which more or

less resembles a dirt track.

Concern voiced over pitiable
condition of Silchar-Kalain road

Despite such a huge sum of money

being spent for its repair, what caused

the condition of the 28-km road from

E&D Colony at Silchar to Kalain Ba-

zaar to reach its present wretched

state even before completing a year

after construction, questioned

Borkhola MLA Kishore Nath.

In his words, no Government can

sanction such massive funds for the

repair of this road every year. The

onus is on the former Government

and the elected representatives to

make the all- important road which

connects Barak Valley with Megha-

laya, Mizoram, Manipur and other
States, fit enough for the commuters.

“The BJP-led Government will not
tolerate any lapse on the quality of
work in connection with the road un-
der review. The Government has tak-
en a tough stand on proper utilisation
of funds meant for repair of the road.
An inquiry team will soon visit the
location to inspect the lapses that led
to the wretched condition of the road,”
the legislator maintained.

On the other hand, PWD Minis-
ter Parimal Suklabaidya informed
that based on the report of the in-
quiry team, the Government will
initiate necessary steps for the road
construction.

Meanwhile, expressing deep an-
noyance over the dilapidated status of
the road, the All Barak Youth Stu-
dents’ Association, Arunachal Victor
Club and other associations blamed
the concerned authorities for the
dreadful condition of the road.

In a memorandum submitted to
the Cachar Deputy Commission-
er, the associations alleged that
ahead of the 2009 Lok Sabha elec-
tion, Rs 9 crore was spent for re-
pairing the road, which lasted even
less than three months.

An autorickshaw plying on the pot-holed Silchar-Kalain road in Cachar

district. – Photo: Silchar Correspondent

OBITUARY

Anjoli Boruah
ANN Service

SIVASAGAR, Aug 1: Retired As-

sistant Teacher of Fuleswari Girls

HS School, Sivasagar Anjoli Boru-

ah died of cardiac arrest on July 29

night. She was 67.

She was very popular as a teacher

among the students as well as among

the residents of  Phukan Nagar.

She leaves behind her husband,

a daughter, two sons and a host of

relatives.

Flood relief
GUWAHATI, Aug 1: A non-po-

litical, social organisation, Manab

Adhikar Parishad, Assam distribut-

ed flood-relief materials among the

flood-hit people of Datkola village

under Bakori Dalani GP of

Biswanth district on July 30, a press

release stated.

The relief material was dis-

tributed among more than 200

people at the Kolongpur High

School premises, a press re-

lease stated.

GUWAHATI, Aug 1: The Life

Insurance Corporation Employ-

ees’ Association, Guwahati

Division, which is a unit of ‘All

India Life’, organised a flood

relief camp on July 29 at

Teteliguri LP School under

Mayong sub-division of Mori-

gaon district, a press release

received here stated.

A team of 25 members of the

Association participated in the

camp and distributed 30 quintals

of rice, 10 quintals of dal, 1,000

bottles of mustard oil, drinking

water, fruit juice, salt, bleaching

powder, biscuits, toffees and

assorted dress material among

the flood-affected people of three

villages, namely Teteliguri,

Kotohguri and Hatibhangi.

During the flood-relief

programmee, Morigaon district

administration, Mayong Police

Flood relief conducted
by LICI employees’ body

Station and certain local leading

persons rendered all possible

help in smooth distribution of the

relief material among the flood-

affected people.

The local authorities provided

motorboats and tractors to carry

both men and material to the

camp site.

The general secretary of the

Association thanked the Mori-

gaon district administration,

Mayong Police Station and the

local body for helping to make the

mission a success. The Associa-

tion also lauded all the employees

and agents under LICI Guwahati

Division in general for their co-

operation and to LICI, Guwahati

Divisional Office authority and

Morigaon branch authority in

particular for extending their

support during the relief mission,

the release added.

ANN Service

SIVASAGAR, Aug 1: Biswajit

Chutia (30) – an enthusiastic young

man, was the beacon of hope of  a

poor family of Sivasagar Red Cross

Road till that fateful day on which

urologists at AMC, Dibrugarh de-

clared that both his kidneys were

damaged. Obviously, the family saw

sheer darkness around.

Determined to save the young-

est son, the family members (the

father long since dead), sold their

Sivasagar youth’s appeal for help
marginal land and moved from

place to place – from Dibrugarh to

Guwahati and Hyderabad, and fi-

nally Kolkata, for his treatment. On

September 14, 2016, Biswajit got

a kidney transplantation done at a

huge cost of about Rs 20 lakh. But

the hopes of the family were

dashed to the ground as the kidney

developed snags within months

and finally, Biswajit was taken to

the doctors recently, who advised

a second transplantation.

Now the helpless family is looking

up to the Almighty to save their son

as the doctors have given him only

three months time. Biswajit’s moth-

er, through the media, has pleaded

earnestly to Chief Minister Sarba-

nanda Sonowal and Health Minister

Dr Himanta Biswa Sarma to extend

a helping hand to save her son.

Biman Chutia, Biswajit’s brother

has requested the benevolent sec-

tion of people to donate generously

to Biswajit’s account (UBI

0020010056006 ) to help him see this

beautiful world for some more years.

TEZPUR, Aug 1: The State Veterinary Hospital

here organised four post-flood health check-up camps

along with distribution of free medicines at different

locations under its jurisdiction.

The health check-up camps were held at Tal Gereki,

No. 1 Dolabari and Bhitar Suti Gutlong, all under

Tezpur Police Station.  Dr K  Kalita, Veterinary Offic-

er at the State Veterinary Hospital here informed

this Correspondent that in the three camps more

than a thousand domestic animals and around 300

fowls were checked for different post-flood diseases.

Post-flood veterinary camps held
He further informed that most of the animals,

whether large or small, were suffering from diar-

rhoea, debility, worms, indigestion and hoof crack dis-

eases. He further added that most of the cases were

of debility and malnutrition. In the health camps, free

medicines were distributed.

He informed that the team which assisted him in

the camp included Dr Jogen Saharia, Assistant Re-

search Officer, Diagnostic Lab, Sonitpur, Tezpur, and

Fakaruddin Ahmed,  Jatil Phukan, besides the veter-

inary staff of SVH, Tezpur. – Correspondent

Vety camps held
in Dhubri dist

CORRESPONDENT

GAURIPUR, Aug 1: The Dhubri
District Veterinary Department
under the leadership of Dr Dinesh
Gogoi, District Veterinary Officer
took up a number of post-flood meas-
ures to check deaths of cattle-heads
by organising health check-up
camps in a large number of villages.

On July 25, the Department held
such camps at Basanir char and Rau-
maripara Primary School located at
Baraimari. The Department also ar-
ranged a health check-up camp at
Kalapani under Bhogdahar GP and
examined 235 cattle-heads and a large
number of chicken and distributed
medicines free of cost. It also distrib-
uted fodder to the severely flood-dam-
aged areas where there was short-
age of fodder among the cultivators.
Measures for purification of drinking
water including distribution of bleach-
ing powder and halogen tablets among
the affected people were also taken.
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OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR

ASSAM AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
Jorhat- 785013

“Logo” and “Caption” competition
AAU, the premier agricultural institute of this region is

celebrating its Golden Jubilee with year-long programme from

April, 2018 onwards. The “Logo” and “Caption” to be used for

the occasion will be selected on the basis of an open

competition. Interested person/ agency may design/ prepare

the “Logo” and “Caption” as per the guidelines given in the

University website, www.aau.ac.in and submit the same to

the undersigned on or before August 25, 2017. The creators

of the “Logo”/ “Caption” will be adequately rewarded.

Sd/- Registrar & Chairman

Core Committee on Golden Jubilee Celebration

Assam Agricultural University

Jorhat- 785013

Gauhati University
Gopinath Bordoloi Nagar, Guwahati-781014, Assam, India

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, UNIVERSITY CLASSES

ADMISSION NOTICE

DATE: 01-08-2017

Application forms are invited for admission into (i) 6 months Post

Graduate Certificate Course in Disabilities Studies (PGCCDS) (ii) 6 months

Post Graduate Diploma in Disabilities Studies (PGDDS) . Necessary

Prospectus and Application Forms can be downloaded from the Gauhati

University website www.gauhati.ac.in from 2nd August, 2017 to 18th

August, 2017.  However, while submitting the downloaded form the

applicant must pay Rs. 300/- and Rs 200/- as Application Fee and for

Entrance Fee respectively by Demand Draft favouring Registrar, Gauhati

University payable at Guwahati .

Eligibility:

(i) PGCCDS - Graduation in any stream.

(ii) PGDDS - The Post Graduate Diploma in Disabilities Studies is being

offered to those students, who have passed the Post Graduate

Certificate Course in Disabilities Studies or any equivalent course

from any recognized University / National Institution.

Intake:

0) PGCCDS –  25 (Twenty Five)

(ii) PGDDS  – 25 (Twenty Five)

Last date of submission of form: 18/08/2017 in the Department of

Disabilities Studies, Gauhati University.

Date of Other University Entrance Test: 19/08/2017 (If applicants are

available)

Date of publishing of list of selected candidates: 25/08/2017

Date of Admission: 27/08/2017

Admission Fees:

i) PGCCDS - Rs. 3200/- (Three Thousand Two Hundred) only.

(ii) PGDDS - Rs. 3350/- (Three Thousand Three Hundred fifty) only.

Sd/- Secretary, University Classes,

Gauhati University.

OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR

ASSAM AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
Jorhat- 785013

Corrigendum
In partial modification of this office advertisement No. 2/

2017 issued under Memo No. 2.1(14)A-RG/2017-18/3603-

613 Dated 20.07.2017, the name of the post at Sl. No. 5 may

be read as Jr. Stenographer-cum Computer Operator instead

of Stenographer-cum Computer Operator, other terms

remaining the same.

Sd/- Registrar

Assam Agricultural University

Jorhat- 785013

CORRESPONDENT

SILCHAR, Aug 1: The heavy

shower on Monday late night

threw life out of gear for the

residents of Silchar as the city

was submerged on Tuesday.

With the civic administration

literally failing to tackle the situ-

ation, life became miserable for

pedestrians, motorists through-

out the day.  Almost all the ma-

jor parts of the city including

Ambikapatty, Shillongpatty, Link

Road, Church Road and its ad-

joining low-lying areas like Sarat

Pally were submerged due to

clogged drains and canals.

According to the District Dis-

aster Management Authority

(DDMA) Cachar, 134.20 mm

rain was registered on Monday

which has once again triggered

a fresh rise in the water level of

river Barak. Reports from the

DDMA suggest a rise in the

water level by 6 cm per hour.

People were seen struggling

Tea planter Cheniram
Khanikar passes away

STAFF CORRESPONDENT

DIBRUGARH, Aug 1: Cheniram Khanikar, one of the pio-

neers in taking up tea plantation on a small scale in the State, an

educationist and a well-known social activist, passed away last

night at a private nursing home here. He was under medical

observation since past one month.

Khanikar, a resident of Udaipur in Tingkhong, was a vibrant

leader who steered the All Assam Small Tea Growers’ Associa-

tion (AASTGA) in his capacity as its vice president, working pres-

ident and as the president of the organisation from 2005 to 2011.

He later served the small growers’ body as its chief advisor.

Khanikar had retired as a school teacher early to carry out

some social activities in Tingkhong area. He was a founder

member of Tingkhong College, founder general secretary of

Tingkhong Model School and president of Tingkhong unit of

the Asam Sahitya Sabha.

In recognition of his popularity, a section of the Tingkhong peo-

ple had also fielded him as a candidate in the Assembly polls once.

Kafeucha, a prominent self-help group in the tea circle was also

founded by Cheniram Khanikar. Today, Kafeucha has turned out to

be a small industry, having its own tea manufacturing factory.

The last rite of Khanikar was carried out at the crematorium

at Rajgarh today. Earlier his body was carried to Tingkhong Col-

lege, Tingkhong Model Academy and the small tea growers’

body office of Tingkhong unit in Rajgarh town for last tributes.

The leaders of AASTGA, members of Asam Sahitya Sabha,

Rajgarh traders’ body, local mediapersons besides MLA Bi-

mal Borah and Chakradhar paid their last respects to the

departed soul.

Cheniram Khanikar leaves behind his wife, a son, three daugh-

ters, grand children and a host of admirers and friends.

The AASTGA has decided that they would observe a seven-

day mourning in all its offices with organisation’s flag hoisted at half

mast, Rohit Borgohain, general secretary, AASTGA informed.

Civic workers’
stir in Dhubri

CORRESPONDENT

DHUBRI, Aug 1: Employees

of Dhubri Municipal Board on

Tuesday sat on a five-day strike

in the premises of their office,

demanding provincialisation of

their jobs and immediate pay-

ment of the unpaid salaries.

The civic workers stated that

the salaries of most of the em-

ployees have been on hold since

18 months. They also said that

the matter of provincialisation

was passed in the Cabinet meet-

ing of the State government on

September 4, 2013, which is

yet to be implemented.

The civic workers under

the banner of Dhubri Munici-

pality Employees’ Union also

demanded pay scale as per the

employees of any other gov-

ernment employee. According

to them, the former municipal

employees have to live a life

of very poor standard. There-

fore, the State government

should take the initiative to

provide such employees with

pension as per norms.

Health camp
organised

STAFF REPORTER

GUWAHATI, Aug 1: A health

camp for the flood affected peo-

ple was organised recently by

the Medical department of NF

Railway at Bogolijan village un-

der Lakhimpur district.

The village, which is locat-

ed about six kilometres away

from North Lakhimpur town,

and its surrounding areas were

submerged by flood waters of

Ranganadi river during the

recent floods, NFR Chief Pub-

lic Relations Officer PJ Shar-

ma said here today.

A total of four doctors from

NFR participated in the camp.

Over 500 patients were exam-

ined and free medicines were

supplied to them as per prescrip-

tion by the specialist doctors.

Over 500 bed sheets were

also distributed among the

flood-affected households.

Three held in Dhiru
 Kalita murder case

CORRESPONDENT

RAHA, Aug 1 : Six days  after the sensational murder of

Dhiru Kalita,  a resident of Roopnagar, Guwahati, whose body

was found on NH 37 at Jongal Balahu Garh under Raha PS,

Raha police have arrested Mintu Nath, Homeswar Nath and

Rupa Devi, who had allegedly committed the crime, from their

residence at Milanpur in Biswanath Chariali.

Moloy Kumar Acharjee, officer-in-charge Raha PS, who was

investigating the case,  said that the  accused Mintu Nath, Home-

swar Nath and his wife Rupa Devi were  arrested from their

house at Milanpur in Biswanath Chariali on Saturday afternoon.

During questioning, the three arrested persons confessed to

their crime. The main accused Mintu Nath, who killed Dhiru

Kalita with a cricket bat is Rupa Devi’s elder brother in relation.

Police have also recovered the cricket bat from Homeswar

Nath’s  house,  which Mintu  had used to kill Dhiru Kalita.

Homeswar Nath and Rupa Devi  helped  Mintu in the crime

after killing Dhiru Kalita. The trio packed the body with a blan-

ket and kept it inside Homeswar Nath’s  Wagon-R car and moved

towards Guwahati. But on the way, they changed their minds

and left the body on NH 37 at Raha,” the police officer said.

Meanwhile, the arrested persons have been taken on police

remand for three days.

CORRESPONDENT

HAILAKANDI, Aug 1: The family

members of the employees of Hindustan

Paper Corporation’s Cachar Paper Mill

at Panchgram in Hailakandi district have

demanded the release of their 10 months’

due salaries.

It may be mentioned here that the pro-

duction at Cachar Paper Mill had

stopped on October 20, 2015,

while payment of salaries of the

employees had stopped from Septem-

ber 2016.

The mill has 700 regular and 800 casu-

al employees and labourers. Due to the

closure of the mill, 49,000 MT bamboos,

12,000 MT coal and 800 MT lime is go-

ing to be wasted on the campus.

Meanwhile, the Centre published a

tender on June 8 for stake sale in Cachar

Paper Mill. The notice says the mill’s

value is Rs 817.3 crore and there are

1,541 regular employees.

Kamal Chakraborty on behalf of the

Early release of employees’
salaries demanded

family members of the employees alleged

that the government is intentionally keep-

ing mum towards the plight of the em-

ployees of the mill, one of the biggest

mills in Asia, he added.

He said that due to the non-payment of

salaries for the last ten months, the em-

ployees and their family members are

passing the days in a pitiable state, par-

ticularly they are unable to bear the cost

of medicine and education of their chil-

dren. The employees are also unable to

pay the premium of their insurance, he

added.

Some employees have died without

treatment as the family members were

unable to bear the cost of treatment. Sur-

prisingly, he said that the employees are

to attend the duty on time and the sys-

tem of picking up of employees from near-

by places by the shuttle buses has also

been stopped.

He added that they have resorted to

protest against the extreme discrimina-

tion of the authorities towards the em-

ployees and planned to stage protests in

the headquarters of three districts.

Various political parties and organisations

have supported their agitation and the rep-

resentatives of various political parties have

assured them to extend their support to-

wards their movement. They

have also submitted memoran-

dums to the Finance Ministers of

both the Centre and State through the

Deputy Commissioner of Hailakandi.

Meanwhile, Hailakandi district commit-

tee of Akhil Bharatiya Vidyarthi Parishad

(ABVP) demanded the revival of the mill

immediately considering the plight of the

employees of the defunct mill.

In a memorandum to the Prime Min-

ister of India, ABVP said that about one

lakh people are directly and indirectly con-

nected with the mill and they are passing

their lives in uncertainty due to the sud-

den closure of the mill.

Cachar Paper Mill closure

Waterlogging woes haunt
Silchar residents again

to deal with the drain water

which overflowed and entered

into the households, bringing

with it filth and mud. Most of

the schools and colleges re-

mained suspended for the day

as students were unable to en-

ter the premises due to heavy

water congestion.

Annoyed with the recurring

problem, Haridas Dutta, a res-

ident of Church Road and also

the secretary of a local consum-

er forum Nagarik Swartha Rak-

sha Sangram Parishad said,

“My home is still waterlogged

and it is quite frustrating to wit-

ness the inaction on the part of

the civic board and the admin-

istration to solve the mess.”

On the other hand, when

asked about measures to solve

the waterlogging woes, NN

Tagore, the chairman of Sil-

char Municipal Board told this

Correspondent, “Even as the

Cachar district administration

took proactive steps to clean

the major canals like Rang-

irkhal and Longaikhal, there is

lot left to be done.”

Interestingly, the civic board

chairperson admitted that the

initiative to clean the canals could

not be completed due to a

shortage of funds. “We need at

least Rs 1 crore additional fund

to complete the de-siltation of

the canals,” Tagore claimed.

On the other hand, Deputy

Commissioner S Vishwanath-

an has said that the rainfall on

Monday night has been one of

the highest recorded rainfall

on a single night. “The district

administration has done a re-

view of the situation and found

that barring Bilpar, water from

other areas is receding despite

a severe deluge and this is be-

cause of the dredging of the

main canals of the city. We shall

organise a separate meeting to

tackle the water-logging issue

in Bilpar,” the Deputy Com-

missioner said.

A waterlogged area of Ambikapatty, in Silchar on Tuesday. – Photo: Correspondent
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F.No NEC/IPR/499/2017

North Eastern Council Secretariat

Nongrim Hills, Shillong-793003 ( Meghalaya)

TENDER CALL NOTICE

Sealed Tenders are invited from reputed printers/
firms/advertising agencies registered with INS and DAVP
as multimedia agency/ designer with experience of
bringing out information booklets, brochures, reports,
coffee table books, illustrated books etc. for the last 5
years for 3/ 4 Government of India Ministries/ PSUs/ State
Governments or their Departments for designing and
printing an Illustrated Book on Achievements of North
Eastern Council.

The dully filled in Tenders ( Both “Technical and
Financial Bids) with application fee of Rs 500/-and EMD
of Rs. 20,000/- ( Rupees Twenty Thousand) only may be
submitted to Director, Information and PR, North Eastern
Council , Nongrim Hills, Shillong -793003 by 03:00 pm
on 21st August, 2017 at the latest. Technical bids with
sample booklet(s)/ book(s) brought out by the tenderers
and submitted in the said Sealed Envelope Bid will be
opened on the same day at 3:00 pm and the financial
bids of those qualifying in the Technical Bid process will
be opened on the next day. The Successful Bidder will
be decided on Cost-cum Quality basis. Details on the
proposed book may be obtained from the NEC website
www.necouncil.gov.in with Tender Form.
davp 11104/11/0015/1718

SILVER SCREEN

Bijoy Nagar, Opp. ICICI Bank
(Digital Projection and Dolby Surround
sound system and Luxurious push back

seats with delicious food court & car
parking)

At 11.00 am, & 2.00  pm
MUNNA MICHAEL

(Hindi)
Stg: Tiger Shroff, Nidhi Agarwal etc.
For any query please call at 87230-
93080, 97062-90972 & 88763-35234

For Online booking :
www.bookmyshow.com

GRANDE CINES

5th Floor, Paltan Bazar, Bata Building,
G.S. Road, Guwahati-781008

(2 Curved Screens, Dolby-CP 750
Surround Sound System, Luxurious

Push Back Seats, Air-conditioned and
Beauty and the Multiplex Ambience)

At 9.45 am, 12.45, 6.00, 9.00 pm
MUBARAKAN (Hindi)

At 3.45 pm
LIPSTICK UNDER MY BURKHA (H)

At 12.15 pm – INDU SARKAR (H)
At 8.30 pm – RAAG DESH(Hindi)

At10.00 am & 3.00 pm
DUNKIRY (English)

At 5.15 pm
JAGGA JASOOS (Hindi)

For booking: www.bookmyshow.com
Or 09854017771.

INOX MOVIES – JORHAT

ABS MALL, GAR ALI, JORHAT
(Two Screens)

( 31st July to 3rd Aug. 2017)
At 9.50 am, 12.55, 4.00, 7.05, 8.05 pm

MUBARAKAN (Hindi) U/A
At 12.05 & 5.25 pm

INDU SARKAR (Hindi) U/A
At 2.45 pm

RAAG DESH (Hindi) U/A
At 10.00 am – DUNKIRK (E) U/A
For Booking & info.use mobile app

Inox movies or bookmyshow
Telebooking : 0376 2932211,

9127753906/9127753905
Follow us on Facebook.

FUN CINEMA MANGALDAI

2nd Floor Sumitra Shopping
Complex L.N.B Road. Mangaldai

(Dolby Surround sound system
with Silver Screen. Multiplex

Ambience, Luxurious Push Back Seats)
28th July to 3rd Aug.  2017

At 5.30 & 8.25 pm
MUBARAKAN (Hindi)

Stg: Arjun Kapoor, Ilena D’Cruz etc.
At 12.30 pm

BAARAAT COMPANY (Hindi)
Stg: Ranveer Kumar, Sandeepa Dhar etc.

At 2.50 pm –INDU SARKAR (Hindi)
Stg: Kirti Kulhari, Neil Nitin Mukesh etc.

At 10.00 am –RAAG  DESH (Hindi)
Stg: Kunal Kapoor, Mrudula Murali etc.

Regular Ticket Rates :
Rs. 250/-, 150/-, 100/-, 70/-

Online Booking:
www.bookmyshow.com. For any quary

please call at Ph: 03713-222722

AMBIKA CINE PALACE

Dudhnoi
Digital Picture & Dolby Sound Centrally

Air Conditioned & Push back seat.
At 11.30 am & 5.30 pm
RAAG DESH (Hindi)

At  2.30 pm
MUNNA MICHAEL (Hindi)

Stg: Tiger Shroff, Nidhi Agarwal etc.
Contact Mob.: 70865-18517
99571-90400, 87518-03889.

GALLERIA CINEMA

 HUB, G.S. Road, Guwahati is showing
28th July  to 3rd Aug.  2017 with following

timings:
At 9.15 am, 2.45 & 5.45 pm

MUBARAKAN
At 9.00 pm – RAAG DESH

At 12.10 pm – INDU SARKAR
Enquiry No.   98641-98500, 98642-98500.

For Online Booking Please Visit
Book my Show.

Ticket Rates : Silver-Rs.150/-,
Gold-Rs. 200/- Platinum: Rs. 220/-

Business- Rs. 270/-.
On morning show before 10.00 AM, Rates

are : Silver Rs. 100/- Gold Rs. 150/-
Platinum Rs. 180/- and Business Rs. 200/-

GALLERIA CINEMAS

Dibrugarh, Junction Mall
28th July to 3rd Aug.  2017

Screen-1
At 9.30 am & 5.20 pm

MUBARAKAN
At 12.25 & 8.15 pm
INDU SARKAR

At 3.00 pm – BARAAT COMPANY
Screen-2

At 10.00 am & 6.15 pm
RAAG DESH

At 12.25, 3.20  & 8.40 pm
MUBARAKAN

Tele Booking Timings 9.00 am to 8.00
pm. Tele Booking No. 8876565001/

8876565002
(Terms & conditions apply)
Ticket Rates: Regular Show :
Rs. 120/-, Rs. 200/-, Rs. 250,

Rs. 300/-, Rs. 350/-
Morning shows :

Rs. 80/-, 150/-, 180/-, 200/-, 300/-
Website : www.bookmyshow.com

URVASI CINEMA

At 11.00 am
AJANITEY (Assamese)
At 2.00, 5.00 & 8.00 pm

MUBARAKAN (Hindi)

CINEMA PROGRAMME

MEGHDOOT PICTURE PALACE

Digital Projection and Dolby Surround
Sound System Air Cool
At 11.00 am & 8.00 pm

JUWALAMUKHY (Hindi)
At 2.00 & 5.00 pm

RAAG DESH (Hindi)
Ticket Rates: Balcony: Rs. 60/-,

Reserve: Rs. 40/-

VANDANA

(WITH DIGITAL PROJECTION)
At 11.00 am & 5.00 pm

MUBARAKAN
Stg: Arjun Kapoor, Ilena D’Cruz etc.
At 2.00 pm – AJANITE (Assamese)

At 7.30 pm – RAAG DESH
Stg: Kunal Kapoor, Mrudula Murali etc.

GALLERIA CINEMA

Tinsukia. ATC Mall, GNB Road
28th July to 3rd Aug.  2017

At 10.00 am & 5.50 pm
INDU SARKAR

At 12.35 & 8.25 pm– MUBARAKAN
At 3.30 pm –BAARAT COMPANY

Screen-2
At 9.30 am, 2.50 & 5.45 pm

MUBARAKAN
At 12.25 & 8.40 pm

RAAG DESH
Tele Booking timings: 9am to 8.30pm.

Tele Booking No. 8876565005/8876565006
(Terms & conditions apply)

Morning shows Price
(Before 10.30 am) Rs. 80/-,

Rs. 150/-, Rs. 200/-, Rs. 250/-
Regular Shows Price: Rs. 120/-,
Rs. 200/-, Rs. 250/-, Rs. 300/-

APSARA CINEMA

(Airconditioned) Multiplex Ambience
Ticket Rates:

(Rs. 80, 100, 150 & 250)
At 11.00 am, 2.00, 5.00 & 8.00 pm

MUBARAKAN (Hindi)
Stg: Anil Kapoor, Arjun Kapoor etc.

 Advance Booking available
Online booking:www.bookmyshow.com,

www.paytm.com

ANURADHA CINEPLEX

Multiplex Ambience
29th July, 2017 to 3rd Aug.  2017

Ticket Rates:
(Rs. 95, 150, 200, 250, 350)

At 11.30  am
RAAG DESH (Hindi)

Stg: Kunal Kapoor, Mrudula Murali etc.
At 2.15 & 5.30 pm

MUBARAKAN (Hindi)
Stg: Arjun Kapoor, Ilena D’Cruz etc.

At 8.30 pm
INDU SARKAR (Hindi)

Stg: Kirti Kulhari, Neil Nitin Mukesh etc.
**Enjoy the delicious food at our newly
opened “ ANURADHA’S BOX OFFICE

FEAST (Restaurant)”
Telebooking No. 8822777555

Online Booking:
www.bookmyshow.com,

bookmyevent.in &
www.ticketplease.com

GOLD CINEMA

ASTC Complex,
Paltan Bazar, Guwahati

With Multiplex Ambience
At 11.00, 11.15 am, 2.00, 5.00, 8.00 pm

MUBARAKAN
At 2.15 pm – INDU SARKAR

At 5.15 pm – BAARAT COMPANY
At 8.15 pm – RAAG DESH
Advance Tele. Booking No.

9854066166. Now Online  Booking
available on www.bookmyshow.com

GOLD CINEMA

Salasar Building, S.S. Road
Lakhtokia, Guwahati

With Multiplex Ambience
At 11 am, 2.00, 5.00, 8.00, 8.15 pm

MUBARAKAN
At 11.15 am – BAARAT COMPANY

At 2.15 pm – RAAD DESH
At 5.15 pm – MUNNA MICHAEL

Advance Tele. Booking No.
Ph. 0361-2735367,

Now Online Booking available on
www.bookmyshow.com

GOLD CINEMA

L.G. Towers Narangi Tiniali
With Multiplex Ambience

At 11.00 am – RAAG DESH
At 2.00, 5.00 & 8.00 pm

MUBARAKAN
Advance Tele. Booking No. 88110-01898.

Now Online Booking available on
www.bookmyshow.com

GOLD CINEMA

Chhaygaon
At 11.00 am – BAARAT COMPANY

At 2.00, 5.00 & 8.00 pm
MUBARAKAN

Advance Tele Booking : 03623-261021.

PRAGJYOTI

(Hitachi Centrally Air Conditioned)

(Dolby & Digital surround sound)

At 11.00 am,   5.00 & 8.00 pm

MUBARAKAN (Hindi)

Stg: Arjun Kapoor, Ilena D’Cruz etc.

At 2.00 pm – RAAG DESH

Ticket Rates: Special-60, Diamond-100,

VIP-150, Silver-175, Gold-200,

Platinum Box-225,

Royal Family Box-225.

Advance tele booking for VIP &

Upper Class only at 88110-80488,

0361-2130942.

Free parking facility available.

WEATHER

NORTHEAST
Forecast for NE: Moder-

ate rain/thundershower is

very likely to occur at most

places over Arunachal

Pradesh, Assam, Megha-

laya, Nagaland, Manipur,

Mizoram and Tripura.

Warning: Heavy rainfall

is very likely to occur at

isolated places over As-

sam, Meghalaya, Naga-

land, Manipur, Mizoram

and Tripura on August 2,

3 and 4.

Temperatures :

Max (°C) Min (°C)

Dibrugarh 29.7 25.2

Tezpur 33.5 27.8

Silchar 33.6 24.7

Dhubri 32.6 26.7

Jorhat 33.6 24.4

N Lakhimpur 31.6 24.7

Shillong 26.4 15.8

Imphal 29.8 23.1

Itanagar 32.7 24.5

Aizwal 30.2 11.9

Agartala 33.6 27.2

Kohima 25.2 18.4

Pasighat 28.3 24.0

Cherrapunjee 23.6 18.7

CORRESPONDENT

ITANAGAR, Aug 1: Prime
Minister Narendra Modi has
underscored the need to work
out a long-term plan to over-
come the perennial flood prob-
lem in Arunachal Pradesh.

The Prime Minister and
Arunachal Pradesh Chief Min-
ister Pema Khandu held a meet-
ing at the Assam Administra-
tive Staff College, Khanapara,
Guwahati today.

 Modi was in Assam to take

AGARTALA, Aug 1: State-
owned ONGC has, for the last
12 years, not been able to pro-
ceed with its gas exploration
work in a vital reserve in
Tripura due to lack of environ-
mental clearance, causing a
huge revenue loss.

“Since 2005, we had to stop
gas exploration works in Tich-
na as the area falls under the
Tichna (Trishna) Bison Nation-
al Park and Wildlife Sanctuary.
We are yet to get the neces-
sary clearances from the For-
est, Environment and Climate
Change Ministry and National
Board for Wildlife,” ONGC
Executive Director S.C Soni
told IANS.

The “Maharatna” Oil and
Natural Gas Corporation has,
since 1962, established around
41 billion cubic metre (BCM)
of recoverable gas reserves in
Tripura’s eleven gas fields, in-
cluding the Tichna field in
southern Tripura adjoining
Bangladesh.

“We expect within the next
5-6 months we would get the
necessary clearances from the
appropriate authorities. The
Prime Minister’s consent is
likely to be required in this
regard,” Soni added.

Another senior ONGC offi-
cial, who is looking after the
Tichna field exploration activi-
ties, said that the company has
been losing crores of rupees
in revenue as the area had been
idle for so many years.

According to the official, ex-
ploration activities in the Tich-
na area started in 1962 and ex-
ploratory drilling started in
1987 before the commercial
discovery of gas in 2000.

“The Tripura State Board
for Wildlife had given its clear-
ance long back. In October

PM assures full support
to flood-hit Arunachal

stock of the flood situation of
the North-east. Arunachal
Pradesh Chief Minister met
the Prime Minister and had a
very fruitful discussion for
about an hour.

In his submission, the Chief
Minister drew the attention of
the Prime Minister on the re-
curring flood problems faced
by the people in the state.

He sought the Union Gov-
ernment’s intervention for a
fool-proof system in place for
not only averting the natural

disasters but also for having a
very quick and robust relief and
damage control system.

“Damages caused over the
years have accumulated a se-
vere burden on the state,
thereby creating a huge gap.
The state is left with a mam-
moth task of restoring dam-
ages, but due to fund crunch
the entire restoration work
has been affected,” Khandu
informed.

 He requested the Prime
Minister for a comprehensive

package for the state to meet
the huge gap.

Khandu further requested
for deputing an Inter-Minis-
terial Central team to assess
the damages during the
monsoon season so that ac-
curate assessment of damage
could be done.

Later, the Prime Minister
assured all possible support to
the state and said that the
Centre is committed to bring-
ing in a lasting solution to the
flood situation of the state.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi chairing a high-level meeting to review the flood and relief operations in

Arunachal Pradesh, in Guwahati on Tuesday. – PIB

ONGC waiting for 12 years for
Tripura gas exploration nod

2007, the Environment and
Forests Ministry had asked the
ONGC to obtain permission
from the National Board for
Wildlife before obtaining en-
vironment clearance,” the of-
ficial told IANS, preferring an-
onymity as he is not author-
ised to speak to the media.

He said that the ONGC
has also filed an online appli-
cation along with necessary
documents.

The Tichna Bison National
Park and Wild Life Sanctuary,

111 km south of Agartala, is
famous for the gaur or Indian
bison and other animals, in-
cluding leopards and barking
deer and the endangered
spectacle monkey. It is situ-
ated over a 194.71 sq km
area. Soni said: “Gas produc-
tion from the Tichna field is
envisaged to start from De-
cember 2021... This very
much depends upon the time-
ly clearances.”

Soni said ONGC had drilled
223 wells in Tripura till April,
of which 116 were found to be
gas bearing. This corresponds
to a record 2:1 success ratio
against the world success ra-
tio of 5:1.

The company had earlier
commissioned its first com-
mercial gas-based power
project in India, located in
southern Tripura and run by

ONGC Tripura Power Co
(OTPC), formed by ONGC,
the Tripura government and
Infrastructure Leasing and Fi-
nancial Services Ltd (IL&FS).

The 726 MW capacity com-
bined cycle project (using
both water and natural gas),
situated at Palatana, 60 km
from Agartala, has been sup-
plying electricity to the north-
eastern states and 100 MW
to Bangladesh.

“We are also supplying gas
to several power plants in
Tripura owned by NEEPCO
(North Eastern Electric Pow-
er Corporation) and the Tripu-
ra government. The combined
installed electricity generation
capacity of these power
projects, including the Palatana
plant, is 1,016 MW,” Soni said.

“Besides, the ONGC has
been supplying piped natural
gas (for cooking) and com-
pressed natural gas (for run-
ning vehicles) to the Tripura
Natural Gas Company.

Soni said that the compa-
ny plans to produce and sup-
ply 5.1 MMSCMD (million
metric standard cubic me-
tres per day) by mid-2018
to various consumers in
Tripura for another 20 years
through drilling of 153 new
wells and creation of new
surface infrastructural facil-
ities, including the laying of
282 km of pipelines of gas
grid network and 600 km of
well-flow lines.

The ONGC has also
planned a Rs 5,000 crore
(more than $775 million) fer-
tiliser plant in northern
Tripura in association with
the state government and
Chambal Fertilisers and
Chemicals Ltd., a Rajasthan-
based company. – IANS

IT systems of 7 NE states
integrated with PFMS

NEW DELHI, Aug 1: The
Finance Ministry today said
information technology sys-
tems of treasuries of seven
north-eastern states have been
integrated with the Centre’s
Public Financial Management
System (PFMS).

Finance Secretary Ashok
Lavasa recently reviewed ini-
tiatives in the area of public ex-
penditure management in the
North-east.

“To provide the Centre and
State governments with a real
time, reliable and meaningful
management information sys-
tem... the IT systems of all

north-eastern states’ treasur-
ies (namely, Arunachal Pradesh,
Manipur, Mizoram, Assam,
Meghalaya, Sikkim, and Tripu-
ra) except Nagaland, have been
integrated with PFMS,” a min-
istry statement said.

The PFMS, also known as
Central Plan Scheme Moni-
toring System (CPSMS),
tracks fund disbursement and
ensures that state treasuries
are integrated with the Cen-
tre to ensure money is sent
as and when required.

The ministry has set a target
to integrate PFMS with all state
treasuries in the current fiscal and

implement Direct Benefit Trans-
fer (DBT) for welfare and schol-
arship schemes. In  the last six
months, 15 trainings have been
organised by the Central Project
Management Unit (CPMU) of
PFMS and government depart-
ments in NE States on PFMS.

A total of 739 officials/non-of-
ficials have gone through these
trainings. The National Institute
of Financial Management
(NIFM), an autonomous body
under Department of Expendi-
ture has take up training of the
officers from the north-eastern
states as a special focus area, the
statement said. – PTI

One GNLA
militant killed
TURA, Aug 1: One Garo

National Liberation Army
(GNLA) militant was killed in
an encounter with police at
Gare Ringdi village in South
Garo Hills this morning.

Police sources stated that a
counter-insurgency operation
was conducted at the village
based on the information about
the presence of a group of 6-7
armed GNLA men led by Nit
and Adram. Police later recov-
ered one pistol along with live
ammunitions, GNLA demand
notes, GNLA seals, diaries and
six mobile phones from the
spot. – Correspondent

37 houses gutted
ITANAGAR, Aug 1: Alto-

gether 37 houses were re-
duced to ashes in a devastat-
ing fire at Tadin village in Aru-
nachal Pradesh’s West Siang
district on Tuesday morning.

The blaze that broke out
around 2.30 am also annihi-
lated one community hall,
three granaries and rice mills.
Household properties worth
lakhs of rupees were also de-
stroyed in the fire.

There was, however, no any
report of human casualty. The
cause of the fire was not known
yet. Meanwhile, West Siang
Deputy Commissioner Gamli
Padu along with the head of de-
partments (HoDs) and the dis-
trict disaster management of-
ficer visited the fire accident
site to take stock of the situa-
tion. – Correspondent

Militant arrested
IMPHAL, Aug 1 : A militant

of the Manipur Naga Revolu-
tionary Front (MNRF) was ar-
rested from Khuman Lampak
area in Manipur’s Imphal East
district, police said today. The
22-year-old militant was held
on Saturday. Some documents
were seized from his posses-
sion.   A case has been regis-
tered with the Imphal police
station, they said. – PTI

AGARTALA, Aug 1: The
Indigenous National Party of
Tripura (INPT) will form a fo-
rum of anti-Left tribal political
parties for a united fight against
the ruling Left Front in the
coming elections, a party lead-
er said today.

“We have decided to form
the forum of anti-Left tribal
parties to protect and safeguard
the identity and political and
economical interests of the in-
digenous people of the state and
fight against CPI-M in the next
elections slated for February
next year,” INPT chief Bijay
Hrankhawl told reporters.

“We would approach the
National Council of Tripura
(NCT), Twipraland State De-
mand Party (TSDP) and Indig-
enous People’s Front of Tripu-
ra (IPFT) to come under one
umbrella”, he said.

In the sixty-member Assem-
bly in Tripura, twenty seats are
reserved for tribals and the
CPI-M won all the seats in the
last elections held in 2013.

Meanwhile, IPFT and an-
other non-Left party, Twipra-
land State Party (TSP) have
decided to intensify their
movement for a separate
state – Twipraland. – PTI

INPT to launch new
tribal forum
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No. PDDP 68/2017/43
Dated 01.08.2017

NOTICE INVITING QUOTATION
Sealed tenders are invited from GST registered and financially

sound contractor(s) for improvement of programme wise cell at
newly constructed 2nd floor of the Commissionerate office building
at Panjabari, Guwahati- 37. Detailed tender paper may be
collected from the office from 02.08.2017 to 21.08.2017 on
payment of non refundable fee of Rs. 500.00 (Rupees five
hundred) only during working hours. The last date for submission
of tender is 22.08.2017 upto 1 PM and tender will be opened on
the same day at 1.00 PM.

Sd/- Commissioner

Panchayat and Rural Development

Janasanyog/2081/17 Assam

GUWAHATI SMART CITY LIMITED
Statfed Building, GMDA Building, Bhangagarh, Guwahati-781005

Email: mdsmartguwahati@gmail.com, web: www.gscdal.in

NOTICE INVITING TENDER
Tender No.: SPV/GSCL/DEV/64/2017/2 Date: 03/08/2017

MD, Guwahati Smart City Limited (GSCL), Guwahati - Assam, invites sealed tenders

in the form of Two Bid Systems i.e. (Technical Bid & Financial Bid) from reputed Indian

Firms/Agencies/Govt. Licensed firms for 20 Mbps Internet Leased Line (OFC)

Connectivity (1:1 uncompressed & unshared) with last mile on fibre for it’s office at 4th

Floor, Aditya Tower, Opp. Down Town Hospital Dispur, Guwahati, Assam for a period

of (1) one year

Description EMD (in Rs.) Last Date Date &

& Time for Time for Validity

submission opening of of offer

of Bids Technical

Bids

20 Mbps Internet Leased Line 2 % of total cost in the 25.08.2017 25.08.2017 180

(OFC) Connectivity (1:1  form of Bank Draft, in Up to at 3.00 PM days

Uncompressed & unshared) at favour of “MD, Guwahati 1 PM

GSCL 4th Floor Aditya Tower, Smart  City Limited”

Opp. Down Town Hospital  Payable at Guwahati.

Dispur, Guwahati, Assam.  Assam

The tender documents will be available at www.gscdal.in from date: 03.08.2017

3:00 p.m. The last date for submission of tender is on 25.08.2017 at 01:00 p.m at

GSCL Office. The opening of tender will be on 25.08.2017 at 03:00 p.m.

Janasanyog/984/17 Sd/- Managing Director, GSCL

PRESS NOTICE
No. CE/PMGSY/ADB/RCIP/145/2012-13/54

Date : 01.08.2017
The chief Engineer, PWD (Roads), Assam
on behalf of Governor of Assam invites bids
for construction of roads and CD works under
PMGSY in Nagaon district amounting to Rs.
26.305 lakh in 1 package. Details
may be seen at the website https://
pmgsytendersasm.gov.in/ from
03.08.2017 16.05 hrs.
Sd/- Chief Engineer, PWD (Roads) Assam

Chandmari, Guwahati- 3

Janasanyog/982/17

ASSAM PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
Jawaharnagar, Khanapara, Guwahati-781 022

No. 195PSC/Sty-1/2011-2012

TENDER NOTICE
It is for information of all interested firms/agencies that Detail

Notice Inviting Tender for printing & supply of OMR answer sheets,
scanning of used OMR answer sheets and result processing in
the office of the Assam Public Service Commission has already
been uploaded in the Commission’s website www.apsc.nic.in.
Therefore, they may visit the website for details of the tender
documents, scope of works and other terms and conditions of
the tender etc. and submit the proposals accordingly within
stipulated time.

Sd/- Assam Public Service Commission,

Jawaharnagar, Khanapara,

Janasanyog/2078/17 Guwahati-22

No. CS/CE/BLD/ELECT/71/2016-2017/36 Dated. 29.07.2017

PRESS NOTICE
It is for information to all concerned that due to unavailable technical

reason the Bid invited earlier vide Press Notice No. CE/BLD/ELECT/15/
2001/209 dated 16.06.2017 is here by cancelled and fresh bid is invited
on behalf of the Governor of Assam with Bid Price Rs. 2,07,00,000.00 for
the work “Improvement of Security arrangement at Hon’ble Chief Minister
residence at Brahmaputra State Guest House, Kharghuli Guwahati”. With
a validity of 180 (one hundred eighty) days from the date opening of the
tender from reputed contractors/Firms have required experience in similar
nature of work with tie up with Original Equipment Manufacturer Details of
the bids and Detail Notice Inviting Bid may be seen in the P.W.D. portal
assamtender.gov.in

All terms and conditions will be as per the Bidding Documents. The
Press Notice will be a part of the Bidding Documents.

The bidder who had participated in the Bid notice No. CE/BLD/ELECT/
15/2001/209 dated 16.06.2017 need not require to pay cost of bid if they
participate in this Bid.

Sd/- Chief Engineer, P.W.D. (Building),
Janasanyog/2092/17 Assam, Chandmari, Guwahati-3.

ASSAM PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
Jawaharnagar, Khanapara, Guwahati-781022

No. 31PSC/CON/Exam-1/2017-18

NOTIFICATION

It is for information of all concerned candidates who appeared

in the Preliminary Examination of the Combined Competitive

Examination, 2016 held on 02.07.2017, that the Answer Keys

of the above mentioned Examination in 28 (Twenty Eight)

Optional Subjects have been uploaded in APSC website

www.apsc.nic.in. Candidates are requested to visit the

website and if any Answer Key, in his/her opinion is found to be

incorrect/wrong, he/she may submit the correct answers as

per his/her opinion along with supporting documents/papers

etc. to substantiate the claim to the undersigned personally or

by post latest by 07.08.2017 for taking necessary action from

this end. No claim for correction of Answer Key will be

entertained if the same is not supported by specific documents.

Reference to any website or any unspecified documents will

not be entertained.

No objection will be received after the last date i.e. 07.08.2017.

Sd/- Principal Controller of Examinations,

Assam Public Service Commission,

Jawaharnagar, Khanapara, Guwahati-22
Janasanyog/5926/17

NOTICE

Extension for award of Post Matric and Merit Cum Means Based Scholarship to

the students belonging to the Minority Communities for the year 2017-18.

Fresh and Renewal applications under Post Matric and Merit-cum-Means based scholarship
scheme for the year 2017-18 are invited from the students of notified minority communities
studying in class XI onwards up to M Phil/PhD and students of ITI/Polytechnic and other
vocational courses and pursuing professional and technical courses at under-graduate and
post-graduate levels respectively in institutions recognized by the appropriate authority through
Online.

From 2017-18, the online implementation of Post Matric and Merit cum Means based
Scholarships scheme will be done through National Scholarship Portal (NSP) of the Government
of India under URL www.scholarships.gov.in : A link to the site is also made available in the
website of the Ministry of Minority affairs i.e. www.minorityaffairs.gov.in. The detailed guidelines
of the Scholarship Schemes and the standard operation procedure with the timelines is available
on the National Scholarship Portal (NSP).

The timeline for Post Matric and Merit-cum-Means based scholarship (Fresh & Renewal)
scheme is iven below:

SI.No. Activity Date

1. Submission of Online applications for Fresh scholarship by up to 31st August 2017
students - Post Matric and Merit-cum-Means based Scholarship

2 Submission of Online applications for Renewal scholarship by Extended from 31st July 2017

students - Post Matric and Merit-cum-Means based Scholarship to 31st August, 2017

The Bank Account Number of applicants must be in his/her own name. The Bank Account No,
IFSC Code, MICR Code etc. must be correct while applying online.
ELIGIBILITY: i) Post Matric Scholarship: Students who have secured not less than 50%
marks or equivalent grade in the previous final examination and the annual income of whose
parents/guardian from all sources does not exceed Rs.2.00 Lakh
ii) Merit cum Means based Scholarship: Students who have secured not less than 50%
marks or equivalent grade in the previous final examination and the annual income of whose
parents/guardian from all sources does not exceed Rs.2.50 Lakh.

It is for information that the online verification/ scrutiny by institutes is mandatory and requested
to submit the verified list (certified copy) to the undersigned so that the duplicity if any may be
dropped/ rejected from the verified list. If any queries, the institutes may contact the undersigned.

Students have to submit their online application forms to the concerned institutions for online
scrutiny and the head of the institute will scrutinize the applications and submit it to the office of
the undersigned for final verification through online.

The head of the institute are also requested to submit the hard copies of scrutinized list on or
before 10th September 2017, to the office of the undersigned for further scrutiny. For more
details visit the website www.scholarships.gov.in and www.minorityaffairs.gov.in.

Sd/- Director
Char Areas Dev.Assam & Nodal Officer,
Hengerabari Road Dispur, Guwahati-6
Email ID: director_cada@yahoo.com

Janasanyog/5914/17 Mobile : 7086055605

ADMISSION NOTICE
For Admission against Reserved Quota in Degree Courses in

Engineering/Architecture for the candidates of Assam

In continuation of the earlier advertisement published vide No.
Janasanyog/4492/17dated 1st July’2017 [TE(Ex) Admn- 1/2017/1744
dated 30 June’2017], it is for the information to all the aspiring candidates
that the spot round of allotment for the seats offered by MHRD, Govt. of
India in Degree courses in Engineering/ Technology and Architecture
[Automobile Engineering, Food Technology, Leather Technology, Mining
Engineering, Production Engineering / Technology, Paint Technology,
Plastic Technology, Rubber Technology, Textile Engineering/ Technology
and Architecture] in different Technical Institutions of the Country (outside
Assam) for the candidates of Assam will be held on 8th August’2017 at
10:30 am in the Office of the Director of Technical Education, Assam,
Kahilipara, Guwahati-19.

The information outlined below may please be noted:

1. The allotment and admission against these supernumerary seats will
be based on the All India Rank of JEE (Main) -2017 subject to the
condition that the candidate should have secured at least 45%
marks (40% marks in case of SC/ST students) in the 12th class
examination.

2. Allotment of seats will be done strictly on the basis of merit and
availability.

3. Candidates are to produce all the original documents related to
qualifying examination, age proof, caste proof etc. including the PRC
of Assam at the time of allotment of seats.

4. The exact vacancy position will be declared at the time of Counselling.
5. The general information regarding the Institutions/ Branch etc. may

be collected from the concerned Institute.
6. For further details, please visit the website www.dteassam.in.
7. All the reserved seats will be dereserved in the Spot Round of

Allotment subject to non-availability of candidate of the category
concerned and vacant seat(s) will be allotted irrespective of the
category.

8. All candidates will have to pay an amount of Rs. 2,000/- (Rupees Two
Thousand only) (Nonrefundable) as Counselling Fee at the time of
counselling.

Sd/- Director of Technical Education, Assam

Janasanyog/5921/17 Kahilipara, Guwahati-19

ADMISSION NOTICE
COUNSELING FOR NOMINATION FOR ADMISSION

INTO 4 YEARS DEGREE IN B. PHARM, B.SC (N)
NURSING, B. SC (MLT), BRIT & B. OPTOM COURSE AT

RIPANS, AIZAWL FOR THE SESSION-2017.

It is for general information that the counseling for selection
of candidates for admission into 4 (Four) years Degree in B.
Pharm, B. Sc (N) Nursing, B. Sc (MLT), Bachelor’s in
Radiography & Imaging Technology (BRIT) & Bachelor’s in
Optometry (B. Optom.) courses for the session 2017-18 at
the Regional Institute of Paramedical and Nursing Sciences,
(RIPANS) Aizawl will be held on 10th August, 2017 at the office
of the Director of Medical Education, Assam, Sixmile,
Khanapara, Guwahati-22 at 11 am.

The candidates who have already applied for the above
mentioned courses and secured 77% and above in PCB or
PCM of 10+2 examination are hereby directed to physically
appear in the counseling with all original documents.

Sd/- Prof. (Dr.) A. K. Barman,
Director of Medical Education, Assam

Janasanyog/5958/17

NTPC forays into charging stations
MUMBAI, Aug 1: After successfully commissioning two

charging stations for electric vehicles (EVs) in Delhi,
state-run NTPC is planning to add 20 more soon. In June
this year, the Maharatna firm entered into the new
business segment of setting up charging stations for EVs
and has installed first such points at its offices in Delhi
and Noida. – PTI

Union Bank’s corrective step
NEW DELHI, Aug 1: Faced with Rs 3-crore RBI penalty

related to KYC norms, state-owned Union Bank today said
it has taken corrective action to enhance internal controls
to avoid repetition of events that lead to non-compliance.
“The bank has taken necessary preventive measures and
has implemented a comprehensive correction action
plan...,” Union Bank said in a regulatory filing. – PTI

Samsung Pay
MUMBAI, Aug 1: Smartphone leader Samsung today

extended its payment solution Samsung Pay to the State
Bank debit cards, which will allow customers to make
payments in a secure manner. State Bank Managing
Director for national banking Rajnish Kumar said of its 35
crore debit cards, 27 crore are active and this facility can
be availed of by all these customers. Samsung Pay already
is available on SBI credit cards. – PTI

ITC Foods launches new biscuit
CHENNAI, Aug 1: ITC Foods today announced the

launch of a biscuit variety “enriched” with native Indian cow
milk. The Sunfeast NaatMaad Paal “biscuits are enriched
with native Indian cow milk and fortified with the goodness
of eight essential vitamins, iron and calcium.” – PTI

Airtel Payments Bank-HPCL tie-up
NEW DELHI, Aug 1: Airtel Payments Bank today said it

has entered into a strategic pact with Hindustan Petroleum
Corporation Ltd (HPCL) to enable its customers to avail
banking services such as opening of new accounts and
making cash withdrawals at the latter’s 14,000 fuel stations.
The strategic partnership is aimed at customer conven-
ience as well as boosting digital payments in the country,
Airtel Payments Bank said in a statement. – PTI

Flipkart-eBay India merger
NEW DELHI, Aug 1: E-commerce major Flipkart today

said it has completed the merger of eBay India’s opera-
tions with itself. The deal was announced in April when the
Flipkart group raised $1.4 billion from global technology
majors eBay, Tencent and Microsoft. In exchange of an
equity stake in Flipkart, eBay had made a cash invest-
ment of $500 million and sold its eBay.in business to
Flipkart. – PTI

BookMyShow acquisition
NEW DELHI, Aug 1: Online entertainment ticketing

company BookMyShow (BMS) today said it has acquired
video-on-demand platform Nfusion for an undisclosed
amount, a move that will help the Mumbai-based firm
enhance its audio streaming offerings. Without disclosing
the financial details of the transaction, BMS said it acquired
Nfusion in an all-cash deal. – PTI

PC Jewellers net up
NEW DELHI, Aug 1: PC Jewellers today posted 27.42

per cent jump in standalone net profit at Rs 135.83 crore
for the quarter ended June 30 on strong sales. Net profit
stood at Rs 106.59 crore in the same quarter of 2016-17
fiscal, it said in a BSE filing. Net income grew 27.79 per cent
to Rs 2,140.03 crore in April-June quarter of 2017-18 fiscal
from Rs 1,674.60 crore in the year-ago period. – PTI

CAPSULE

NEW DELHI/CHENNAI,

Aug 1: The price reduction in

automobiles following the suc-

cessful rollout of goods and

services tax (GST) and the

good monsoon spurred vehi-

cle sales last month, said in-

dustry officials today.

“The benefit of a good mon-

soon, the successful rollout of

GST and a good run-up to the

festive season, starting from

August, give us confidence of

continuing a robust growth in

Q2,” said Rajan Wadhera, Pres-

ident, Automotive Sector, Ma-

hindra & Mahindra (M&M).

Passenger car major Maruti

Suzuki India reported a rise of

20.6 per cent in its monthly

sales for July 2017, selling

165,346 units in July from

137,116 units sold during the

corresponding month of 2016.

Maruti’s domestic sales

edged higher by 22.4 per cent

to 1,54,001 units from 1,25,778

units. The second largest car-

maker in the country Hyundai

Motor India said its domestic

sales in the month increased

to 43,007 units from 41,201

units in July 2016.

Further, the company re-

ported a month-on-month

sales growth of 14.5 per cent

due to healthy demand for its

automobile models like Grand

i10, Elite i20 and Creta.

Rakesh Srivastava, Director

– Sales and Marketing, Hy-

undai Motor India, said: “Hy-

undai with a growth of 14.5 per

cent month-on-month and 4.4

per cent year-on-year contin-

ued its growth momentum...”

Similarly Tata Motors Ltd re-

ported seven per cent rise in its

total sales. According to the com-

pany, the total sales of its passen-

ger and commercial vehicles in-

creased to 46,216 units from

43,160 vehicles sold in July 2016.

Tata Motors’ domestic sales

of Tata commercial and pas-

senger vehicles for July 2017

were higher by 13 per cent at

42,775 units from 37,789 units

sold during the corresponding

month of last year. The other

commercial vehicles major

Ashok Leyland Ltd sold 11,981

units last month – up from

10,492 units sold in July 2016.

On its part, SUV major

M&M logged six per cent

sales growth last month at

41,747 units up from 39,458

units sold during July 2016.

The company’s domestic

sales were higher by 13 per

cent to 39,762 vehicles during

last month from 35,305 units

sold during July 2016.

Similarly, Ford India sold

26,075 vehicles in July, up from

17,742 units sold in the corre-

sponding month last year.

“Despite the administrative

challenges associated with the

introduction of GST, Ford has

continued to grow faster than

the industry,” Anurag Mehro-

tra, President and Managing

Director, Ford India, was quot-

ed as saying in a statement.

Two- and three-wheeler

makers too logged good

growth last month with Hon-

da Motorcycle & Scooter In-

dia registering rise in sales by

20 per cent to 5,44,508 units.

On its part, Hero MotoCorp

reported sales figures of 6,23,269

units last month, up from 5,32,113

units sold in July 2016.

Two- and three-wheeler

maker TVS Motor Company

said it sold 2,71,171 units (two-

wheelers 2,63,336 units, three-

wheelers 7,835 units) last

month, up from 2,48,002 units

(two-wheelers 2,40,042,

three-wheelers 7,960 units)

sold in July 2016. – IANS

Price cuts, good monsoon
push up July auto sales

NEW DELHI, Aug 1:

Arvind Panagariya, an academ-

ic on leave from Columbia

University, today resigned as

the NITI Aayog Vice-Chair-

man, a sudden development

that has set off speculation

about his successor.

Panagariya, appointed Vice-

Chairman of the restructured

NITI Aayog in January 2015,

disclosed that he has written

to Prime Minister Narendra

Modi, informing him that his

leave was due to expire this

month-end and it was not

possible to extend it beyond

that period.

In his resignation letter,

Panagariya has also said that

he wants to resume his

teaching job at Columbia Uni-

versity where he was work-

ing as a professor of Indian

political economy.

The 64-year-old economist

took over the post immediate-

ly after the erstwhile Planning

GUWAHATI, Aug 1: The

63rd annual general meeting of

the shareholders of Assam Fi-

nancial Corporation (AFC) was

held on Monday at its head of-

fice at Paltanbazar here, a press

release said.

Held under the presidentship

of Vijay Kumar Gupta, Chairman

of the Corporation, the meeting

was attended by the representa-

tives from its stakeholders viz.

Govt of Assam, SIDBI, LICI,

UBI, UCO Bank, Dena Bank,

etc., and individual shareholders.

On the occasion, Anwaruddin

Choudhury, Managing Director

of AFC, presented an account of

the Corporation’s working dur-

ing the financial year 2016-17.

During the FY 2016-17, AFC

registered profit for the 11th con-

secutive year. The total loan sanc-

tions during the FY amounted to

Rs1,740 lakh and total loan dis-

bursements were to the tune of

Panagariya resigns as
NITI Aayog Vice-Chairman

Commission, a Nehruvian era

institution, was restructured

and the new body was created.

Panagariya was the sherpa

for the Prime Minister at the

recently-concluded G20 meet-

ing in Germany and he had al-

ways been a supporter of the

Modi Government, vocally

backing its various reform

measures, including the de-

monetisation exercise.

There was no official com-

ment by way of reaction but the

development has come in the

midst of speculation that there

could be a reshuffle in the NITI

Aayog where Bibek Debroy,

who also is a staunch supporter

of Modi and his economics,

could be the likely successor.

Another name doing the

rounds is that of Chief Eco-

nomic Adviser Arvind Subra-

manian, who may be shifted to

the NITI Aayog. There have

also been murmurs of dissat-

isfaction in the top govern-

ment circles about the per-

formance of the NITI Aayog

under the leadership of Pana-

gariya, sources said.

Before NITI Aayog, Pana-

gariya served as the chief econ-

omist of the Asian Develop-

ment Bank and has also

worked with the World Bank

and the International Mone-

tary Fund in various capacities.

In March 2012, he was hon-

oured with Padma Bhushan,

the third highest civilian award

of the country. – IANS

Sanjaya Nand, Chairman of Assam Gramin Vikash Bank, delivering his speech at a

function organised to mark the launch of the bank’s e-commerce transactions through

RuPay debit cards, in Guwahati on Tuesday. – UB Photos

Assam Financial Corporation posts
profit for 11th consecutive year

Rs 1,606.70 lakh compared to Rs

1,056.15 lakh and Rs 946.70 lakh

in the previous fiscal, thus regis-

tering a growth of 64.75 per cent

and 69.72 per cent respectively.

During the financial year, the to-

tal recovery of loans increased

to Rs 2,149.40 lakh from Rs

2,087.08 lakh in the previous

period, which marks a growth of

2.99 per cent, the release said.

The Corporation’s total in-

come during the year was re-

corded at Rs 1,171.88 lakh fol-

lowing an increase in interest in-

come compared to the earnings

of previous periods. In micro fi-

nance sector, the Corporation

sanctioned an amount of Rs

483.50 lakh as against the dis-

bursement of Rs 660.00 lakh

during the financial year. The Cor-

poration sanctioned and dis-

bursed total loans of Rs 2,867.26

lakh and Rs 2,123.76 lakh respec-

tively in micro finance sector.

Google launches
‘Made in India’

initiative
BENGALURU, Aug 1:

Google India today announced

its ‘Made in India’ initiative

while reaffirming its commit-

ment to help developers find

success by building high-quality

products “for India by India”.

The company said that start-

ing now, Indian developers can

apply for a chance to have apps

specifically optimised for the In-

dian market showcased on the

Google Play store in India in a

special section.

“At Google Play, we are com-

mitted to helping Indian devel-

opers of all sizes seize this op-

portunity and build successful,

locally-relevant businesses,”

Purnima Kochikar,  Director,

Business Development, Games

& Applications, Google Play said.

“A lot of what we do at Google

Play is support developers’ im-

aginations and make Android

consumers aware of the amaz-

ing new experiences our devel-

opers are creating,” she added.

At its first ever App Excellence
Summit here today, Google said
it has brought together over 700
Indian app and games develop-
ers and shared tips and tools to
help developers create the best-
quality Android apps that are lo-
cally relevant.

Pointing out that the majority
of Indian internet users are go-
ing online primarily via their
smartphones, Google in a release
said there are now more people
using Android devices in India
than in the US. – PTI

ICICI Prudential
eases claim

settlement process
in flood-hit States

NEW DELHI, Aug 1: Pri-

vate insurer ICICI Pruden-

tial Life Insurance today said

it has eased claim settlement

process in the flood-affected

States of Assam, Gujarat and

Rajasthan.

“Given the difficult condi-

tions in the affected areas and

the need to extend support

in these difficult times, the

company will settle claims on

the basis of only three docu-

ments,” a company state-

ment said.

A list of names of deceased

issued by either hospitals, po-

lice, armed forces or munici-

pal authorities; a claim intima-

tion in writing and a copy of

photo identity of the claimant

are the three sets of data that

would be required to settle

dues, it said. – PTI



ADVERTISEMENT
No RMSA/Special TET/842/2017/85

APPLICATIONS FOR APPEARING IN THE TEACHERS’ ELIGIBILITY

TEST (TET) ARE INVITED FROM THE INTENDING CANDIDATES FOR

GRADUATE TEACHERS IN SECONDARY EDUCATION ASSAM FOR

BENGALI MEDIUM ONLY

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA for Graduate Teachers in Secondary Schools: The

Assam Secondary Education (Provincialised) Service (Amendment) Rules, 2012

has prescribed the amended qualification for direct recruitment to the post of graduate

teachers.

As per the substituted Schedule–II, the qualification for

1) Graduate Teacher has been prescribed as BA/B.Sc/ B.Com with 50% marks with

B.T./ B.Ed. decree from any recognized university’.

2) Hindi Teacher: Pravin Ratna in Hindi with 50% marks having degree qualification

from any recognized university or B.A with Hindi as one of the subject with 50%

marks and B.T / B. Ed. degree from any recognized University. (The candidates

must have aggregate 50% marks in Degree.)

The Secondary Education Department, Govt. of Assam vide Office

Memorandum No. ASE.465/2011/95, dated: 20.09.12 has declared that ‘Hindi

Sikshan Parangat’ and ‘Hindi Sikshan Nishnat’ conducted by Kendriya Hindi

Sikshan Mandal, Agra as equivalent to B.Ed and M.Ed respectively for the

purpose of teaching Hindi in High/Higher Secondary Schools. The same cannot

be considered as B.Ed and M.Ed for other categories of teaching positions.

3) Classical Teacher (Sanskrit):- Shastri with 50% marks having degree qualification

from any recognized University or B.A with Sanskrit as one of the subjects with 50%

marks and B.T/ B.Ed degree from any recognized University. (The candidates must

have aggregate 50% marks in Degree.)

4) Classical Teacher such as Arabic, Urdu, Persian etc:- MM with 50% marks with

degree qualification from any recognized University or B.A with Arabic as one of the

subjects with 50% marks and B.T./B.Ed. from any recognized University. (The

candidates must have aggregate 50% marks in Degree.)

5) Classical Teacher (Assamese Language, Manipuri Language):- B.A with Honours/

Major in concerned subject with 50% marks and B.T. /B.Ed. degree from any recognized

University. (The candidates must have aggregate 50% marks in Degree.)

However all intending candidates may note that,

â B.T / B. Ed. Degree from recognized university is a mandatory prerequisite

eligibility qualification for applying for the TET examination.

â The candidate must have passed HSLC or equivalent examination with Bengali

language as one of the subjects or having Diploma in Bengali language issued by the

Barak Upatyaka Bangaya Sahitya 0 Sanskriti Sammelan or read up to HSLC level in

Bengali medium School

Provided that in case of recruitment of teacher for teaching MIL subject, the candidate

passing HSLC examination with that particular MIL subject shall be considered.

â Degree qualification  means a Bachelor Degree, no equivalence will be drawn.

â Degrees served from off Campus Centers shall not be accepted.

â The candidates who have applied earlier vide advertisement no. RMSA/STET/

343/2014/1 dated 30/06/2014 need not pay the fee for this TET provided the applicant

have to mention his/her online Application Number against our earlier advertisement

no. RMSA/STET/343/2014/1 dated 30/06/2014 in the form.

â The status of the present contractual teachers who are working under the scheme

of “Strengthening and Improvement of the Quality Education in the State” on contractual

terms will remain same. This TET is conducted to screen eligible candidates for

appointment in secondary schools in addition to the strength of the present contractual

teachers. However, there will be no bar on submitting application by eligible and

existing contractual teachers, if they desire so. It may be noted that the requirement

of TET for this category of contractual teachers in recruitment process of Graduate

Teachers shall be subject to final outcome of the WA No. 23/2017 and Review

Application No. 14/2017.

â The Candidate must be a Citizen of India and must be a resident of Assam.

Further, Rule-10 of the aforesaid Service Rules provides that, in addition to such

academic and professional qualification mentioned in Schedule-II for direct recruitment

to the post, all candidates shall have to appear and pass in the Teachers Eligibility

Test (TET) conducted by the Government scoring minimum 60% marks in case of

General category candidates and minimum of 55% marks in case of SC/ST/OBC/

MOBC/Physically handicapped candidates.

It shall be noted that mere qualification with prescribed marks in the TET examination

for Secondary Education shall not confer on any candidate the right to employment

as a teacher. However qualification in TET examination is a mandatory prerequisite

to appear at the interview for teacher recruitment and the marks obtained in the TET

examination by a candidate who has qualified in the TET examination shall be counted

in the interview for the teacher recruitment which will be advertised subsequently.

The teacher recruitment after TET of graduate teachers in the provincialised High

School, Higher Secondary School and High Madrassa shall be governed by Rule- 8

of the aforesaid rules. / The advertisement for the posts of graduate teachers shall be

issued by the concerned School Selection Committee. The School Selection Committee

shall hold interview and prepare a panel of school wise select list and subject to

approval of the District Approval Committee, the appointment to the post of teacher

shall be made from the selection list as per merit and subject to following government

prescribed Reservations. However, no oral marks shall be there in interview stage.

Who Can Apply

A. The Candidate must be a Citizen of India and must be a resident of Assam. He/she

must be a Graduate having 50% marks from a recognized University with B.T/B. Ed.

from a recognized University.

B. The candidate must have passed HSLC or equivalent examination with Bengali

language as one of the subjects or having Diploma in Bengali language issued by the

Barak Upatyaka Bangaya Sahitya 0 Sanskriti Sammelan or read up to HSLC level in

Bengali medium School.

C. Age of the candidate must not be less than 18 years of age and not more above 43

years of age as on 01. 01. 2017. Relaxation of upper age limit will be applicable for SC,

ST (P), ST (H) for another 5 years as per Govt. of Assam OM No. ABP.06/2016/04

dated 03.03.2016.

D. The Upper age limit may also be relaxed in case of candidates who are working

under the scheme of “Strengthening and Improvement of the Quality Education in the

State” on contractual terms for a maximum period up to 5 years and willing to take

part in the instant TET.

Minimum qualifying marks for passing TET: To qualify in TET Examination the

candidate must score at least 60% marks. However, 5% relaxation in marks will be

given for candidates belonging to SC/ST/OBC/MOBC/PWD. Only following category

of PWD/PH persons can apply for appearing at the TET:

n Those who are orthopedically impaired or have locomotor disability. In this regard

the candidate shall obtain a certificate from competent government authority like from

Social Welfare Deptt/ Orthopedic surgeon for submission to the Mission Director,

RMSA, Assam. The candidate whose degree of physical disability is more than 40%

are only eligible to apply, under this category.

Notwithstanding the minimum prescribed marks secured in TET Examination, the

number of candidates declared as TET Examination qualified would be a maximum of

double the number of vacancies of Teachers and such candidates will be determined

as per merit position.

Validity: All candidates who pass the TET will be awarded a certificate. The validity

of the certificate shall be for a maximum period of 5(five) years from the date of issue

of the certificate by the Empowered Committee, Government of Assam subject to the

condition that the candidate otherwise fulfils the eligibility criteria prescribed for

recruitment to the services in Government of Assam.

Time  Schedule for TET, 2017, Assam:

1 Opening of Online Application Form 22nd August, 2017

2 Last date of Submission of online Application form 8th September, 2017

3 Last date of fees Payment at Bank 14th September, 2017

4. Date of examination Will be notified later

Candidates are advised to apply early in order to avoid last minute rush.

Structure & Content of Test:-  The examination shall be for 200 marks of 200

Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs), each one of them carrying equal marks. The

subject areas broadly are as follows.

SI. No Subject Number of Marks

Questions

1 General Studies & Current Affairs 100 MCQs 100

2 Pedagogy & General English 100 MCQs 100

Total Marks 200

Candidates have to qualify both the parts separately to qualify the exam.

IMPORTANT POINTS:

n The cost of the application form is Rs.400/- (Rupees Four Hundred only)

n Detailed instruction on filling up of online application form will be uploaded in the

website www.rmsaassam.in.

n For more information on TET candidates may please contact all Inspector of

Schools offices in Districts and their RMSA cells; State Mission Director RMSA

Office, Kahilipara, Guwahati; Office of the Director of Secondary Education, Assam,

Kahilipara, Guwahati during office hours on all working days.

n Syllabus for the TET examination will be available on website- www.rmsaassam.in

n Degrees/BT/B.Ed degree served from off Campus Centers or unrecognized

institutions/universities shall not be accepted.

n Degrees means a Bachelor degree, no equivalence will be allowed.

n BT/B.Ed from recognized university is mandatory.

n The Candidate must be a Citizen of India and must be a resident of Assam.

Sd/- Member Secretary, Empowered Committee for TET

for Secondary Education, Assam

ADVERTISEMENT
No RMSA/Special TET/842/2017/75

APPLICATIONS FOR APPEARING IN THE TEACHERS’ ELIGIBILITY TEST (TET)
ARE INVITED FROM THE INTENDING CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATE

TEACHERS IN SECONDARY EDUCATION ASSAM FOR HINDI MEDIUM ONLY
With a view to offer quality education in the secondary schools of Assam, the Govt. of
Assam has amended the Assam Secondary Education (Provincialised) Service Rules,
2003 fixing minimum standard of qualification for teacher’s eligibility in secondary
schools in accordance with NCTE Regulation.
The Government in the Secondary Education Department vide the Assam Secondary
Education (Provincialised) Service (Amendment) Rules, 2012 has prescribed the
amended qualifications for direct recruitment to the post of graduate teachers. Accordingly
First Teachers Eligibility Test (TET) for Secondary Education in Assam was conducted
in year, 2013 by the Government of Assam, in Secondary Education Department.
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA for Graduate Teachers in Secondary Schools: The Assam
Secondary Education (Provincialised) Service (Amendment) Rules, 2012 has prescribed
the amended qualification for direct recruitment to the post of graduate teachers.
As per the substituted Schedule —II, the qualification for
1) Graduate Teacher has been prescribed as BA/B.Sc/ B.Com with 50% marks with
B.T./ B.Ed. degree from any recognized university.
2) Hindi Teacher: Pravin/ Ratna in Hindi with 50% marks having degree qualification
from any recognized university or B.A with Hindi as one of the subject with 50% marks
and B.T / B. Ed. degree from any recognized University. (The candidates must have
aggregate 50% marks in Degree.)
The Secondary Education Department, Govt. of Assam vide Office Memorandum
No. ASE.465/2011/95, dated: 20.09.12 has declared that ‘Hindi Sikshan Parangat’
and ‘Hindi Sikshan Nishnat’ conducted by Kendriya Hindi Sikshan Mandal,
Agra as equivalent to B.Ed and M.Ed respectively for the purpose of teaching
Hindi in High/Higher Secondary Schools. The same cannot be considered as
B.Ed and M.Ed for other categories of teaching positions.
3) Classical Teacher (Sanskrit):- Shastri with 50% marks having degree qualification
from any recognized University or B.A with Sanskrit as one of the subjects with 50%
marks and B.T/ B.Ed degree from any recognized University. (The candidates must
have aggregate 50% marks in Degree.)
4) Classical Teacher such as Arabic, Urdu, Persian etc:- MM with 50% marks with
degree qualification from any recognized University or B.A with Arabic as one of the
subjects with 50% marks and B.T./B.Ed. from any recognized University. (The
candidates must have aggregate 50% marks in Degree.)
5) Classical Teacher (Assamese Language, Manipuri Language):- B.A with Honours/
Major in concerned subject with 50% marks and B.T. /B.Ed. degree from any recognized
University. (The candidates must have aggregate 50% marks in Degree.)
However all intending candidates may note that,
â B. T / B. Ed. Degree from recognized university is a mandatory prerequisite
eligibility qualification  for applying for the TET examination.
â The candidate must have passed HSLC or equivalent examination with Hindi
language as one of the subject or read up to HSLC level in Hindi medium school
Provided that in case of recruitment of teacher for teaching MIL subject, the candidate
passing HSLC examination with that particular MIL subject shall be considered.
â Degree qualification means a Bachelor Degree, no equivalence will be drawn.
â Degrees served from off Campus Centers shall not be accepted.
â The candidates who have applied earlier vide advertisement no. RMSA/STET/
343/2014/1 dated 30/06/2014 need not pay the fee for this TET provided the applicant
have to mention his/her online Application Number against our earlier advertisement
no. RMSA/STET/343/2014/1 dated 30/06/2014 in the form.
â The status of the present contractual teachers who are working under the scheme
of “Strengthening and Improvement of the Quality Education in the State” on contractual
terms will remain same. This TET is conducted to screen eligible candidates for appointment
in secondary schools in addition to the strength of the present contractual teachers.
However, there will be no bar on submitting application by eligible and existing contractual
teachers, if they desire so. It may be noted that the requirement of TET for this category
of contractual teachers in recruitment process of Graduate Teachers shall be subject to
final outcome of the WA No. 23/2017 and Review Application No. 14/2017.
â The Candidate must be a Citizen of India and must be a resident of Assam.
Further, Rule-10 of the aforesaid Service Rules provides that, in addition to such
academic and professional qualification mentioned in Schedule-II for direct recruitment
to the post, all candidates shall have to appear and pass in the Teachers Eligibility Test
(TET) conducted by the Government scoring minimum 60% marks in case of General
category candidates and minimum of 55% marks in case of SC/ST/OBC/MOBC/
Physically handicapped candidates.
It shall be noted that mere qualification with prescribed marks in the TET examination
for Secondary Education shall not confer on any candidate the right to employment as
a teacher.
However qualification in TET examination is a mandatory prerequisite to appear at the
interview for teacher recruitment and the marks obtained in the TET examination by a
candidate who has qualified in the TET examination shall be counted in the interview for
the teacher recruitment which will be advertised subsequently.
The teacher recruitment after TET of graduate teachers in the provincialised High
School, Higher Secondary School and High Madrassa shall be governed by Rule- 8 of
the aforesaid rules. / The advertisement for the posts of graduate teachers shall be
issued by the concerned School Selection Committee. The School Selection Committee
shall hold interview and prepare a panel of school wise select list and subject to
approval of the District Approval Committee, the appointment to the post of teacher
shall be made from the selection list as per merit and subject to following government
prescribed Reservations. However, no oral marks shall be there in interview stage.
Who Can Apply
A. The Candidate must be a Citizen of India and must be a resident of Assam. He/she
must be a Graduate having 50% marks from a recognized University with B.T/B. Ed.
from a recognized University.
B. The candidate must have passed HSLC or equivalent examination with Hindi language
as one of the subject or read up to HSLC level in Hindi medium school
C. Age of the candidate must not be less than 18 years of age and not more above 43
years of age as on 01.01.2017. Relaxation of upper age limit will be applicable for SC,
ST (P), ST (H) for another 5 years as per Govt. of Assam OM No. ABP.06/2016/04
dated 03.03.2016.
D. The Upper age limit may also be relaxed in case of candidates who are working
under the scheme of “Strengthening and Improvement of the Quality Education in the
State” on contractual terms for a maximum period up to 5 years and willing to take part
in the instant TET.
Minimum qualifying marks for passing TET: To qualify in TET Examination the
candidate must score at least 60% marks. However, 5% relaxation in marks will be
given for candidates belonging to SC/ST/OBC/MOBC/PWD. Only following category
of PWD/PH persons can apply for appearing at the TET:

n Those who are orthopedically impaired or have locomotor disability. In this regard

the candidate shall obtain a certificate from competent government authority like from
Social welfare Deptt/ Orthopedic surgeon for submission to the Mission Director,
RMSA, Assam. The candidate whose degree of physical disability is more than 40%
are only eligible to apply, under this category.
Notwithstanding the minimum prescribed marks secured in TET Examination, the
number of candidates declared as TET Examination qualified would be a maximum of
double the number of vacancies of Teachers and such candidates will be determined
as per merit position.
Validity: All candidates who pass the TET will be awarded a certificate. The validity of
the certificate shall be for a maximum period of 5(five) years from the date of issue of
the certificate by the Empowered Committee, Government of Assam subject to the
condition that the candidate otherwise fulfils the eligibility criteria prescribed for
recruitment to the services in Government of Assam.

Time Schedule for TET, 2017, Assam:

1 Opening of Online Application Form 22nd August 2017

2 Last date of Submission of online Application form 8th September, 2017

3 Last date of fees Payment at Bank 14th September, 2017

4. Date of examination Will be notified later

Candidates are advised to apply early in order to avoid last minute rush.

Structure & Content of Test:-  The examination shall be for 200 marks of 200

Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs), each one of them carrying equal marks. The

subject areas broadly are as follows.

Sl. No Subject Number of Marks

Questions

1 General Studies & Current Affairs 100 MCQs 100

2 Pedagogy & General English 100 MCQs 100

Total Marks 200

Candidates have to qualify both the parts separately to qualify the exam.

IMPORTANT POINTS:
n The cost of the application form is Rs.400/- (Rupees Four Hundred only)
n Detailed instruction on filling up of online application form will be uploaded in the
website www.rmsaassam.in.
n For more information on TET candidates may please contact all Inspector of
Schools offices in Districts and their RMSA cells; State Mission Director RMSA Office,
Kahilipara, Guwahati; Office of the Director of Secondary Education, Assam, Kahilipara,
Guwahati during office hours on all working days.
n Syllabus for the TET examination will be available on website- www.rmsaassam.in
n Degrees/BT/B.Ed degree served from off Campus Centers or unrecognized
institutions/universities shall not be accepted.
n Degrees means a Bachelor degree, no equivalence will be allowed.
n BT/B.Ed from recognized university is mandatory.
n The Candidate must be a Citizen of India and must be a resident of Assam.

Sd/- Member Secretary, Empowered Committee for TET
for Secondary Education, Assam

ADVERTISEMENT
No. RMSA/Special TET/842/2017/80

APPLICATIONS FOR APPEARING IN THE TEACHERS’ ELIGIBILITY

TEST (TET) ARE INVITED FROM THE INTENDING CANDIDATES FOR

GRADUATE TEACHERS IN SECONDARY EDUCATION ASSAM FOR

ASSAMESE MEDIUM ONLY

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA for Graduate Teachers in Secondary Schools: The

Assam Secondary Education (Provincialised) Service (Amendment) Rules, 2012

has prescribed the amended qualification for direct recruitment to the post of graduate

teachers.

As per the substituted Schedule –II, the qualification for

1) Graduate Teacher has been prescribed as BA/B.Sc/ B.Com with 50% marks with

B.T./ B.Ed. degree from any recognized university.

2) Hindi Teacher: Pravin/ Ratna in Hindi with 50% marks having degree qualification

from any recognized university or B.A with Hindi as one of the subject with 50%

marks and B.T / B. Ed. degree from any recognized University. (The candidates

must have aggregate 50% marks in Degree.)

The Secondary Education Department, Govt. of Assam vide Office

Memorandum No. ASE.465/2011/95, dated: 20.09.12 has declared that ‘Hindi

Sikshan Parangat’ and ‘Hindi Sikshan Nishnat’ conducted by Kendriya Hindi

Sikshan Mandal, Agra as equivalent to B.Ed and M.Ed respectively for the

purpose of teaching Hindi in High/Higher Secondary Schools. The same cannot

be considered as B.Ed and M.Ed for other categories of teaching positions.

3) Classical Teacher (Sanskrit):- Shastri with 50% marks having degree qualification

from any recognized University or B.A with Sanskrit as one of the subjects with 50%

marks and B.T/ B.Ed degree from any recognized University. (The candidates must

have aggregate 50% marks in Degree.)

4) Classical Teacher such as Arabic, Urdu, Persian etc:- MM with 50% marks with

degree qualification from any recognized University or B.A with Arabic as one of the

subjects with 50% marks and B.T./B.Ed. from any recognized University. (The

candidates must have aggregate 50% marks in Degree.)

5) Classical Teacher (Assamese Language, Manipuri Language):- B.A with Honours/

Major in concerned subject with 50% marks and B.T. /B.Ed. degree from any recognized

University. (The candidates must have aggregate 50% marks in Degree.)

However all intending candidates may note that,

â B.T / B. Ed. Degree from recognized university is a mandatory prerequisite

eligibility qualification for applying for the TET examination.

â The candidate must have passed HSLC or equivalent examination with Assamese

language as one of the subjects or having Diploma in Assamese language issued by

the Axom Sahitya Sabha or read upto HSLC level in Assamese medium school

Provided that in case of recruitment of teacher for teaching MIL subject, the candidate

passing HSLC examination with that particular MIL subject shall be considered.

â Degree qualification means a Bachelor Degree, no equivalence will be drawn.

â Degrees served from off Campus Centers shall not be accepted.

â The candidates who have applied earlier vide advertisement no. RMSA/STET/

343/2014/1 dated 30/06/2014 need not pay the fee for this TET provided the applicant

have to mention his/her online Application Number against our earlier advertisement

no. RMSA/STET/343/2014/1 dated 30/06/2014 in the form.

â The status of the present contractual teachers who are working under the scheme

of “Strengthening and Improvement of the Quality Education in the State” on contractual

terms will remain same. This TET is conducted to screen eligible candidates for

appointment in secondary schools in addition to the strength of the present contractual

teachers. However, there will be no bar on submitting application by eligible and

existing contractual teachers, if they desire so. It may be noted that the requirement

of TET for this category of contractual teachers in recruitment process of Graduate

Teachers shall be subject to final outcome of the WA No. 23/2017 and Review

Application No. 14/2017.

â The Candidate must be a Citizen of India and must be a resident of Assam.

Further, Rule-10 of the aforesaid Service Rules provides that, in addition to such

academic and professional qualification mentioned in Schedule-II for direct recruitment

to the post, all candidates shall have to appear and pass in the Teachers Eligibility

Test (TET) conducted by the Government scoring minimum 60% marks in case of

General category candidates and minimum of 55% marks in case of SC/ST/OBC/

MOBC/Physically handicapped candidates.

It shall be noted that mere qualification with prescribed marks in the TET examination

for Secondary Education shall not confer on any candidate the right to employment

as a teacher. However qualification in TET examination is a mandatory prerequisite

to appear at the interview for teacher recruitment and the marks obtained in the TET

examination by a candidate who has qualified in the TET examination shall be counted

in the interview for the teacher recruitment which will be advertised subsequently.

The teacher recruitment after TET of graduate teachers in the provincialised High

School, Higher Secondary School and High Madrassa shall be governed by Rule-

8 of the aforesaid rules. / The advertisement for the posts of graduate teachers

shall be issued by the concerned School Selection Committee. The School Selection

Committee shall hold interview and prepare a panel of school wise select  list and

subject to approval of the District Approval Committee, the appointment to the post

of teacher shall be made from the selection list as per merit and subject to following

government prescribed Reservations. However, no oral marks shall be there in

interview stage.

Who Can Apply

A. The Candidate must be a Citizen of India and must be a resident of Assam. He/she

must be a Graduate having 50% marks from a recognized University with B.T/B. Ed.

from a recognized University.

B. The candidate must have passed HSLC or equivalent examination with Assamese

language as one of the subjects or having Diploma in Assamese language issued by

the Axom Sahitya Sabha or read upto HSLC level in Assamese medium school.

C. Age of the candidate must not be less than 18 years of age and not more above 43

years of age as on 01.01.2017. Relaxation of upper age limit will be applicable for SC,

ST (P), ST (H) for another 5 years as per Govt. of Assam OM No. ABP.06/2016/04

dated 03.03.2016.

D. The Upper age limit may also be relaxed in case of candidates who are working

under the scheme of “Strengthening and Improvement of the Quality Education in the

State” on contractual terms for a maximum period up to 5 years and willing to take

part in the instant TET.

Minimum qualifying marks for passing TET: To qualify in TET Examination the

candidate must score at least 60% marks. However, 5% relaxation in marks will be

given for candidates belonging to SC/ST/OBC/MOBC/PWD. Only following category

of PWD/PH persons can apply for appearing at the TET:

n Those who are orthopedically impaired or have locomotor disability. In this regard

the candidate shall obtain a certificate from competent government authority like from

Social Welfare Deptt/ Orthopedic surgeon for submission to the Mission Director,

RMSA, Assam. The candidate whose degree of physical disability is more than 40%

are only eligible to apply, under this category.

Notwithstanding the minimum prescribed marks secured in TET Examination, the

number of candidates declared as TET Examination qualified would be a maximum of

double the number of vacancies of Teachers and such candidates will be determined

as per merit position.

Validity: All candidates who pass the TET will be awarded a certificate. The validity

of the certificate shall be for a maximum period of 5(five) years from the date of issue

of the certificate by the Empowered Committee, Government of Assam subject to the

condition that the candidate otherwise fulfils the eligibility criteria prescribed for

recruitment to the services in Government of Assam.

Time Schedule for TET, 2017, Assam:

1 Opening of Online Application Form 22nd August, 2017

2 Last date of Submission of online Application form 8th September, 2017

3 Last date of fees Payment at Bank 14th September, 2017

4. Date of examination Will be notified later

Candidates are advised to apply early in order to avoid last minute rush.

Structure & Content of Test:-  The examination shall be for 200 marks of 200

Multiple Choice

Questions (MCQs), each one of them carrying equal marks. The subject areas

broadly are as follows.

Sl. No. Subject Number of Marks

Questions

1 General Studies & Current Affairs 100 MCQs 100

2 Pedagogy & General English 100 MCQs 100

Total Marks 200

Candidates have to qualify both the parts separately to qualify the exam.

IMPORTANT POINTS:

n The cost of the application form is Rs.400/- (Rupees Four Hundred only)

n Detailed instruction on filling up of online application form will be uploaded in the

website www.rmsaassam.in.

n For more information on TET candidates may please contact all Inspector of

Schools offices in Districts and their RMSA cells; State Mission Director RMSA

Office, Kahilipara, Guwahati; Office of the Director of Secondary Education, Assam,

Kahilipara, Guwahati during office hours on all working days.

n Syllabus for the TET examination will be available on website- www.rmsaassam.in

n Degrees/BT/B.Ed degree served from off Campus Centers or unrecognized

institutions/universities shall not be accepted.

n Degrees means a Bachelor degree, no equivalence will be allowed.

n BT/B.Ed from recognized university is mandatory.

n The Candidate must be a Citizen of India and must be a resident of Assam.

Sd/- Member Secretary, Empowered Committee for TET

for Secondary Education, Assam
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13:00 Fast and Fierce

14:00 Animal Planet Exclusives

15:00 Extreme Survivors

16:00 Lords of the Jungle

17:00 Animal Planet Select

18:00 Reptile Kingdom

19:00 Animal Planet Exclusives

20:00 Extreme Survivors

21:00 Lords of the Jungle

22:00 Jaws and Claws

23:00 Animal Planet Select

13:00 Deadliest Week Ever

14:00 Primal Survivor

15:00 Science of Stupid

16:00 India’s Mega Kitchens

17:00 World’s Weirdest

18:00 Do Or Die

18:30 Science of Stupid

19:00 Nat Geo Investigates

20:00 Deadliest Week Ever

21:00 Science of Stupid

22:00 India’s Mega Kitchens

23:00 Science of Stupid

23:30 Brain Games

13:00 The Island with Bear Grylls

14:00 Food Factory

15:00 River Monsters

16:00 Man Woman Wild

17:00 Wild Discovery

18:00 Destroyed in Seconds

18:30 What Happened Next?

19:00 Man Vs. Wild

20:00 River Monsters

21:00 Wild Frank In India

22:00 Man Vs. Wild

23:00 Naked and Afraid

13:00 Pawn Stars

14:00 Food Tech

15:00 OMG! Yeh Mera India

16:00 Leepu & Pitbull

17:00 Storage Wars

17:30 Baggage Battles

18:00 American Pickers

19:00 Food Tech

20:00 OMG! Yeh Mera India

21:00 Counting Cars

21:30 Baggage Battles

22:00 Pawn Stars

22:30 Storage Wars

23:00 Forged In Fire
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LOCKHORNS

THE PHANTOM ® By Lee Falk

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE

BLONDIE

Given below are four jumbled words. Solve
the jumbles to make proper words and move
them to the respective squares below. Select
the letters in the shaded squares and jumble
them to get the answer for the given quip.

JUMBLED  WORDSHEALTH CAPSULES®

by Bron Smith

SOLUTION TO TRIBUNE CROSSWORD – 6047

Health Capsules is not intended
to be of a diagnostic nature.

CROSSWORD - 6047Know your DAY
By JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, Aug. 2, 2017:

This year you will be more creative and open-minded than you have

been in the recent past. You might opt to change direction, which could

affect your life in many ways. Your imagination is in the process of enrich-

ing your life. If you are single, many people would like to be your sweetie,

but whom will you choose? You need to ask yourself what you want in a

relationship. If you are attached, this year could be memorable for you as

a couple. Romance sizzles, and together you can create whatever you

desire. SAGITTARIUS is a hoot to be around.

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You’ll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-

Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.

ARIES (March  21-April 19)

HHH You might be too spunky today for many people in your daily

life. Spontaneous interactions occur around you. Check to see whether

you and others are on the same page in order to avoid confusion. Your

imagination could go a bit haywire. Tonight: How about some mind candy?

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

HHHH Someone in your day-to-day environment has a lot of pep,

and might be too blunt for your taste. On the other hand, there is

no question about what his or her message is. Recognize that a loved one’s

frustration is quite grounded. Tonight: Work on your listening skills.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20)

HHHH You could be upset by the lack of direction you are receiv-

ing from a partner. You might be gung-ho about an idea, whereas

he or she seems confused. Give this person the time and space to see the

wisdom of your choices. Be more carefree. Tonight: Say “yes” to a friend’s

suggestion.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)

HHH Pace yourself, and assess how much ground you have to

cover. Understanding evolves to a new level, as long as you don’t

go overboard trying to make your point. You could experience a rebellion if

you push too hard. Tonight: Demonstrate how easygoing you can be.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)

HHHH Your fiery side and fun personality emerge. You are ready to

take a stand. Know that an associate might opt to challenge you.

Your imagination intrigues a partner, and others seek you out. You could be

overwhelmed by all the attention. Tonight: How about some mischief?

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

HHHH Tension builds, which might slow you down as well as

stress you out. A matter at home could make you feel out of

sorts. You have a very inspiring person around you, so make time for a

discussion. Finances could swing in either direction; use caution. To-

night: Relax at home.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)

HHHH Keep communication flowing. You might see a personal

matter in a different light as a result of a recent discussion.

Someone who is a part of your day-to-day life might add some confusion to

the moment. You actually might enjoy the diversity. Tonight: Join a friend.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

HHHH You could be overwhelmed by a matter that has financial

implications. You could see this issue differently from how many of

those around you do. Know that your view counts more, as this issue is

more likely to affect your funds than others’. Tonight: Follow your instincts.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov.  22-Dec. 21)

HHHH You could be overwhelmed by everything that is happening

around you. You might not see a certain situation clearly, or

perhaps you are confused by it. Work on understanding where others are

coming from. As a result, you will know what to do. Tonight: All smiles.

CAPRICORN (Dec.  22-Jan. 19)

HHH Take your time and clarify what others are saying. Even after

several conversations, you still might not be sure of where others

are coming from. You’ll make a strong impression on people, especially

someone who is in a position of authority. Tonight: Not to be found.

AQUARIUS (Jan.  20-Feb. 18)

HHHH Emphasize what is working for you. Others need to

honor your bottom line. You might not be pleased by everything

you hear; there could be a vagueness that makes you uncomfortable.

Work on gaining greater clarity rather than settle for a semi-agreement.

Tonight: With friends.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)

HHH Stay on top of what is happening. Your creativity naturally

emerges. You might know that you have a great idea, but convinc-

ing others could be a problem. A loved one remains highly responsive to

you, and others look to you for leadership. Tonight: A must appearance.

H H H

Thought for the day

Whoever is happy will make others happy too.

–  ANNE FRANK

SOLUTION

Life can only be ___ backwards, but it must
be lived forwards. (10)

Words: Wrote, snout, unwind, kidder.

Answer: Life can only be understood
backwards, but it must be lived forwards.

Across

1 Disabled on

account of

illness (4,2)

7 Dominate

(8)

8 Tribe (4)

10 Calm down

(4,2)

11 Loud shrill

cry (6)

14 Insane (3)

16 A body

embalmed

for burial (5)

17 Goes out

like tide (4)

19 Lofty nest

(5)

21 Intellect (5)

22 Bind (5)

23 Tofu base

(4)

Across: 1 Laid up, 7 Overbear, 8 Clan, 10 Cool it, 11

Shriek, 14 Mad, 16 Mummy, 17 Ebbs, 19 Aerie, 21 Brain, 22

Tieup, 23 Soya, 26 Aloof, 28 Pip, 29 Retook, 30 Geneva, 31

Mann, 32 Ave maria, 33 Norway.

Down: 1 Louche, 2 Dallas, 3 Pont, 4 Brahmin, 5 Denim, 6

Braky, 8 Comb, 9 Aid, 12 Rue, 13 Emery, 15 Beaus, 18 Bugle,

19 Are, 20 Rip, 21 Bifocal, 22 Too, 23 Sinner, 24 Open, 25

Apathy, 26 Aryan, 27 Otter, 28 Pea, 30 Gman.

13:00 Roll No. 21
14:30 Ben 10 Omniverse
15:00 Roll No. 21
16:00 We Bare Bears
17:00 Ben 10
17:30 Teen Titans Go
18:00 Roll No. 21
18:30 Horrid Henry
19:00 My Name is Raj
20:30 Roll No. 21
21:00 Teen Titans Go
21:30 Horrid Henry
22:00 Ben 10
23:00 Dragon Ball Z

13:00 The Tom And Jerry Show
13:30 Chhota Bheem
14:00 Mighty Raju
14:30 Chhota Bheem
17:00 Mighty Raju
17:30 Chhota Bheem
18:00 Ninja Nontu
19:30 Hole In The Wall
20:30 Chhota Bheem
21:00 The Tom And Jerry Show
21:30 Takeshi’s Castle
22:00 Chhota Bheem
22:30 Tom and Jerry Tales
23:00 M.A.D

13:00 Shakti

13:30 Udann

14:00 Dil Se Dil Tak

14:30 Ek Shringaar – Swabhimaan

15:00 Kasam

15:30 Bhaag Bakool Bhaag

16:00 Dil Se Dil Tak

16:30 Ek Shringaar – Swabhimaan

17:00 Kasam

17:30 Bhaag Bakool Bhaag

18:00 Devanshi

18:30 Savitri Devi College and...

19:15 Sasural Simar Ka

20:00 Shakti

20:30 Udann

21:00 Karmafal Daata Shani

21:30 Ek Shringaar – Swabhimaan

22:00 Dil Se Dil Tak
22:30 Kasam
23:00 Bhaag Bakool Bhaag
23:30 Savitri Devi College and...

13:00 Dhhai Kilo Prem
13:30 Ek Aastha Aisi Bhee
14:00 Love Ka Hai Intezaar
14:30 Iss Pyaar Ko Kya Naam...
15:00 Ek Level Up
16:00 Meri Durga

16:30 Ishqbaaaz

17:30 Yeh Rishta Kya Kehlata Hai

18:00 Mere Angne Mein

18:30 Meri Durga

19:00 Tu Sooraj Main Saanjh Piyaji

19:30 Ye Hai Mohabbatein

20:00 Iss Pyaar Ko Kya Naam...

20:30 Chandra Nandni

21:00 Naamkarann

21:30 Yeh Rishta Kya Kehlata Hai

22:00 Ishqbaaaz

23:00 Tu Sooraj Main Saanjh Piyaji

23:30 Iss Pyaar Ko Kya Naam...

13:00 Kundali Bhagya

13:30 Aisi Deewangi...

14:00 Zindagi Ki Mahek

14:30 Kumkum Bhagya

15:00 Kundali Bhagya

15:30 Sa Re Ga Ma Pa Li’l Champs

17:00 Aisi Deewangi...

17:30 Woh Apna Sa

18:00 Kumkum Bhagya

18:30 Bin Kuch Kahe

19:00 Sethji

19:30 Aisi Deewangi...

20:00 Zindagi Ki Mahek

20:30 Piya Albela

21:00 Kumkum Bhagya

21:30 Kundali Bhagya

22:00 Woh Apna Sa

22:30 Zindagi Ki Mahek

23:00 Aisi Deewangi...

23:30 Kumkum Bhagya

13:00 Criminal Minds

13:31 Apocalypto
16:20 Waterworld
19:15 DOA: Dead or Alive
21:00 The Karate Kid

14:07 Madagascar: Escape 2
Africa

15:43 Jack the Giant Slayer
17:47 Deep Blue Sea
19:30 Lights Out
21:00 The Legend of Tarzan
23:00 Star Trek Into Darkness

13:30 England Tour of India H/ls

14:00 Pro Kabaddi League H/ls

14:30 KBD Juniors

15:00 SL Tour of England H/ls

15:30 India Tour of Bangla H/ls

16:00 KBD Raid on

16:30 Pro Kabaddi League H/ls

17:00 NZ Tour of India 2016 H/ls

17:30 KBD Juniors

18:00 England Tour of India H/ls

18:30 Pro Kabaddi League H/ls

19:30 Pro Kabaddi League: Live

STAR GOLD

15:35  Hungama

23:30 SL Tour of England H/ls

13:30 India Tour of Sri Lanka H/ls

17:30 Caribbean Premier League

18:30 India Tour of Sri Lanka H/ls

20:30 Caribbean Premier League

21:30 Great Centuries

22:00 India Tour of Sri Lanka H/ls

13:00 Pro Kabaddi League H/ls

14:00 KBD Juniors

14:30 India Tour of West Indies H/ls

15:00 Hero ISL Draft Special

15:30 KBD Raid on

16:00 SA Tour of England H/ls

17:00 KBD Juniors

17:30 India Tour of WI 2016 H/ls

18:00 SL Tour of India 2016 H/ls

18:30 Pro Kabaddi League H/ls

19:30 Pro Kabaddi League: Live

22:30 Pro Kabaddi League H/ls

23:30 Badminton Unlimited

14:00 PGA Tour Special Show

14:30 Winning Post

15:00 Mobil 1 The Grid

15:30 World Tour Car Championship

26 Distant (5)

28 Small seed (3)

29 Gained back

(6)

30 Swiss city (6)

31 “Death in

Venice”

author (4)

32 Schubert

hymn (3,5)

33 Oslo is its

capital (6)

Down

1 Disreputable

(6)

2 Texan city (6)

3 Bridge, in

Brest (4)

4 High-caste

Hindu;

culturally

superior type

(7)

13:20 Crank 2: High Voltage
14:41 Wrath of the Titans
16:15 Red Dawn
17:49 License to Wed
19:20 She’s Out of My League
21:00 New Fist of Fury
22:32 The Ghost and the Darkness

14:19 Aaj Ka Sharifzada
17:12 Jungle - The Battleground
20:00 Police Police
22:58 Ragini MMS

13:10 Predators
15:17 Armageddon
18:16 Live Free or Die Hard
21:00 Captain America: Civil

War

5 Fabric for

jeans (5)

6 Brambly (5)

8 Search

carefully (4)

9 Help or assist

(3)

12 Regret (3)

13 Very hard

mineral (5)

15 Boyfriends (5)

18 Reveille

instrument (5)

19 “What ___ the

odds?” (3)

20 Tear, rend or

shred (3)

21 Dual-purpose

optical lens (7)

22 Also (3)

23 Transgressor

(6)

24 ___ handed :

generous ? (4)

25 Absence of

emotion (6)

26 Indo-

European,

should we say

? (5)

27 River mammal

(5)

28 Pulse

vegetable (3)

30 American

Govt. agent

(4)

07:00 Breakfast Live
08:00 Live at 8
09:00 Good morning Assam
10:00 Assamese news
11:30 Kotha Barta (R)
12:00 Mid Day Live
13:00 Assamese Telefilm
14:30 Afternoon Prime
17:30 Guwahati Bisesh
18:00 Guwahati Live
18:30 Breaking @ 6:30
19:00 Assamesse Prime Time
20:00 Discussion Show
21:00 Super Prime Time
22:00 Live at 10
22:30 Noixo Guwahati

23:00 Noixo Batori

1430 Anuradha
1930 Borola Kai (R)
2000 Pita Putra
2030 Abelir Ramdhenu
2100 Oi Khapla
2130 Bharaghar
2200 Borola Kai
2230 Abelir Ramdhenu (R)

0700 Break Fast18
0830 Fast News
1330 Whattsup News
1530 Cinema 18
1630 Gaon Connect
1700 Fast News
1730 Capital Express
1830 Assamese Prime Time
1930 English News
2000 Prime Time Debate
2200 Aparadhnama
2230 North East English News

08:30 Goalporiya Lokogeet
08:35 Art of Living/Health Tips
08:50 Batori
15:00 Akholor Juti
15:30 Grahak Suruksha
16:00 Abelir Batori
16:05 Swachha Bulletin
16:10 Face in the crowd
16:30 Tathyachitra
17:00 Nimishote Batori
17:02 Sambhawana, 2016
17:30 Krishi Darshan
18:00 dharabahik
18:30 Batori
18:45 NE News

14:00 Just for Laughs

15:00 Top 20 Funniest

16:00 The Big Bang Theory

16:30 Two and a Half Men

17:00 The Kettering Incident

18:00 Castle

19:00 Just for Laughs

20:00 Top 20 Funniest

21:00 Grey’s Anatomy

22:00 Class

23:00 Criminal Minds

13:00 Crime Patrol Dial 100

15:00 Crime Patrol - Satark

19:00 Yeh Moh Moh Ke Dhaage

19:30 Peshwa Bajirao

20:00 Mahabali Hanumaan

20:30 Pehredaar Piya Ki

21:00 Beyhadh

21:30 Kuch Rang Pyar Ke Aise Bhi

22:00 Crime Patrol Dial 100

15:51 Family – Ek Deal
18:36 Main Faisla Karoonga
21:00 International Rowdy

15:35 Hungama
18:55 Jai Ho
22:00 Makkhi

HBO

23:00  Star Trek Into Darkness

WB

19:20 She’s Out of My League

16:00 French Cup 2017

18:00 PGA Tour 2017 H/ls

19:00 The World Sailing Show

19:30 Winning Post

20:00 French Cup 2017

22:00 PGA Tour Special Show

23:00 The World Sailing Show

23:30 Global Champions League

13:30 TNA Wrestling Unifnished...

14:30 Super Boxing League

17:00 Major League Baseball

20:00 ATP World Tour 500 2017

21:00 UFC Unleashed

23:00 Moto GP 2017 H/ls

STAR MOVIES

21:00 Captain America:

Civil War

I
ndividuals who are heavy alcohol consumers

may be at an increased risk of developing

non-melanoma skin cancer, an analysis has

shown.

The findings, published in the British

Journal of Dermatology, revealed that for

every 10 gram increase in alcohol intake per

day, the risk of basal cell carcinoma (BCC)

increased by 7 per cent and cutaneous

squamous cell carcinoma (cSCC) by

11 per cent.

These are the two most common types of

non-melanoma skin cancer.

While ultraviolet radiation is directly linked

to BCC and cSCC risk, the relationship

between alcohol and these cancers is not

exactly defined, the study said.

For the study, the team conducted meta-

analysis and reviewed findings from 13 case-

control/cohort studies, which comprised

91,942 BCC cases and 3299 cSCC cases, to

determine any link between alcohol intake and

non-melanoma skin cancer incidence.

“This meta-analysis found evidence that

alcohol drinking is positively associated with

both BCC and cSCC risk in a dose-dependent

manner,” said H Yen from the Harvard TH

Chan School of Public Health.

However, “these results should be

interpreted with caution due to potential

residual confounding”, Yen added.

Because alcohol drinking is a prevalent and

modifiable behaviour, it could serve as an

important public health target to reduce the

global health burden of non-melanoma skin

cancers, the researchers said. – IANS

Drinking: Dermatological dimension
Drinking alcohol daily may increase skin cancer risk, says a study



ADVERTISEMENT
No RMSA/Special TET/842/2017/65

APPLICATIONS FOR APPEARING IN THE TEACHERS’ ELIGIBILITY

TEST (TET) ARE INVITED FROM THE INTENDING CANDIDATES FOR

GRADUATE TEACHERS IN SECONDARY EDUCATION ASSAM FOR

MANIPURI MEDIUM ONLY

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA for Graduate Teachers in Secondary Schools: The

Assam Secondary Education (Provincialised) Service (Amendment) Rules, 2012

has prescribed the amended qualification for direct recruitment to the post of graduate

teachers.

As per the substituted Schedule –II, the qualification for

1) Graduate Teacher has been prescribed as BA/B.Sc/ B.Com with 50% marks with

B.T./ B.Ed. degree from any recognized university.

2) Hindi Teacher: Pravin/ Ratna in Hindi with 50% marks having degree qualification

from any recognized university or B.A with Hindi as one of the subject with 50%

marks and B.T / B. Ed. degree from any recognized University. (The candidates

must have aggregate 50% marks in Degree.)

The Secondary Education Department, Govt. of Assam vide Office

Memorandum No. ASE.465/2011/95, dated: 20.09.12 has declared that ‘Hindi

Sikshan Parangat’ and ‘Hindi Sikshan Nishnat’ conducted by Kendriya Hindi

Sikshan Mandal, Agra as equivalent to B.Ed and M.Ed respectively for the

purpose of teaching Hindi in High/Higher Secondary Schools. The same cannot

be considered as B.Ed and M.Ed for other categories of teaching positions.

3) Classical Teacher (Sanskrit):- Shastri with 50% marks having degree qualification

from any recognized University or B.A with Sanskrit as one of the subjects with 50%

marks and B.T/ B.Ed degree from any recognized University. (The candidates must

have aggregate 50% marks in Degree.)

4) Classical Teacher such as Arabic, Urdu, Persian etc:- MM with 50% marks with

degree qualification from any recognized University or B.A with Arabic as one of the

subjects with 50% marks and B.T./B.Ed. from any recognized University. (The

candidates must have aggregate 50% marks in Degree.)

5) Classical Teacher (Assamese Language, Manipuri Language):- B.A with, Honours/

Major in concerned subject with 50% marks and B.T. /B.Ed. degree from any recognized

University. (The,candidates must have aggregate 50% marks in Degree.) However

all intending candidates may note that,

â B.T. / B. Ed. Degree from recognized university is a mandatory prerequisite

eligibility qualification for applying for the TET examination.

â The, candidate must have passed HSLC or equivalent examination with Manipuri

language as one of the Subject or read up to HSLC level in Manipuri Medium School.

Provided that in case of recruitment of teacher for teaching MIL subject, the candidate

passing HSLC examination with that particular MIL subject shall be considered.

â Degree qualification means a Bachelor Degree, no equivalence will be drawn.

â Degrees served from off Campus Centers shall not be accepted.

â The candidates who have applied earlier vide advertisement no. RMSA/STET/

343/2014/1 dated 30/06/2014 need not pay the fee for this TET provided the applicant

have to mention his/her online Application Number against our earlier advertisement

no. RMSA/STET/343/2014/1 dated 30/06/2014 in the form.

â The status of the present contractual teachers who are working under the

scheme of “Strengthening and Improvement of the Quality Education in the State” on

contractual terms will remain same. This TET is conducted to screen eligible

candidates for appointment in secondary schools in addition to the strength of the

present contractual teachers. However, there will be no bar on submitting application

by eligible and existing contractual teachers, if they desire so. It may be noted that

the requirement of TET for this category of contractual teachers in recruitment

process of Graduate Teachers shall be subject to final outcome of the WA No. 23/

2017 and Review Application No. 14/2017.

â The Candidate must be a Citizen of India and must be a resident of Assam.

Further, Rule-10 of the aforesaid Service Rules provides that, in addition to such

academic and professional qualification mentioned in Schedule-II for direct recruitment

to the post, all candidates shall have to appear and pass in the Teachers Eligibility Test

(TET) conducted by the Government scoring minimum 60% marks in case of General

category candidates and minimum of 55% marks in case of SC/ST/OBC/MOBC/

Physically handicapped candidates.

It shall be noted that mere qualification with prescribed marks in the TET examination

for Secondary Education shall not confer on any candidate the right to employment

as a teacher. However qualification in TET examination is a mandatory prerequisite

to appear at the interview for teacher recruitment and the marks obtained in the

TET examination by a candidate who has qualified in the TET examination shall be

counted in the interview for the teacher recruitment which will be advertised

subsequently.

The teacher recruitment after TET of graduate teachers in the provincialised High

School, Higher Secondary School and High Madrassa shall be governed by Rule-

8 of the aforesaid rules. The advertisement for the posts of graduate teachers shall

be issued by the concerned School Selection Committee. The School Selection

Committee shall hold interview and prepare a panel of school wise select list and

subject to approval of the District Approval Committee, the appointment to the post

of kache: shall be made from the selection list as per merit and subject to following

government prescribed Reservations. However, no oral marks shall be there in

interview stage.

Who Can Apply

A. The Candidate must be a Citizen of India and must be a resident of Assam. He/she

must be a Graduate having 50% marks from a recognized University with B.T/B. Ed.

from a recognized University.

B. In case Manipur medium the candidate must have passed HSLC or equivalent

examination with Manipuri language as one of the Subject or read up to HSLC level in

Manipuri Medium School.

C. Age of the candidate must not be less than 18 years of age and not more above 43

years of age as on 01. 01. 2017. Relaxation of upper age limit will be applicable for SC,

ST (P), ST (H) for another 5 years as per Govt. of Assam OM No. ABP.06/2016/04

dated 03.03.2016.

D. The Upper age limit may also be relaxed in case of candidates who are working

under the scheme of “Strengthening and Improvement of the Quality Education in the

State” on contractual terms for a maximum period up to 5 years and willing to take part

in the instant TET.

Minimum qualifying marks for passing TET: To qualify in TET Examination the

candidate must score at least 60% marks. However, 5% relaxation in marks will be

given for candidates belonging to SC/ST/OBC/MOBC/PWD. Only following category

of PWD/PH persons can apply for appearing at the TET:

n Those who are orthopedically impaired or have locomotor disability. In this regard

the candidate shall obtain a certificate from competent government authority like from

Social welfare Deptt/ Orthopedic surgeon for submission to the Mission Director,

RMSA, Assam. The candidate whose degree of physical disability is more than 40%

are only eligible to apply, under this category.

Notwithstanding the minimum prescribed marks secured in TET Examination, the

number of candidates declared as TET Examination qualified would be a maximum of

double the number of vacancies of Teachers and such candidates will be determined

as per merit position.

Validity: All candidates who pass the TET will be awarded a certificate. The validity

of the certificate shall be for a maximum period of 5(five) years from the date of issue

of the certificate by the Empowered Committee, Government of Assam subject to the

condition that the candidate otherwise fulfils the eligibility criteria prescribed for

recruitment to the services in Government of Assam.

Time Schedule for TET, 2017, Assam:

1 Opening of Online Application Form 22nd August, 2017

2 Last date of Submission of online Application form 8th September, 2017

3 Last date of fees Payment at Bank 14th September, 2017

4. Date of examination Will be notified later

Candidates are advised to apply early in order to avoid last minute rush.

Structure & Content of Test:-  The examination shall be for 200 marks of 200 Multiple

Choice Questions (MCQs), each one of them carrying equal marks. The subject

areas broadly are as follows.

Sl. No Subject Number of Marks

Questions

1 General Studies & Current Affairs 100 MCQs 100

2 Pedagogy & General English 100 MCQs 100

Total Marks 200

Candidates have to qualify both the parts separately to qualify the exam. IMPORTANT

POINTS:

n The cost of the application form is Rs.400/- (Rupees Four Hundred only)

n Detailed instruction on filling up of online application form will be uploaded in the

website www.rmsaassam.in.

n For more information on TET candidates may please contact all Inspector of

Schools offices in Districts and their RMSA cells; State Mission Director RMSA

Office, Kahilipara, Guwahati; Office of the Director of Secondary Education, Assam,

Kahilipara, Guwahati during office hours on all working days.

n Syllabus for the TET examination will be available on website- www.rmsaassam.in

n Degrees/BT/B.Ed degree served from off Campus Centers or unrecognized

institutions/universities shall not be accepted.

n Degrees means a Bachelor degree, no equivalence will be allowed.

n BT/B.Ed from recognized university is mandatory.

n The Candidate must be a Citizen of India and must be a resident of Assam.

Sd/- Member Secretary, Empowered Committee for TET

for Secondary Education, Assam
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Ousted former Thai Prime Minister Yingluck Shinawatra greets supporters as she arrives at the

Supreme Court in Bangkok on Tuesday. – UNI

ISLAMABAD, Aug 1: Shahid

Khaqan Abbasi, a diehard loyalist of

Nawaz Sharif, was today elected

Prime Minister by Pakistan’s Na-

tional Assembly and put up a strong

defence of the ousted leader, say-

ing that he may have been disqual-

ified by the Supreme Court but re-

mains the “people’s Premier.”

Abbasi, 58, was elected as Paki-

stan’s 18th Premier after getting

221 votes in the House of 342,

defeating his three rivals emphat-

ically. Naveed Qamar of Pakistan

Peoples Party (PPP) got 47 votes,

Sheikh Rashid Ahmed, an Awami

Muslim League leader who was

Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf’s candi-

date, got 33 votes, while Jamaat-

e-Islami’s Sahibzada Tariqullah

managed just four votes.

Sharif ’s Pakistan Muslim

League-Nawaz (PML-N)-nomi-

nated Abbasi, the former Petro-

leum Minister, will act as interim

Prime Minister till Sharif’s broth-

er, Shehbaz, is elected as a Na-

tional Assembly member.

“Shahid Khaqan Abbasi has

been declared elected as the

Prime Minister of the Islamic

Republic of Pakistan,” National

Assembly Speaker Sardar Ayaz

Sadiq announced amid sloganeer-

ing. He then asked Abbasi to take

the seat of the Prime Minister and

address the House.

Abbasi, while addressing the

Parliament after the voting, said

that his election was a victory for

democracy. He criticised the Su-

preme Court judgement which

disqualified Sharif.

“I am grateful to you all, for fol-

lowing the democratic process –

whether you voted for or against

me. I am grateful to the people of

Pakistan, and I am grateful to the

people’s Premier, Nawaz Sharif,”

Abbasi said in his acceptance

speech.

“I am also grateful to the Op-

position and Imran Khan, for re-

membering us in their daily slan-

dering,” he said. – PTI

Shahid Khaqan Abbasi
succeeds Sharif as Pak PM

Former Pakistan Petroleum Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, who has

been elected Prime Minister, arrives to attend the National Assembly

session in Islamabad on Tuesday. – UNI

BEIJING, Aug 1: Talking tough,

President Xi Jinping said today

that China would not allow any-

one to “split its territory,” as he

lauded the PLA’s strong resolve

to protect the country’s sover-

eignty and defeat “all invasions”

amid Beijing’s territorial disputes

with its neighbours.

“No one should expect us to

swallow the bitter fruit that is

harmful to our sovereignty, secu-

rity or development interests,” Xi

said as the People’s Liberation

Army (PLA) is engaged in a stand-

off with Indian troops at Doklam in

the Sikkim section since mid-June.

Though there was no direct

reference to the Sikkim standoff,

Xi urged the PLA to focus on war

preparedness to forge an elite and

powerful force that is always

“ready for the fight, capable of

combat and sure to win.”

“There are various means and

choices to safeguard peace and se-

curity and prevent war, but mili-

tary means should remain the fi-

nal guarantee,” he said.

Xi, also general secretary of the

Communist Party of China Cen-

tral Committee and chairman of

the Central Military Commission,

made the remarks at the ceremo-

ny to mark the 90th founding an-

niversary of the 2.3-million

strong PLA, the world’s largest

standing army.

He said China would never al-

low “any people, organisation or

political party to split any part of

Chinese territory out of the coun-

try at any time, in any form.”

“The Chinese people love peace.

We will never seek aggression or

expansion, but we have the confi-

dence to defeat all invasions,” Xi,

64, said at the ceremony held at the

Great Hall of the People attended

by Premier Li Keqiang and other

top leaders of the ruling Commu-

nist Party and army officials. This is

the second time in three days that

Xi spoke of the PLA’s capability to

thwart enemy invasions.

On July 30, Xi during a massive

PLA parade had said, “I firmly be-

lieve that our gallant military has

both confidence and ability to de-

feat all invading enemies.” – PTI

90th founding anniversary of PLA

Chinese President Xi Jinping during the ceremony at the Great

Hall of the People in Beijing on Tuesday. – UNI

China won’t allow anyone
to split its territory: Xi

Toronto Int’l Film Fest to open with biopic on Borg-McEnroe
TORONTO, Aug 1: This

year’s Toronto International Film

Festival (TIFF) will court the

love of tennis fans all around the

world with the sports drama,

Borg/McEnroe, opening the

cinematic extravaganza.

The 42nd edition of the fest,

which starts from September 7,

will showcase one of the most

fascinating stories from the

sports arena at Roy Thomson

Hall. Directed by Janus Metz, the

film stars actors Shia LeBeouf as

American tennis champ John

McEnroe and Sverrir Gudnason

as his Swedish counterpart,

Bjorn Borg.

Talking about the film opening

the gala, Piers Handling,

director-CEO of TIFF, said,

“Borg/McEnroe has a powerful

tension about it that is on a par

with the electric energy of

Toronto on the opening night.

“The story of this nail-biter

match-up changed the sport of

tennis forever, and the outstand-

ing performances from LaBeouf

and Gudnason will be a spectacu-

lar way for festival- goers to kick

things off.”

Metz said he was “extremely

honoured” by TIFF’s gesture for

selecting the movie to kick off

the event. “It is a great celebra-

tion and recognition of everyone

in the cast and crew who worked

so hard to make this film what it

is. We had very high ambitions

for this project and have come

such a long way together. I’m

very excited that we can finally

let the film out into the world,

and I couldn’t dream of a better

way of doing this.”

Apart from the film, which has

been penned by Ronnie Sandahl,

Battle of The Sexes is the second

tennis movie that will be

presented at the festival. It stars

actors Steve Carrell and Emma

Stone.

The TIFF will run till

September 17 this year. – PTI

Directed by Janus Metz, the film
stars actors Shia LeBeouf as
American tennis champ John
McEnroe and Sverrir Gudnason
as his Swedish counterpart,
Bjorn Borg.

HBO faces major
cyber attack

LOS ANGELES, Aug 1:

HBO is the latest Hollywood

entertainment company to

have faced a major cyber at-

tack with hackers claiming to

have stolen latest episodes and

data of the shows, including the

highly popular fantasy drama,

Game of Thrones.

The company, in a statement,

confirmed that hackers broke

into their system and stole an

unknown quantity of data, re-

ported Entertainment Weekly.

“HBO recently experienced

a cyber incident, which result-

ed in the compromise of pro-

prietary information. We im-

mediately began investigating

the incident and are working

with law enforcement and out-

side cyber security firms. Data

protection is a top priority at

HBO, and we take seriously

our responsibility to protect

the data we hold,” the network

confirmed in a statement.

Hackers claimed they have

accessed 1.5 Terabytes of data

from the company. However,

HBO has refrained from com-

menting about the nature of the

hack or the name of the shows

facing leak online. So far, writ-

ten material, which is believed

to have been from Game of

Thrones season seven’s fourth

episode and an upcoming epi-

sode of Ballers and Room 104

have apparently been put online.

HBO chairman and CEO Ri-

chard Plepler sent an email to

the company’s employees,

alerting them of the breach.

“As most of you have proba-

bly heard by now, there has

been a cyber incident directed

at the company which has re-

sulted in some stolen proprie-

tary information, including

some of our programming.

“The problem before us is

unfortunately all too familiar in

the world we now find our-

selves a part of. As has been

the case with any challenge we

have ever faced, I have abso-

lutely no doubt that we will

navigate our way through this

successfully,” he wrote. – PTI

2 killed in attack
on Iraq Embassy

in Kabul
KABUL, Aug 1: Two people

died in an attack on the Iraqi Em-

bassy in Kabul claimed by the Is-

lamic State group, Afghan officials

said, with analysts describing the

attack as revenge for the group’s

defeat in Iraq.

Yesterday, a suicide bomber

blew himself up outside the em-

bassy, allowing at least three oth-

er militants to breach the com-

pound unleashing an hours-long

gun battle.

Afghan officials initially said that

no one had been killed in the as-

sault, but the Interior Ministry

later confirmed that two people –

a woman and a guard – had died

and two policemen were injured.

All embassy staff including Ira-

qi charge d’affairs were “un-

harmed,” Interior Ministry

spokesman Najib Danish said.

Security experts characterised

the attack as a warning to Bagh-

dad after it pushed the IS out of

Mosul, and said it could suggest a

growing operational link between

the jihadist group and its Afghan

affiliate, Islamic State Khorasan

Province (IS-K).

The IS-K claimed responsibili-

ty for the Kabul attack, according

to a statement by the IS’s central

propaganda agency, Amaq. It said

two of its members attacked the

embassy, killing at least 27 guards

and other embassy staff. – AFP

‘ISIS, climate
change, China major

threat for India’
WASHINGTON, Aug 1: The

Islamic State terror group along

with climate change are seen as

posing a major risk to India by its

people, while an assertive China

is considered the third top threat

to the country, a latest Pew re-

search survey said today.

In India, 66 per cent of the re-

spondents considered Islamic

State of Iraq and Syria (also known

as ISIS or ISIL) as a major threat,

while 47 per cent said they consid-

ered global climate change as the

major threat, the report said.

ISIS is named as the top threat

in a total of 18 countries surveyed

– mostly concentrated in Europe,

the Middle East, Asia and the US,

it said. Forty-four per cent said

China posed a threat to India. This

was closely followed by cyber at-

tacks (43 per cent), according to

the report.

Chinese and Indian troops are

locked in a face-off in the Doklam

area, also claimed by India’s ally

Bhutan, for over a month after In-

dian troops stopped the Chinese

army from building a road in the

disputed area. While China tops

the list among three countries in

terms of threat perception for

which Pew did the survey, it is

quite low for the US (19 per cent)

and Russia (17 per cent). – PTI



Originating from Japan, ‘su

do ku’ is a mind game and a

puzzle that can be solved

with proper reasoning and

logic. Fill the grid with digits

in such a manner that every

row, every column and every

3 x 3 box accommodates the

digits 1 to 9 without repeat-

ing any.

Solution of last problem
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LOS ANGELES, Aug 1: Los
Angeles announced its intent to
host the 2028 Olympics, paving
the way for Paris to host in 2024
in a deal hailed as a win-win-win
for both cities and the Olympic
movement.

“I am proud to announce the
Olympic Games are coming
back to the United States of
America,” Los Angeles mayor
Eric Garcetti said at the cere-
mony at the StubHub Center
Stadium.

“In 2028, we are bringing the
Games back to LA, one of the
great capitals of the Olympic
movement. A city that has al-
ways been a Games changer and
will be again in 2028.”

Los Angeles had been in a
race with Paris to follow Tokyo
2020 as the 2024 host with the
winner to be named by the IOC
on September 13 in Lima.

But the possibility that Los
Angeles would abandon a 2024
bid and instead accept the 2028
Games has been growing since
the IOC decided in July that it
would attempt to award both
Games at its Lima meeting.

Paris had remained insistent
on hosting in 2024, on the 100th
anniversary of the city’s 1924
Olympics.

LA officials, who had put for-
ward a USD 5.3 billion bid for

LA agrees to host 2028 Games, Paris set for 2024
2024, said an agreement had
been reached with the IOC on
financial considerations that
would make waiting an extra
four years feasible.

Bid chief Casey Wasserman
said the IOC had waived vari-
ous fees and payments that
could ultimately save LA organ-
isers millions.

The IOC will also advance
USD 180 million to LA organ-
isers to lessen the impact of
the longer leadup time, mon-
ey that normally wouldn’t be
disbursed until closer to the
Games kickoff.

“The IOC contribution as stip-
ulated by the HCC is USD 1.8
billion and has the potential to
exceed USD 2 billion according
to the evaluation of the LA bid
committee when taking into ac-
count the estimated value of
existing sponsor agreements to
be renewed and potential new
marketing deals,” the bid com-
mittee said in a statement.

Garcetti added: “This deal
was too good to pass up.”

The deal will bring the
Games back to Los Angeles for
a third time, after the city host-
ed in 1932 and 1984.

The agreement must still
be approved by the Los An-
geles City Council and the
United States Olympic Com-

mittee – both of which backed
the 2024 bid.

City Council president Herb
Wesson, an enthusiastic support-
er of the Games, said the coun-
cil committee on the Games

would thoroughly vet the new
proposals before making its
recommendation to the full
council for a vote hopefully with-
in two weeks.

Local backing is crucial to

the success of any Games, but
federal government support
is also key since the national
government will play a key
role in security.

Wasserman singled out the

support of US President
Donald Trump as helping to
bring the Games back to the
United States.

The USA last hosted the
Summer Olympics in Atlanta in

1996 while the Winter Games
were held in Salt Lake City in
2002.

Garcetti said that if all goes
according to plan, LA is confi-
dent it will receive 100 per cent
support by IOC members in
Lima for a bid that relies largely
on existing infrastructure and
features iconic venues such as
the Memorial Coliseum – slat-
ed once again to host athletics.

IOC president Thomas
Bach also said he was confident
any remaining hurdles could
be cleared.

“We are very confident that
we can reach a tripartite agree-
ment under the leadership of
the IOC with LA and Paris in
August, creating a win-win-
win situation for all three part-
ners,” he said.

“This agreement will be
put forward to the IOC Ses-
sion in Lima in September for
ratification.”

The IOC’s efforts to stream-
line the bidding process didn’t
help boost the number of candi-
dates for 2024. Boston was first
selected by the USOC as a pro-
spective host but dropped out
amid local opposition and mon-
ey concerns. Hamburg, Buda-
pest and Rome also pulled out
of the race.

“In sports terms, there is no

other metaphor it was a mara-
thon,” Garcetti said of the ardu-
ous process. “Today, we are at
the finish line.”

Paris, which will also be host-
ing the Games for a third time,
endured the disappointment of
failed bids in 1992, 2008 and
2012.

Paris Mayor Anne Hidalgo
said on Twitter: “Happy that my
friend @MayorofLA has made
an important new step on an
agreement that will have three
winners: Paris, Los Angeles and
the IOC #Paris2024.”

Garcetti downplayed any
risk involved in taking on the
Olympics so far in advance,
saying political or economic
setbacks in the interim, or
even a natural disaster such as
an earthquake, wouldn’t prove
fatal to the preparations.

“Los Angeles is resilient,”
Garcetti said. “I’m not wor-
ried about those things. We
aren’t going to see sports go
away. We’re not going to see
stadiums disappear.

“When you look at those
risks, sure in some scenario if
the entire Earth falls apart prob-
ably the Olympics aren’t hap-
pening in Los Angeles.

“But short of that,” Garcetti
said, “We’re going to have a
great Games here in LA.” – AFP

Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti speaks at the podium, flanked by LA 2024 Bid Chairman Casey Wasserman (L) and City

Council President Herb Wesson (R) during a press conference to announce the awarding of the 2028 Olympics to Los Angeles

at StubHub Center Stadium in Carson, California, on Monday.

MANCHESTER, Aug 1: Man-
chester United have confirmed the
signing of midfielder Nemanja Matic
from Chelsea in a three-year deal that
sees the Serbian move to Old Traf-
ford for £40million.

Matic, who will wear the No. 31
at United, was left to train alone at
Cobham during Chelsea’s pre-sea-
son tour of Asia and the Premier
League champions have consented
to his wishes of being reunited with
Jose Mourinho.

As per reports the initial fee is likely
to be £35m, with £5m in add-ons
based on how the midfielder per-
forms at United. The 28-year-old will
earn £140,000 a week with the play-
er in line for a bonus should the club
succeed in the Champions League.

Matic is short of match fitness but
could make his first United appear-
ance against Sampdoria in Dublin on
Wednesday, and he revealed his joy
at completing the switch.

“I am delighted to have joined

Manchester United sign Nemanja Matic
Manchester United,” Matic told the
club’s website. “To work with Jose
Mourinho once again was an oppor-
tunity I couldn’t turn down.

“I have enjoyed my time at Chel-
sea and would like to
thank the club and the
fans for their support. I
cannot wait to meet my
new teammates and to
start training with them.

“This is a very excit-
ing time for the club and
I am looking forward to
playing my part in creat-
ing more history for this
great club.”

Mourinho added:
“Nemanja is a Manches-
ter United player and a
Jose Mourinho player. He
represents everything
we want in a footballer;
loyalty, consistency, am-
bition, team player.

“I would like to thank

him for his desire to join us because
without that, it would be impossible
to have him here. I am sure our play-
ers and supporters will love him. A
big welcome to our new No. 31.”

Chelsea have paid tribute to
Matic following his departure, writ-
ing on their official Twitter ac-
count: “We thank Nemanja for his
fantastic service and wish him well

for the future.”
The signing of Tie-

moue Bakayoko meant
Matic would have found
regular starts limited at
Stamford Bridge this
season, and the defensive
midfielder will now com-
pete with Michael Car-
rick for a first-team place.

Owner Roman
Abramovich had given
him permission to join a
Premier League rival as
a reward for helping the
club lift the title twice in
the last three seasons.

Though Juventus ex-
pressed interest, they
were unwilling to match
the financial package

plus the length of contract that
Matic sought. Instead, he will be
reunited with former Chelsea boss
Mourinho, who tried to sign Matic
last season.

Mourinho had targeted at least four
signings this summer, though accepts
he may have to be satisfied with three
following the arrivals of Victor Lin-
delof and Romelu Lukaku.

Talks over a deal for Ivan Perisic at
Inter Milan remain at an impasse,
with United unwilling to match the
£50m asking price or include Antho-
ny Martial in the deal.

Prior to Matic’s unveiling, Mour-
inho said: “I depend on the situation,
the market, and if my club is unable
to do two players and just one, I ac-
cept that as a consequence of the
market now.”

Midfielder Ander Herrera is expect-
ed to agree terms on a new four-year
contract and a proposed contract offer
to veteran striker Zlatan Ibrahimovic
remains a possibility. – Agencies

Nemanja Matic is United’s third major signing of the summer

following his completion of a £40m move and he replaces Bastian

Schweinsteiger in wearing the No. 31 jersey.

STANFORD, Aug 1: Maria
Sharapova made a fine come-
back from injury by getting
through her opening match at
the Stanford Classic on Monday.

In action for the first time
since May, the Russian was too
good for American Jennifer
Brady 6-1, 4-6, 6-0 at the WTA
Premier event.

Sharapova, who made her
return from a doping ban in
April, was handed a wildcard
entry into the tournament and
needed two hours, two minutes
to get past Brady in Stanford.

After breaking serve four
times in the opening set,
Sharapova – the 2010 runner-
up – quickly fell behind 3-0 in
the second, and while the five-
time Grand Slam champion
recovered briefly, Brady
forced a decider.

But Sharapova took con-
trol once more in the third

Sharapova makes winning return at Stanford Classic

set, breaking three times to
advance.

Meanwhile, seeds Ana Kon-
juh and Lesia Tsurenko were
comfortable in the first round.

Konjuh held a 6-3, 1-0 lead
over Marina Erakovic when
the qualifier from New Zea-
land retired.

Tsurenko made it three

straight-sets wins from as
many meetings with Lara Ar-
ruabarrena courtesy of a 6-3,
6-3 victory and the Ukrainian
will face Sharapova. – Agencies

Maria Sharapova returns the ball to Jennifer Brady during day one of the Stanford Classic at

Stanford University Taube Family Tennis Stadium in Stanford, on Monday.

KOLKATA, Aug 1: The BCCI has
decided to scrap the controversial
neutral venue format in the Ranji
Trophy after just one season, follow-
ing criticism from leading domestic
players including India opener Abhi-
nav Mukund.

The 2017-18 Ranji Trophy season
starts on October 6 and the decision to
revert to the home-and-away format
was taken by the BCCI technical com-
mittee headed by former India captain
Sourav Ganguly.

Another notable decision taken was
dividing 28 teams into four groups of
seven instead of usual three groups.

The committee took the expected
call after receiving overwhelmingly
negative feedback from the coaches and
players at its Annual Conclave in Mum-
bai, earlier this year.

“However, the knock out match-
es will continue to be at neutral ven-
ues,” said BCCI acting secretary

Ranji home and away concept back
Amitabh Choudhary, who convened
the meeting.

The neutral venue concept was test-
ed last season with the approval of the
Ganguly-led technical committee.

Players not only played in front of
empty stands, they also faced lack of
apathy from the host association. Be-
sides, there were logistical hassles.

“We have reverted to home and
away format because of logistical rea-
sons, even the players and captains
wanted this,” said Ganguly.

“The matches will be less now, it
was becoming too long a season. As-
sociations also wanted to see their
teams play at the home venue. It was
on a trial basis and now we wanted
to go back to original format,” he
added.

With the addition of Chattisgarh, 28
teams were last year divided into nine
teams each in group A and B and 10
teams including debutants Chattisgarh

in group C.
From now on, there will be groups

A, B, C and D with seven teams who
will be playing six league games.

The top two teams from each group
will qualify for the quarterfinals.

It is a change from last season, where
teams in Group A and B played eight
games while the ones in Group C
played nine. However, only two teams
qualified from Group C and three each
from the other groups.

BCCI acting secretary Choudhary
also added that pink ball experiment in
Duleep Trophy will continue.

“We will continue with pink ball in
Duleep Trophy, because any new prac-
tice has to be given a proper chance.
Our effort will be to make most of
the experiment at day and night
games,” he said.

BCCI had thought of hosting its first
ever day-night Test last season before
dropping the idea. – PTI

BARCELONA, Aug 1: Bar-
celona have blocked payment of
a 26-million-euro ($31-million)
bonus for star attacker Neymar
as speculation mounts that he will
move to Paris Saint-Germain, a
source at the club said today.

The Brazilian football star,
who is due to come back for
training on Wednesday morn-
ing, is at the centre of an appar-
ent tug of war between the two
European giants in what would
be the most expensive trans-
fer fee in football history.

Speculation is mounting that
the 25-year-old could quit Bar-
celona for PSG for a world-record
222 million euros.

“These 26 million euros have
been placed with a notary pend-
ing to see if the player contin-
ues,” the source, who refused to

Barcelona block Neymar’s
multi-million bonus

be named, told AFP.
The renewal bonus was

agreed on a year ago when Ney-
mar extended his contract with
Barcelona until 2021, and was
due to be paid to the player after
he completed a year.

But the club has decided to put
it on hold pending to see how the
situation evolves.

The contract Neymar signed
also increased an early termina-

tion clause from 200 to 222 mil-
lion euros, which PSG is report-
edly willing to pay.

Neymar’s future is the talk of
Spanish football, and particularly
Barcelona supporters.

After a successful pre-season
tour in the United States that saw
Barcelona win against Juventus,
Manchester United and Real
Madrid, the footballer flew to
China for a promotion trip.

But he studiously avoided
commenting on the situation.

On Wednesday, Barcelona
players resume training after
their summer break, with a dou-
ble session in the morning and in
the afternoon.

Neymar has been called to the
training, the club source said, al-
though Spanish sports media
doubt he will show up. – AFP

Neymar

Jadeja maintains
top position,

Virat stays 5th
DUBAI, Aug 1: Star spin-

ner Ravindra Jadeja main-
tained his position at the top
of the bowlers’ list while In-
dia skipper Virat Kohli re-
mained static at fifth place in
the batting charts in the lat-
est ICC Test Rankings re-
leased today.

In the batsmen’s rankings,
Cheteshwar Pujara is the top-
ranked Indian at the fourth po-
sition while opener Shikhar
Dhawan climbed 21 places to
be ranked 39th.

The batting list is being
topped by Australia captain
Steve Smith followed by Eng-
land’s Joe Root and New Zea-
land’s Kane Williamson.

In the bowlers’ chart, Ravi-
chandran Ashwin displaced Sri
Lanka captain Rangana Herath
to claim the second spot back.
Herath is third in the rankings.
Pacer Mohammed Shami
gained a place to be 23rd.

Jadeja and Ashwin also main-
tained their second and third
ranks respectively in the all-
rounders’ list. Bangladesh’s
Shakib Al Hasan is still perched
at the top of the table.

England all-rounder Ben
Stokes moved up 12 places
to joint-25th position in the
rankings for batsmen and also
gained two places to reach
19th position. His effort also
saw him overtake South Af-
rica’s Vernon Philander to
take fifth position in the list
of all-rounders.

In the latest rankings,
which also take into account
performances in the first
Test at Galle, in which India
defeated Sri Lanka by 304
runs to take a 1-0 lead in the
three-Test series, saw oth-
er England players make no-
table gains too. – PTI

NEW DELHI, Aug 1: Star
boxer Vijender Singh’s “Chi-
nese products” remark has
provoked his next opponent
Zulpikar Maimaitiali to issue a
strong retort ahead of their ea-
gerly-awaited bout titled ‘Bat-
tleground Asia’.

Replying to Vijender’s com-
ment that “Chinese products
don’t last long”, WBO Orien-
tal Super middleweight cham-
pion Maimaitiali said, “I will
show Vijender what Chinese
are capable of, we have shown
India time and again what Chi-
na is capable of, it’s time that
Vijender too learns his lesson.

“I am coming to your home,
Vijender, on 5th August and
will take back your belt along
with mine. I am going to knock

Vijender, China’s Maimaitiali
indulge in war of words

you out in the early rounds,”
he said ahead of their sched-
uled bout in Mumbai on Sat-
urday.

‘Battleground Asia’ fight
night will give both the boxers
a chance to claim double titles
in a winner-takes-all show.

The Chinese No. 1 boxer
said he was eyeing the second

belt of his professional career.
“I am fully prepared for this

fight, this will be a big fight of
my career as I am eyeing sec-
ond belt of my pro career. I
don’t think he ever stood a
chance in front of me, he thinks
I am a kid. I will show what
this kid is made of,” said Mai-
maitiali. – PTI

Vijender

Maimaitiali
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SPORTS REPORTER

GUWAHATI, Aug 1: Assam

Cricket Association (ACA) has

been allotted a T20 Interna-

tional (T20I) against Australia

which will be held at the ACA’s

Barsapara cricket stadium

probably on October 10. It will

be the third T20I of the 3-

match series.

Guwahati hosted a last One-

day International match on

November 28, 2010.

Confirming the develop-

Guwahati to host Australia in T20I
ment the ACA secretary

Pradip Buragohain said:

“Guwahati will be hosting the

maiden T20I, probably on Oc-

tober 10 against Australia. The

BCCI has intimated us at

around 6pm today regarding

the allotment of the match

during the visitors’ three T20I

match series.”

Journey of Guwahati as an

international venue started way

back on December 17, 1983

and since then the city was al-

lotted 16 ODI matches out of

which two matches had to be

called off –  against England on

April 9, 2006 and November

29, 2008 due to bad weather

conditions and security reasons

respectively. The Nehru Sta-

dium in the RG Baruah Sports

Complex was the venue which

hosted all the matches.

Buragohain stated that from

now onwards the whole team

of the ACA will have to work

round the clock in order to

complete all the remaining

works at the Barsapara sta-

dium. Apart from the media

centre and players’ pavilions,

the major task for the organis-

ers is to complete the ap-

proach roads to the stadium

and arrange adequate space for

car parking.

“It will be a beginning for us

and after this T20I the city will

get to host ODIs and even Test

matches in the near future,”

said the ACA secretary.

SPORTS REPORTER

GUWAHATI, Aug 1: The

Assam Cricket Association

(ACA) is going to conduct in-

terviews for inducting coaches

and support staffs for different

groups in men and women cat-

egories tomorrow and day af-

ter at the ACA’s Barsapara sta-

dium here.

The State cricket body will

pick coaches, trainers and

physios for the season 2017-

18 in contractual basis.

In the coming Ranji season,

Assam will play in Group C,

the bottom tier, after they

came last in Group B during

the last season. In 2015-16,

Assam were semifinalists in

the premier domestic cricket

tournament, but last year with

a dismal show Assam managed

to win only one match out of

eight and lost five. Assam fin-

ished their campaign at the

bottom in the group with just

eight points. Last year former

international Sunil Joshi was

the chief coach of the Assam

team. Prior to that Sanath

Can ACA bank on
local technical staffs

Kumar of Karnataka acted as

chief coach which managed to

reach the semifinals for the

first time in the history of As-

sam cricket.

Now, as the State senior

cricket team has nothing to

lose in the Ranji Trophy, the

officials have to think twice

whether ACA has to induct

costly coaching and support

staff for the State team or not?

Now Assam has some quali-

fied and capable professionals

who can handle the State Ranji

team comfortably. During the

last few decades ACA has been

inducting three out station

players in the Ranji team.

However, this time the top of-

ficials are preferring two play-

ers from out side the State. It

will be a wise decision for the

ACA officials if they reduce the

number of out stationed re-

cruits.

An ACA source revealed

that the organisation has been

able to draw the attention of

the BCCI as far as the financial

aspect is concerned.

Navodaya Vidyalaya kabaddi
tourney begins

CORRESPONDENT

MANGALDAI, Aug 1: Navodaya Vidyalaya  Regional  Kabaddi

Tournament (boys) got off to a colourful start today at the Jawahar

Navodaya Vidyalaya, Darrang, Udmari near here.

The tournament features Navodaya Vidyalaya’s of all the

Northeastern States. As many as 24 selected teams from eight

different clusters are participating in the tournament which is

being played in U-14 ,U-17 and U-19 groups.

In the inaugural matches of the three respective categories,

team from cluster Manipur beat Nagaon in U-14; Goalpara

defeated Tinsukia in U-17 while in the U-19 category Lakhimpur

got the better of the Nagaland.

Deputy Commissioner, NVS, Regional Office, Shillong, DS

Kumar attended the opening ceremony and inaugurated the

tournament in the presence of the principal of JNV, Darrang P

Rajesh, journalist Mayukh Goswami, among others.

Assam players in Indian
Postal TT team

GUWAHATI, Aug 1: Three Assam paddlers – Kaushik

Phukan, Elsayeed Mustafa Hussain and Murchana Gohain have

been included in the Indian Postal team for the 47th All India

Inter Institutional TT Championship which got underway to-

day at Saroop Nagar, New Delhi.

All the major institutions of India including PSPB, Railways,

Indian Audit, Defence Accounts, Airport Authority of India, BSNL,

ESIC, RBI, OFSCB, LIC, DIR are taking part in the meet.

The postal team members are: (Men) Kaushik Phukan,

Elsayeed M Hussain (both Assam), Pritam Bose, Saurav Ghosh

(both West Bengal), N Sarath Kumar (Tamil Nadu). (Women)

Murchana Gohain (Assam), Sugandha Das (West Bengal), Sonal

Joshi( Gujarat), Rajni Gupta (Punjab).

FIDE ratings for State players
GUWAHATI, Aug 1: Young Ikshita Barman (U-9) and vet-

eran player Bibhuti Gogoi got International Fide Rating.

According to August, 2017 Fide rating list published by World

Chess Federation, Ikshita Barman and Bibhuti Gogoi of Guwahati

Chess Academy have been included in FIDE rating list with

1007 and 1248 rating points respectively. Ikshita at the age of 7

years 11 months became one of the youngest rated players

from the State while Bibhuti Gogoi at the age of 59 years 11

month became one of the oldest players from Assam to get

FIDE rating. They have been given rating on the basis of their

performances in International FIDE Rating Chess Tournament,

Assam organised by the Guwahati Chess Association from July

12 to 16 in Guwahati.

Athletics trial camp
GUWAHATI, Aug 1: The Assam Athletic Association (AAA)

will hold a trial camp to pick the State team for the 29th East

Zone Athletics Championship which will be held in Kolkata on

September 9 and 10.

The trial will be held at the Indira Gandhi Athletic Stadium,

Sarusajai here on August 12. Affiliated units of the State ath-

letic body may contact AAA secretary Pradeep Nunisa for fur-

ther information, a release said.

Karateka Enjebee
in Indian team

GUWAHATI, Aug 1:

Enjebee Chakma of Assam has

been selected to represent the

Indian karate team in the 4th

South Asian Karate Champi-

onship to be held at Colombo

from August 3 to 6.

Enjebee will participate in

the cadet (14-15 years) fe-

male Kumite 54 kg category.

Enjebee has already repre-

sented India in the 16th

Asian Junior Karate Cham-

pionship at  Astana,

Kazakhstan this year.

Prangovinda Parasar

Kashyap, a Class IV student of

the International School,

Guwahati, won the title in the

Pawn Group of the recently

concluded 6th Raktab Dutta

Choudhury Memorial North

East School Chess Champion-

ship held at the Assam Jatiya

Bidyalay, Guwahati.

KOLKATA, Aug 1: The

BCCI today awarded three Test

matches of the November-De-

cember home series against Sri

Lanka to Kolkata, Nagpur and

Delhi while the newly-con-

structed stadium in Barasapa-

ra, Guwahati was awarded a

marquee T20 International

against Australia in October.

The decisions were taken at

the Board’s tours and fixtures

committee meeting here.

It will be a big home season

for the Indian team as it will play

23 international matches across

three series starting end of Sep-

tember and concluding at the end

of December.

The BCCI’s Tours and Fix-

tures Committee however did

not announce the dates keeping

in mind the logistics.

Kolkata, Delhi, Nagpur
to host SL Tests

The season starts mid Sep-

tember with five ODIs against

Australia slated to be played at

Chennai, Bangalore, Nagpur, In-

dore and Kolkata. The three T20

Internationals against the Aus-

sies will be held in Hyderabad,

Ranchi and Guwahati.

The series against New

Zealand will commence mid

October and the three ODIs

will be held in Pune, Mumbai

and Kanpur followed by three

T20 Internationals at Delhi,

Cuttack and Rajkot.

The final stretch of the inter-

national season at home will

commence from middle of No-

vember with Kolkata hosting the

first Test against Sri Lanka.

The second Test is scheduled

in Nagpur, which will be making

a comeback after ICC suspension

for poor pitch. The final Test will

be held in Delhi.

The three ODIs against Sri

Lanka will be held in Dharamsa-

la, Mohali and Vizag. The three

T20 Internationals will be held

in Kochi or the newly-accredit-

ed Thiruvanantpuram, Indore

and Mumbai. The acting BCCI

secretary Amitabh Choudhary

reminded about how Sri Lanka

has stood by India at all global

platforms.
THE SCHEDULE

Australia Series: ODIs (5): Chen-
nai, Bengaluru, Nagpur, Indore, Kolka-
ta. T20 Internationals (3): Hyderabad,
Ranchi, Guwahati (Barsapara).

New Zealand Series; ODIs (3):
Pune, Mumbai, Kanpur; T20I (3): Delhi,
Cuttack, Rajkot.

Sri Lanka: Tests (3): Kolkata, Nag-
pur and Delhi; ODIs (3): Dharamsala,
Mohali, Vizag. T20 Internationals (3):
Kochi/Thiruvanantpuram, Indore, Mum-
bai. – PTI

Prannoy, Kashyap advance
AUCKLAND, Aug 1: Newly-

crowned US Open winner HS

Prannoy and Commonwealth

Games champion Parupalli

Kashyap advanced to the second

round but it was curtains for

World Championship-bound Ajay

Jayaram in the opening round of

the New Zealand Grand Prix

Gold here today.

Fourth seed Prannoy defeat-

ed Indonesia’s Shesar Hiren

Rhustavito 21-14, 21-16, while

15th seed Kashyap brushed aside

Indonesia’s Dionysius Hayom

Rumbaka 21-5, 21-10 in the

men’s singles competition.

Prannoy will face Indonesia’s

Firman Abdul Kholik and

Kashyap will square off against

local shuttler Oscar Guo tomor-

row. Young shuttlers Siril Ver-

ma, Pratul Joshi, Sourabh Ver-

ma, Neeraj Vashist and Sahil Si-

pani also made positive starts to

their campaign in the USD

120,000 event.

Seventh seed Sourabh beat

Australian Nathan Tang 21-17,

21-15, 16th seed Siril defeated

Indonesia’s Riyanto Subagja 21-

13, 21-12, Pratul got the better

of local shuttler Daxxon Vong 21-

10, 21-13, Neeraj thrashed In-

donesia’s Androw Yunanto 21-8,

21-9, and Sahil surpassed New

Zealand’s Joshua Feng 21-10, 21-

10 in the other men’s singles

matches. – PTI

NEW DELHI, Aug 1: The In-

dian Davis Cup team will train at

the indoor courts of University

of Colombia in New York, a week

before the crucial World Group

Play-off tie against Canada in Ed-

monton, starting September 15.

It is for the first time that a

camp has been organised to

prepare for an away tie. The

team will assemble in New

York on September 4 and will

leave for Edmonton on Sep-

tember 10.

“I wanted to get the boys to-

gether and practice indoors be-

fore the tie,” Captain Mahesh

Bhupathi told PTI, confirming

the development.

The AITA has approached the

Sports Ministry to fund the

week-long training camp and it

is being assessed. The ministry

seems keen to provide the finan-

cial support.

“There should not be any prob-

lem with that (financial assistance)

because we do fund training of

athletes, including foreign train-

ing. However, a decision will be

taken after examination of the

proposal,” a Sports Ministry of-

ficial said.

Asked why the camp is being

organised in New York instead

of Edmonton, Bhupathi said,

“Courts will not be ready till Sun-

day (September 10) before tie.”

It will be fourth straight year

that India will be in contention

for a place in the elite 16-nation

World Group. – PTI

Davis Cup team to
train in New York


